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PREFACE

The problems of the commercial fishing industry with marine
insurance are complicated and controversial. There have been complaints
from the fishing industry particuleirly in New England, that the cost of
insurance has risen substantially. On the other hand, many insurance
firms have withdrawn from the field because of disastrous loss
experience.

This survey is an inquiry into the situations, forces, conditions,
and factors which have given rise to the hull and protection and indem-
nity insurance problem in the New England, Gulf of Mexico, smd California
Areas. It is a piece of basic research aiming at the formulation of a
set of recommendartions which may become the basis for policy-making
decisions by the United States Government.

The report consists of two parts each in a separate publication.
A summary of conclusions and recommendations, an extensive discussion
of the insurance problem and two appendices which contain the basic
tables and a summary of sampling techniques are included in this
publication. A supplement contains a description of accidents, the
owner's reasons for insurance coverage, and his occupational activities
together with comments made by the interviev/ed vessel ovmers on the huH
and protection and indemnity insurance problem. A liraited supply of the
supplements is available and will be furnished to inquirers with a spe-
cific interest who malce a request for it.

The survey was sponsored by the Fish and Wildlife Service of the
United States Itepartment of the Interior under a Saltonstall-Kennedy
Act research contract. Tlie major researchers and authors of this
report are deeply Indebted to Dr. Richard A. Kahn, Mr. Walter H.

Stolting, and Mr. Noriar Pahigian of the Branch of Economics in the
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, United States Fish and Wildlife Service
for their cooperation. Gratitude is also expressed to the two advisors
for the study. Dr. Ralph H. Blanchard, Professor of Insurance at
Columbia University, and Dr. Donald J. 1-7hite, Assistant Dean at the
College of Business Administration of Boston College, for their con-
sultation services in the various stages of the project. A great deal
of the credit should go to Dr. James W. Kelley, Professor of Economics
and Director of the Bureau of Business Reseaxch in the College of
Business Administration of Boston University, for his assistance in
the capacity of advisor and administrative coordinator of the project
and for his unlimited patience in the twenty-five months of research
effort.
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The contribution of the field supervisors. Professors David J.

Ashton, Robert lA. Campbell, I«1yles S. Delano, Francis S. Doody, and
Albert Thompson is by no means less appreciated. A list of names

of the research staff and field workers appears in the supplement.

Our thanlis are extended to all of them and to Mr. Lloyd C. Peterson
and the staff of the IM Laboratory at Boston University. T\70 per-

sons, however, deserve special mention: I'Ir. Gerard C, St. Laurent,

for supeirvising the sampling aind for editing of the inteinriew

schedules and Mr. Clarence L. Sackett for his typing. Finally, it

is admitted that without the cooperation of the interviewed vessel
owners, insurance agents, and insurance companies, the project
could not have been conducted at all.

Although help came from many directions, the reliability of
the data, the errors or omissions, in this report, as well as the

opinions expressed and the conclusions reached, are our ovm full
responsibility.

Boston, Massachusetts
July, 1957

Warner C. Danforth
and

Chris A. Theodore
Bureau of Business Research
College of Business Administration
Boston University
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SUMMARY OF CONGLUdIONS AI'ID RECOMMENDATIONS^

This is a resume'' of the most important conclusions which were

reached by a systematic analysis of the commercial fishing vessel

insurance problems in the New England, Gulf of Mexico, and California

Areas. These areas were selected for analysis because of severe

insurance difficulties encountered by owners of commercial fishing

vessels in New England and California and the extensive practice of

non-insurance in the Gulf of Mexico Area. On the basis of the in-

formation assembled, a number of conclusions are arrived at which

throvr light on the fishing industry's insurance problems. Besides

the recommendations made to the United States Government, this sum-

mary also includes a number of recommendations to each of the two

business groups which are concerned with the insurance problem.

A. CONCLUSIONS

Tlie major situations, conditions, forces, and factors which

were related or gave rise to the insurance problem axe presented

here under the following headings: noninsurance, the cost of

insurance, the loss experience of insurance, the record of acci-

dents, the vessel as an insurable risk, and the effect of insurance

rating and practices on loss experience.

1. Noninsurance . During the five-year period under study,

1950-54, it was found that approximately 30 percent of active

vessels in New England were not insured for hull and about 32 per-

cent were not insured for protection and indemnity. Noninsurance

in the Gulf of Mexico Area (hereafter referred to as the Gulf Area)

was the highest of all three areas with about 57 percent of the

active vessels without hull insurance coverage and 88 percent with-

out protection and indemnity insurance. The extent of noninsurance

in California lies between the experience of the other two areas

with 50 percent of active vessels noninsured for hull and 53 per-

cent noninsured for protection and indemnity.

In terms of gross tonnage and current market value of vessel,

hovrever, noninsurance is less extensive in all three areas. By these

terms, noninsurance on hull is only 11 and 9 percent respectively in

New England, 11 and 13 percent in California and k3 and 36 percent

1/ The conclusions and recommendations in this report are those of

the authors and are not necessarily concurred in by the United

States Fish and Wildlife Service.



in the Gulf Area. Similarly lov? percentages apply to noninsurance
for protection and indemnity risk in New England and California,
although in the Gulf Area it amounts to 8o percent on a tonnage
basis and 76 percent on a market value basis.

Noninsurance, as a means of minimizing out-of-pocket expenses
of operating a commercial fishing vessel, may be an indication of
unsound business practices. If the saved premium is larger than
the losses sustained during a period of years, the realized gains
together with other imputed costs, (managerial salaries, deprecia-
tion and borrowed capital) if not properly estimated, may lead to

a false sense of prosperity. This situation may prolong the exist-
ence of inefficient fishing vessels and overcapacity in the industry
to the disadvantage of all fishing operr.tors. Contrastingly, if the
saved premium is much less than the sustained losses, disaster hits
the noninsured owner with the maximum severity while the adjustment
of the industry's overcapacity to demand is carried out in the most
disadvantageous way for the economy.

The sum and substance of the occurrence of noninsurance, seems to
revolve around two pivotal points quite prevalent among small vessel
owners. One is the realization that the premiijm for insurance protec-
tion is a postponable ssmifixed cost of fishing operations. The other
is the lack of understanding, of the meaning of insurance protection
and the principles which govern insurable risks. Insurance protection
as a semifixed cost is regressive, inversely associated with gross
receipts from fish landings. As a postponable expense, noninsurance
is intimately related to small scale fishing operations, which may be
marginal or submarginal ajid to the general economic conditions and
basic structure of the fishing industry. The second pivotal point,
namely lack of understanding, emanates from the owner's cultviral,

traditionalistic background ajid his lack of training in modern busi-
ness practices. Lack of understanding largely explains his attitude
toward insurance business and his notion that payment of premium is

merely a costly prepayment of expected losses.

A self-insurajice plan becomes more and more advantageous the

larger the premium required for insurajice protection, but our in-

quiry did not disclose extensive use of self-insurance. In fact,

no vessel owner in the sample was found to operate a fleet large
enough to enable him to self-insure against all insurable risks.

A limited and well administered self-insurance plan, however,
coupled with excess insurajice placed with private risk carriers
deserves the attention of both the vessel owners and the insurance
people

.



Noninsurance reduces the number of risks to be insured and

therefore limits the operation of the law of averages. Moreover,

apart from the ^ridely accepted belief that insurance by itself has

the tendency to increase the hazard, there are a few indications

that the majority of noninsured vessels, especially in the Gulf Area,

may be better risks than the currently insured vessels. To the

extent that this may be true, a plan inducing noninsured owners to

carry insurance on their vessels may finally lower the cost of in-

surance protection for all. Although theoretically correct, this

observation is subject to various qualifications.

2. The cost of insurance . In terms of gross premium, protection

against hull insurance accidents rose during the years 19'70-5^ from

$2,225 to $2,820 per policy in New England; from $1,008 to $l,2l8 in

the Gulf Area; and averaged from $6,2^2 during the first two years,

1950-51, to $6,^32 in the last three years, 1952-5^^, in California.

In terms of coverage, the rise of insurance cost was equally, if not

more, important than the rise in gross premium.

Comparison of insurance cost between areas disclosed that the

rise in cost was greater in New England and less pronounced in the

Gulf Area and California. But in terms of premium per hundred dollars

of insurance the average hull insurance cost during the five-year

period was higher in California than in the other areas, with the

Gulf Area probably occupying the second position, followed closely
by New England.

During 1950-54 the average gross premium per policy for protec-

tion and indemnity increased from $1,425 to .^2, 5^3 in New England,

from $436 to $485 in the Gulf Area, and from $378 to $71? in California.

In absolute tenns, protection and indemnity insurance is costlier in

New England than elsewhere.

Finally, the cost of insurance in terms of gross premium and
coverage may not always measure fully the financial burden which falls

upon the owner of a commercial fishing vessel. Interest charges and
other costs incidental to the carrying of insurance may make the cost

of insurance more burdensome. Furtherjnore, the cost of insurance is

mostly felt when other operational costs are also rising and i-eceipts

from fish ajid shellfish landings are falling.

3. Loss experience of insurers . According to our best estimates,

during the period 1950-54 the paid losses and adjustment expenses for

hull insurance averaged from 71 to 76 percent of earned premiums in

New England, 74 to 79 percent in the Gulf Area, and 49 to 54 percent

in California. This means that, on the average, insurers in the first

two areas paid more in losses and adjustment expenses than the amount

of their earned premium available for that purpose. In contrast.



insurers in California, on the average, were able to pay losses and
expenses and realize some gains. This over-all experience, however,
conceals the fact that in all three eireas some insurers sustained
heavy losses ajid ceased underwriting commercial fishing vessels;
others broke even, and a few realized some profits.

Insurers underwriting vessels for protection and indemnity
insurance may have sustained heavy losses in New England and heavier
losses in California since, according to our best estimates, paid
losses and adjustment expenses during 1950-5^^- averaged from 89 to 9^
percent of earned premiums in New England and from 15^ to 159 percent
in California. Loss experience in the Gulf Area was very satisfactory,
according to our sample findings and insurers' reports.

It was shown that, willingly or otherwise, the majority of insurers
have sustainec" losses particularly for protection and indemnity coverage,
to the extent that their average loss experience was higher than their
break-even ratio during the period 1950-5^.

h. The record of accidents . During the years 1950-5^> damages
to the hull of vessel were the most frequently occurring hull insur-
ance accidents in New England and especially in the Gulf, while the
most frequent accidents in California consisted of damages to machinery
and equipment. Of the damages to machinery and equipment, motor trouble
seems to be more frequent than damages to electrical equipnent, winches,
and fishing gear in all three areas. Navigation hazard, mechanical
failure, and weather were the three most frequent hazards, in that
order, in New England and Gulf Area, while in California; mechanical
failure was more frequent than navigation hazard and weather. A
multiple classification of accidents disclosed that "struck submerged
object" was the most frequently occurring cause in New England and
particularly in the Gulf Area, followed by "error of crew" and weather.
"Wear and tear" was the most frequently cited cause in California,
followed by "error of crew" and "struck subrtierged object." "Wear and
tear" was almost as important in New England as weather, while collision
with ajiother vessel was frequent in all three areas.

In terms of amount of loss for hull insurance accidents, the adverse
loss experience of insurers in New England and the Gulf Area was due to
both frequency of petty claims of $500 or less and large claims of more
than $5^000. In California, losses were due to large claims to a greater
extent than to petty losses. Total loss of vessels contributed 39 per-
cent of all losses in New England, 50 percent in the Gulf, and 71 percent
in California, with the remaining portion shared by partial losses of
active wood and of steel vessels. Although fire hazard was the least
frequently occurring cause, it was the source of the largest average
amount of partial loss per claim in all three areas and contributed to
the largest portion of total losses in New England and the Gulf Area.
Weather in New England, navigation hazard in the Gulf, and mechanical
failure in California contributed the largest proportion of paid
partial losses. Navigation hazsurd accounted for the largest part of
total losses in California and was second to fire hazard in total
losses in New England.



For every one hundred protection and indemnity insurance

accidents, 80 in Nev England, and 83 in California consisted of

personal injiiries during 1950-5^. Hand injuries were the most

frequently occurring personal injuries in both areas, while in

New England, organic diseases and poisoning, mainly nonoccupational

in nature, were more frequent than diseases which generally may be

considered occupational, such as infections and exposure.

Petty protection and indemnity insurance claims of no more than

$250 each were very frequent in New England—70 percent of the total

number of all claims—but less frequent in California. Contrary to

the prevailing notion, only 52 percent of the total amount of aJ.1

losses in New England was due to large claims of more than $5,000
each, while 83 percent of the total amount of all losses in California

were the result of claims amounting to more thaji $5,000. The amount

of losses paid for personal injuries constituted three-fourths of all

losses in New England and nine-tenths in California. Hand injuries

constituted the most severe personal injuries in New England, ^d.th the

lairgest amount of loss per claim and the largest proportion of losses,

while foot injuries constituted the most severe personal injuries in

California. In terms of amount of losses, nonoccupational diseases--

orgamc diseases and poisoning- -were more severe than occupational
ones--infections and colds or exposure.

The best constructed and equipped vessel is as good a risk as

the people who man and operate it. Although somewhat dogmatic, this

statement hardly overemphasizes the paramount importance of the human

element as a decisive factor in the prevention and reduction of the

frequency and severity of accidents. In a decided majority of hull

and protection and indemnity Insurance accidents, the human element

underscores the physical causes which may be present. With occasional

exceptions to the rule, the captain, the engineer, and the crew lack

the necessary training which will help them to perform their respective

duties \7ith maximum safety, both to the vessel and themselves. But

human nature manifests itself in a variety of other forms besides lack

of knowledge- -poor maintenance, inexcusable negligence, and even

intentional destruction of property.

5. The vessel as an Insurable risk . Economic conditions, the

structure of the commercial fishing industry, an existing maritime

legislation have adversely affected the insurability of vessels

and contributed to the insurance problem in a number of ways.

The presence of conflicting interests among vessel owners ajid

their highly diversified backgrounds seriously hinder the growth of

group loyalty and cooperation. In the past, different market interests

of vessel owners may have adversely affected the insurability of

commercial fishing vessels.



The physical inadequacies of most vessels and the lack of
knowledge of seamanship among the majority of captains are not a
matter of operational cost alone but also a matter of function and
practice or custom. The obvious conflict between the vessel's sea-
worthiness or the captain's seamanship and profitable fishing
operations is an aspect of the insurance problem deserving serious
consideration.

Labor shortages, poor recruiting practices, and high labor
turnover in some types of fishing are also important factors in the
rise of the problem in hull insurance, but particularly in protection
and indemnity insurance

.

It was found that the incidence of insurance has increased the
hazard. There is a highly significant direct association between the
occurrence of insurance and loss experience. High propensity to in-
sure is associated with relatively unfavorable loss experience and
vice versa . This situation is known to occur in other lines of
insurance

.

An inverse correlation between loss experience for hull insurance
and fishermen's gross receipts was found in New England and to a
lesser extent in the Gulf Area. Although the data in California fall
to show such an inverse relationship, the close association between
the occurrence and severity of accidents and economic conditions else-
where throws abundant light on the long rxin forces which underlies
the insurance problem. The importance of moral hazard differs from
area to area and from port to port, but its probable presence is
confinned everywhere by vessel owners and insuremce people alike.
The vessel owner clearly understands the close association between
economic conditions in the industry and the hull insurance problem.
Declining income results in declining maintenance of his vessel. His
business outlook is a pessimistic one. Although government assistance
is welcomed by a large majority of owners and suggestions for measures
to improve safety standards, rating, and adjustment of claims are
numerous, the general concensus is that nothing short of measures to
improve economic conditions in the industry can alleviate the hull
insurance problem.

In contrast, the protection and indemnity insurance problem has
its roots, on the one hand, in the onerous maritime laws, especially
that part of the Merchant Marine Act of 1920 known as the Jones Act,
which authorizes prosecution of vessel ovmer liability for accidents
and other damages in the Federal Courts and, on the other hand in the

attitudes and conduct of labor within the industry, especially organized
labor. The paramount importance of existing maritime law, especially
the Jones Act, as a single and ultimate source of the problem in pro-
tection and indemnity insurance did not escape the vessel owner's
attention. Pleas for the repeal of the Jones Act and extension of
workmen's compensation to fishermen are the most frequently suggested

solutions to the problem.



6 . Tlfie effect of insurance rating and practice s on loss
experience . Insurance rating, competition among insurers, and some
insiu'ance practices have contributed to the insurance problem, on the
one hand by limiting the revenue of insurers and, on the other hand,
by increasing the incidence of claims and claim expenses of insurers.

I'/hether insurers operate efficiently in estimating the expecta-
tion of loss was tested by a comparison of insurance cost of vessels
rated on the basis of their loss record. Insurers differentiated
between various insurable risks as far as the coverage was concerned.
However, whether differentiation in terms of coverage was adequate,
especially among active wood vessels, is questionable. Additionally,
coverage differentials were largely offset by the premium ratio,
especially between best and worst of active vessels. Relatively
spesLking, insurers differentiated more in terms of coverage, which
determined tue scope of the insurers' obligation to indemnify the
insured, and less in terms of the premium ratio, which determined
the revenue from which obligations must be paid. Finally, failure
of insurers to differentiate between best and worst vessels is more
pronounced in protection and indemnity insurance than in hull
insurance.

The fact that insurance companies operated on averages and their
failure to rate individual risks adequately on experience and merit
is in part responsible for the substantial rise in average rates when
expectation of loss increased during 1950-54.

The highly competitive state of affairs among insurers is another
factor which prevented greater risk differentiation and kept the
premium lower than might have been possible othein/ise.

On the other hand, other factors contributed to high cost and
losses for the insurers. The nature of the risk, requiring special-
ized knowledge in handling it, the geograjphical dispersion of the
risk, and the presence of physical and human elements which may
suddenly change the hazard, the relatively small value of the risk
compared with the time-consuming process in handling it, and possible
duplication in insurance services contribute to high operational
costs. Besides the above structural factors, operational costs may
have increased because of frequency and severity of claims during
1950-54.

In spite of serious effort, competition among insurers prevented
adequate restriction of the coverage by limiting the provisions of
the contract, especially by increasing the amount of the deductibles
for hull and for protection and indemnity insurance . The above con-
clusion, hovrever, is reached in retrospect and in view of the realities
in the market.



Daring 1950-5^ overinsurance vas widely practiced in New England
and, to a lesser extent, in the Gulf Area and California. Overinsurance
is the combined effect of falling earnings which automatically lower the
vcJ.ue of a vessel through the capitalization process, the pressure of
the insured vessel oimer, the broker's policies, and lack of internal
controls between insurer and his representatives. In ajiy case, over-
insurance constitutes a serious disregard of sound and basic insurance
principles. Available evidence emphasizes the importance of overin-
surance as a probable factor which contributed to total losses.

Also, some imperfections in surveying vessels for both kinds of
insurance, especially hull insurance, may have contributed to the
insurers' losses. Evidence shows that a few vessels in all areas are
not surveyed before they are insured. In the Gulf Area many siirveyors

are pressed to make favorable surveys since insurers have the practice
of paying for their services only if the vessel is accepted.

Adjustment of hull insurance claims is a process which frequently
brings to a clash the opposing interests of the insurer and the insured.
It was found that resistance of the surveyor and the insurance broker
to the o'vmer's pressure and their vigilance over inflated shipyard
bills are not always present or strong enough to protect the insurer's
interest effectively.

The frequently unreasonable demands of injured seamen, encouraged
by lawyers, doctors, and union officials with or -vd-thout litigation
may have contributed to higher losses and claim expenses for the
insurers

.

B. RECOMMENDATIONS

Three groups of recommendations follow. Some are addressed to

the United States Government, a second group directly concerns the
owners of commercial fishing vessels, and a third group consists of
suggestions to the insurers for probable improvement of their loss
experience

.

1. Recommendations to the United States Government . First, the

inverse correlation between gross receipts from fish and shellfish
landings and the severity of hull insurgince accidents may suggest that
a Government policy aimed at stabilizing earnings at a given level
would largely alleviate the hull insurance problem. Apart from con-
siderations well kno^m to the Government which make such a policy
neither feasible nor expedient, the findings of the survey do not



support such a recoiimsndation. Tlie reader will be able to find in the

report several reasons for this viev. \-Jhile there may be some advantages

such as better maintenance as a result of higher income, the objections

to such, a policy are more numerous and may be summed up as follows: sup-

port of receipts from fish landings would have doubtful results, especially
in alleviating the protection and indemnity insurance problem because the
problem will still remain unsolved to the extent that accidents are not
induced by low earnings. If the purpose of such a policy would be to pre-

vent accidents and reduce their severity, the expected benefits are likely
to be much less than the incurred cost and wholly ephemeral. In sum, the

effects of an earnings- subsidy program will amount to a postponement
rather than a lasting solution of the insurance problem.

Second, for similar reasons any attempt on the part of the Govern-
ment to establish a reinsurance program, either for hull or protection
and indemnity insurance or for both, is not advisable . Reinsurance is

not a guarantee that the cost of insurance to the o\-/ner will necessarily
go do'vm. This report offers a host of indications leading to the firm
conclusions that reinsurance will worsen loss experience. In addition,
everyone but the o"vnier who represents a good risk is likely to benefit
from such a program. Assuming that the reinsurance program includes
adequate safeguards and incentives to improve loss experience, observ-
ance of these provisions will be practically an impossibility. Finally,
leading underwriters in the field of marine insurance also do not think
that reinsurance is a desirable solution of the problem.

Third, any government program aimed at alleviating the insurance
problem should be guided by the following general rules: (a) The
program should consist of measures which are likely to improve directly
the prevention of accidents and reduce their severity; (b) Government
expenditures should be made as much as possible on a quid pro quo basis
so that the benefits which a vessel o\mer may derive from the pi-ogram

will be in proportion to his efforts to improve the insurability of his
vessel; (c) the benefits of the program should be given as much as

possible in terms of services rather than in direct payments to individ-
uals; (d) expenditures should be made on measures which are likely to
yield the best result for the cost involved; and (e) the program should
attack the insurance problem from as many directions as possible by
Integrating the recommendations into a well coordinated master plan.

Fourth, in view of the physical inadequacies of the majority of
commercial fishing vessels, an intensive engineering study is highly
recommended. Such a study will aim at accomplishing the following
general objectives: (a) survey the physical inadequacies of commercial
fishing vessels from the vievrpoint of navigation and safety devices;



(b) study the possible conflict between safety at sea on the one hand,

and fishing operations on the other hand; and (c) establish construc-

tion and safety standards which '.d.!! secure the maximum safety

possible and the minimum conflict with the particulsur type of fishing
operations in which a vessel is engaged-

Fifth, the United States Government should encourage the building
of new vessels on the basis of the construction and safety specifications
vdiich the above study will establish. To the extent that this is possible,

certain basic construction specifications may be mandatory and rigidly

enforced.

Sixth, the owners of existing vessels should be encouraged to

install the safety devices or make alterations on their vessels for

the purpose of improving safety standards which the above engineering

study would recommend.

Seventh, surveying of commercial fishing vessels for insurance

purposes should be conducted by certified marine surveyors, and the

remuneration of their services should not be contingent upon accept-

ance of the vessel by the insurer as practiced in the Gulf Area.

Eighth, licensing of all masters, engineers, and navigating
personnel is long overdue. However, license requirements should be

realistic. They should teike into consideration labor shortages and
other qualities of the labor force. For example, for established
fishermen who do not know how to -^irrite and read, examinations should
be oral, and more rigid examinations should be given to the new than
to the existing personnel.

Ninth, it is recommended that commercial fishing vessels smaller
than 200 gross tons should be subject to regular inspection by the

United States Coast Guard. Inspection standards, however, should
take into consideration the size of the vessels, their construction
limitations, and the type of fishing in which each vessel is engaged.

Unless otherwise arranged, the United States Coast Guard should be

entrusted to perform the following additional duties: (a) to super-

vise the construction of new vessels according to the specifications
established by the previously mentioned engineering study; (b) to

observe the proper installation of safety devices or alteration on

board the vessel for improving safety standards; (c) to certify
marine supervisors; and (d) to license all fishing vessel masters,

engineers, and navigating personnel by giving them the proper
qualifying examinations.

10



Tenth, a bi-oad and intensive educational program is highly
recommended. Such a program should include a variety of objectives
such as the following: (a) to train captains, engineers, and
navigating personnel in order to help them obtain their licenses;
(b) to disseminate information on the fundamentals of negotiating
an insurance contract, namely the principles of insurance, the

rights and obligations of the insured and the insurer, the limita-
tions, and their inportance to the insured ovmer, the captain, and
the crew; (c) to influence the attitudes and conduct of ovners,
officer personnel, and crew \rLth regard to preventing accidents
and minimizing their severity; (d) to foster and encourage coopera-
tion among ovmers in the insurance field and bet^^'een labor and
management by emphasizing the benefits which such cooperation may
bring to all concerned; and (e) to disseminate information to the
vessel o'vmers on the application of sound business techniques,
emphasizing sound cost accounting and depreciation methods.

Eleventh, wherever possible, the Federal Government should
encourage the establishment of limited self-insurance plans and
insurance cooperatives by offering free expert advice on how to

operate such plans. Of course, this type of aid should be given
under certain conditions which id.ll guarantee genuine and lasting
cooperation among vessel owners.

Twelfth, the demerits of the existing legislation which
determines the method of setting vessel o^jner's liability for
accidents sustained by crews were well exposed in the survey.
They should be rectified by new legislation. However, further
study is required. Such a study is recoiimiended idth the follow-
ing objectives: (a) to estimate whether the cost of insurance to
the o^mer under worlunen's compensation would be less or more than
under the present system; and (b) to consider ways and means which
will malce the new legislation more acceptable to the vessel owners
and to the fishermen.

Thirteenth, the establishment of a system for the systematic
compilation of statistical information about the loss experience
of each vessel, the accident record of each fisherman, and the
insurability of each vessel owner would be a long step tov^ard the
lasting solution of both the hull and protection and indemnity
insurance problems. The Federal CJovernment should encourage any
effort on the part of the insurers to establish a system for the

registration of accidents. In fact, the Government should under-
write part of the whole initial cost required for the establishment
of such a system. The advantages which will be derived from a
systematic registration of accidents can be summarized as follows:

11



(a) rating of coEmercial fishing vessels vrill be based more on
loss experience than on other less reliable considerations

(b) registration vill act as a very strong incentive for the

maintenance of a good record on the part of the vessel owner,

the captain, and the crewj (c) loss experience will be improved
and the operational cost of insurers may be reduced enough to

meet the registration cost and, at the same time, result in

lower premiums for the insured.

The above list of recommendations to the United States
Government should not be considered exhaustive. The report
Itself contains basic information on the insurance problem of
the commercial fishing industry which may enable the officisils

of the Federal Government to make their own policy decisions.

2. Recommendations to vessel owners . In their effort to
meet the insurance problem vessel ovmers may have a number of
suggestions in mind.

First, payment of premium is not merely a prepayment of
expected losses.

Second, an insurer specializing in marine insurance is likely
to give better service than one specializing in another field of
insxxrance

.

Third, it is advisable that the insured vessel owner inquire
about the underwriter \T±th whom the insi.urance broker intends to
place the risk and inquire about the underwriter's standing in
the insurance business.

Fourth, the cost of insurance should not be judged on the
basis of the premium alone. Some other provisions of the con-
tract may be proved to be equally important and equally costly.
The best procedure for an owner might be to inquire about aJJ.

the important provisions of the contract, make the deductible
amount as high as he can afford, and demand a proportional reduc-
tion in the premium.

Fifth, although "shopping around may be remunerative, it is
advisable that after the owner selects his insurance broker and
places his insurance with an insurer having long standing and
reputation in the market, he should avoid changing insurers as
much as possible. Msunderstandings about the terras of the con-
tract and the procedure required for reporting accidents are
likely to be at a minimum, and the service for the settlement
of claims is likely to be better.

12



Sxith, it is advisable for the insured ovmer to knov in detail

the exact procedure required for reporting an accident and to do

everything in his power to present his claim in a manner that vill

leave no doubt about the nature of the accident and its true and
original cause

.

Seventh, unless a vessel o\mer sets up a reserve to meet
damages to his vessel vhich would have been covered if he had
carried insurance with a risk carrier, he is not self-insured. A
depreciation reserve is not a self-insurance plan unless it pro-
vides for meeting damages to the vessel beyond the normal wear and
tear of machinery, equipment, and replacement of old scrapped
vessels. One serious limitation of a self-insurajice plan is the

fact that no vessel owner at present operates a fleet large enough
to enable him to self-insure against all insurable risks. Deduct-
ibles in a sense aj:e a kind of s'elf-insurance which one-vessel
owners may use extensively to reduce the cost of their insurance.
It may be to the advantage of fleet operators to have a limited
self-insurance plan and to carry excess insurance with a risk
carrier. A number of fleet operators can enjoy among themselves
considerable advantages by combining a self-insurance plan with
reinsurance.

3. Recommendations to insurers . The fol? jwj.ng recommenda-
tions may be of some use to the insurers

.

First, marine surveyors should be paid by the insurer whether
the vessel is accepted or not. Otherwise, insurers who do not pay
the surveyor's services unless the vessel is accepted are likely to
defeat their own attempts to estimate accurately the expectation of
loss.

.

Second, establishment of a system for the systematic compilation
of hull and protection and indemnity insurance accidents is highly
recommended. (For advantages of registration of accidents, see
recommendation thirteen to the Federal Government).

Third, the coverage undeir the Inchmaree clause should be
drastically curtailed and, if possible, totally eliminated from
the hull insurance contract. It tends to increase the hazard by
rewarding the officer personnel and crew for their incompetence
or their negligence.

Fourth, the frequency of small and petty claims in New England
and, to a minor degree, in the Gulf Area have contributed substan-
tially to losses. It is advisable that the insurers provide deduct-
ible clauses in all hull and protection and indemnity insurance
contracts and, at the same time, raise the amount to be deducted.

13



Fifth, the extensively practiced overinsurance of vessels

constitutes an open violation of sound insurance principles. It

is advisable that insurers increase their efforts to use the dual

valuation method, revise the insurance contract annually, or em-

ploy any other method so that the amount of insui-ance never

exceeds 80 percent of the quick sale or market value of the

risk at the time the policy becomes effective

.

Finally, insurers should improve their internal controls

and communication mechanism with their field representatives,

i.e., insurance brokers or agents, and marine surveyors.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This introductory chapter includes a brief statement of the
insurance problem, the scope of the study, methods used in con-

ducting the studj', a number of qualifications about the study and
about this report, and finally, the arrangement of the material
presented. Discussion of these points is considered worthwhile
for purposes of orienting the reader.

1. The insiirance problem . From the vessel owner's viewpoint,
the insurance problem may be simply stated as substantially rising
premium costs for hull and protection and indemnity insurance for
the last few years. Since the premium for an insured vessel con-
stitutes one of its major cost items for fishing operations, the
insurance problem becomes part and parcel of the over-all problem
of profitability in the commercial fishing industry. The fact that
a considerable number of vessels are not insured for various reasons
does not diminish the acuteness of the insurance problem. The risk
of irreparable economic loss from accidents is always present and
the risk from a suit for personal mishap is always possible, whether
these risks are assumed by a risk carrier or shouldered by the
vessel owner himself. The problem is equally important to the
insurer because rising losses which preceded the rise of the pre-
mium have meant no profits for almost all firms, and for some
insurers, substantial losses.

2. Scope of the study . Stating the insurance problem in simple
terras does not in any way diminish the complexity of the problem and
its many-fold aspects nor simplify the task of studying it. A system-
atic analysis of the problem has required a well defined research
objective in order to avoid becoming lost in the maze of side issues
and superficial thinking. This study was designed to inquire into
the insiirance problem as part of the cost of operating a commercial
fishing vessel, to verify the presence and extent of such a problem,
to discover the factors which have given rise to the problem, to draw
a number of conclusions, and to arrive at a number of constructive
recommendations which, if implemented, could help the commercial
fishing industry obtain adequate insurance protection at reasonable
premiums. The five-year period 195^^ through 195^ was selected for
the study of insurance experience . Although the sampling of individ-
ual policies was confined to this period, collection of information
from other sources also covers the years 1955 and 1950- The study
was confined to the New England, Gulf and California Areas.
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3. Methods used in conducting the study . Lack of previous

information on the subject required lengthy preliminary vork for the

preparation of the research design, the intei-vlev schedules and the

formulation of a set of directives for a systematic study of the

insurance problem. The nature of the problem and the presence of
non-quantifiable factors, in the operational characteristics of the

fishing industry, the structure of the instirance market emd the exist-

ing legislation, made collection of Information from a variety of

sources imperative.

The largest body of information was obtained by interviewing

personally the owners of a carefully selected sample of commercial

fishing vessels and by studying the insurance files of these sampled
vessels. A summary of sampling techniques appears in Appendix B.

Statistical and other information concerning the commercial

fishing industry was collected from existing government eind private

publications. Actuarial statistics, whenever available, and other
data on Insurance experience were collected from leading insurance

firms and also from insurance agents and brokers in each of the three
geographical areas. Qualitative data were secured through informal
but systematic interviewing of leading vessel o\m.er8 in selected ports,

fishermen, mortgagee bsjilcs, and insurance people. Finally, a great

deal of unpublished material related to the subject \ras studied.

Dravdng Information from all these sources increased the
thoroughness of our study by allo\ri.ng greater coverage and increased
the reliability of our findings by permitting comparison of data
from more than one source

.

k. Qualifications . In evaluating our findings, the reader
should keep in mind a number of qualifications:

First, if a few gaps appear in the data (such sis gross receipts
from fish landings of the srznpled vessels, profit or loss and major
costs of operating a vessel, insurance experience of lawyers, etc.)
it is not because of lack of effort on our part, but in spite of it.

Second, although no effort was spared in assuring the statistical
reliability of the samples, sampling error techniques in estimating
the response of the universe are of limited applicability and of much
less use in the analysis and Interpretation of data because of the

nature of the problem under study. The samples are representative
of the fishing industry but may not be considered to be probability
samples.
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Third, non- quantifiable factors such els the underwriter's
judgment, owner-crew relations, the structtire of the insurance market,
and the existing legislation are of great importance in the interpre-
tation of the data. As a consequence, a difference between two sample
figures may not be significant statisticauLLy, but still may be highly
indicative of important relationships. This fact is especially true
where there is consistency of response to certain questions and a
marked general agreement with the experience of leading insurance
companies in a geographical area.

Fourth, although it can be shown that the samples are reliable,
it should not be forgotten that sampling has supplied us with compre-
hensive statistics, not with actuarial statistics. This distinction
is particularly important with regard to loss experience of the sampled
insurers. Sample statistics on loss experience are indicative of the
general situation in each geographical area for the period 1950-5^ as
a whole. Yearly deviations of sample loss experience from the actuariaJ.
statistics are likely to be more pronounced than deviations for the
period as a whole. Similarly, the actuarial experience of individual
insurance companies may differ markedly from the market experience
indicated by the sample. Such differences clearly are due to the
Individual insurer's position in the mcirket as determined by the pro-
portion of insurance policies written by him and the adverse or
favorable selection of risks during the period under study.

Fifth, this report is not an aimless compilation of a body of
information about insurance experience of commercial fishing vessels
in the New England, Gulf and CsuLifornia Areas. It is a systematic
anauLysis of the collected information for the specific piirpose stated
above. Accordingly, in carrying out this objective, the report is
presented under the following conditions:

a. The report is written from the viewpoint of the vessel
owner \riio faces the rising cost for adequate insurance protection.
The analysis may be useful to the insurance people in many respects,
but from an individual company's viewpoint it may not be adequate in
all respects.

b. The general experience is analyzed in this report rather
than a particular portion of the problem such as the insxirance problem
in a specific fishing port or the experience of a specific insurer.

c. Our findings and recommendations are addressed to the
United States Government for the purpose of laying down the foundations
for policy-making decisions. Therefore, the report is neither designed
nor written for popular consumption.
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d. Finally, our conclusions and recommendations are

based entirely on a painstsJcing and systematic analysis of the

quantitative data and nonquantifiable information (published and
unpublished) vhich were assembled during the course of the survey.

V/hether these recommendations should be carried out in whole, in
part, or not at all lies outside the scope of this inquiry.

5. Material arrangement . A summary of conclusions and
recommendations has already been placed at the beginning of the
report. Pyramidlike arrangement of the material was considered
the best way to report the results of the study. Basic tables
and cross tabulations follow in Appendix A of this volume. The
Supplement previously mentioned, gives descriptions of accidents,
owner's reasons for insurance coverage, oimer's occupational
activities, and owner's comment on the insurance problem. Samp-
ling techniques and other field work material appear in Appendix
B. The material, in the tables of Appendix A constitutes the
first stage in the systematic presentation of the collected data
and lays the foundation for further analysis and discussion in
the text.

In the text herein the collected information is further
refined ajid summarized. Discussion on the insurance problem
is carried under five chapter topics: the oimer's dilemma to
carry or not to carry insurance on his vessel, cost of insuring
for hull and protection and indemnity and loss experience of
insurers, analysis of hull and protection and indemnity insur-
ance accidents, the commercial fishing vessel as an insurable
risk, and finally, the "insurance market." A glossary of terms
is attached to this report in order to facilitate understanding
of the insurance terminology used in the discussion.

Except for a few instances where necessary to illustrate
certain points, percentaging is avoided when the percentage
base consists of less than thirty frequencies or cases. This
has been done to avoid describing any gx'eat amo\int of statis-
tical significance to data based on small numbers. Instead,
only the actual figures are cited in parentheses. The arith-
metic mean is used frequently and, in view of the type of data
assembled in the study, is considered a more appropriate measure-
ment of central tendency than any other.
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CHAPTER II

THE OWNER'S DILEMMA:

TO CARRY OR NOT TO CARRY INSURANCE ON HIS VESSEL

The vessel owner has two basic altematives, either to insure his

vessel for hull and. protection and indemnity with risk ceurriers, or
himself assxmie either or both of these risks. Although the choice

does not seem to create serious difficulties for some vessel owners,

for a large majority of them whether to insure or not creates, to a
varying degree, a dilemma.

The decision of the vessel owner in this matter at any time is

shaped by a number of factors. Let us examine the probable factors
as reflected in the extent to which some owners have chosen to

assume the full risk themselves while others have insiired with
the several risk carriers in this country and. abroad.

A. EXTENT OF INSURANCE AND NONINSURANCE

1. Proportion and nvimber of insured and noninsured vessels .

Table 1 shows the average percentage of active vessels on which
insurance was carried for one or more years daring 1950-5^ in each
geographical area. About two-thirds of the sampled active vessels
in New England were insured for hull and protection and indemnity
insurance. Only about half of the active vessels in California
carried both kinds of insurance. While in the Gulf Area the per-
centage of active vessels insured for hull is a little smaller than
that in California, as little as 12 percent of Gulf Area vessels
carried insiirance for protection and indemnity. These percentages
are fairly steady for each year of the period 1950-5^ in all cases
except in protection and indemnity insurance in the Gulf Area where
it increased steadily from as low as 8.3 percent in 1950 to as high
as 15-7 percent in 195^ (see basic tables in Appendix A).

According to statistical estimates which are derived from the
basic schedules no more than ^6 percent of all active vessels in New
England, 50 percent in Gulf, and 56 percent in California are likely
to have carried hull insurance in any one year during the period
1950-5^- The maxima percentages for protection and indemnity
insurajice axe estimated at 7^ percent, 17 percent, and 53 percent in
the three areas, respectively. On the basis of the active vessel
population in each area at the end of 195^ and these maxima per-
centages, no more than 61O vessels in New England, 1,015 in Gulf,
and 760 in California are likely to have been insured for hull in
any one year throughout the period 1950- 5^ • The estimated average
yearly number of vessels on which protection and indemnity insurance

was carried is 594, ^k2, and 722 in the three areas, respectively.
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TMLE 1. - PERCKWAG2 OF INSUflED MD NOUTOSURED
FISHING TOSSELS tURING 19^0-5^^

Kirid of insurance
insured and non-
insured vessels

I , New England II . Gulf Area III. California

Based on number of vessels

Hull insurance
Insured vessels
I\oninsured vessels

^Total number of vessel

Px'o bection and indemnity insurance
"'Tnsxired vessels

lloninsured vessels

/Total number of vessels^'

K^ ll insurance
T.isured vessels
Noninsured vessels

Total gross tonnage—'

Protection and indemnity insurance
Insured vessels
Moninsured vessels

Total gross tonnage^

Hull insurance
Insured vessels
Noninsured vessels

Total market value of vessels

Protection and indemnity insurance
Insured vessels
Noninsured vessels

Percent

70

30
"155

T235)

68
32

Percent

89

11
iUO

(12,700)

Percent Percent

U3 50
57 50

"ISO ~iro

"OT) T^)

12 \xl

88 53
"TOP "ing

Based on gross tonnage

Percent

57

li3

mo

20
80

"105

Percent

Based on market value of vessels

Percent

91

9

90
10

Percent

36
ISO

percent

87
13

(11^3,600,000)

100

(810,900,000)

Total market value of vessel^( U,6Qg),655 )

2U
76

86

"TOD

a/ A.S determined from the sample totals. In order to find the approximate number of insurec
"End noninsured vessels in eacn geographical area, multiply indicated percentage by 801 for
New England, 2,038 for Gulf Area, and 1,35U for California. These figures represent the
active vessel popxilation at each area at the end of 195t. Next, the approximate gross tonna;
and market value of insured and noninsured vessels in tlie vessel population of each area ma;
be estimated by multiplving the vessel population given above by the percentage of vessels
and this proportion by the average gross tonnage and market value which appear in table 2 o;

this report.
Source ; Table A-1 in Appendix A. Gross tonnage and market value computed from table 2.
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Almost every vessel •vrtilch carries protection and indemnity
insurance is also likely to carry hull insxirance except in the Gulf
Area where 50 percent of the vessels insured for hull but only 17
percent for protection and indemnity risk.

2. Wonlnsurance based on gross tonnage and market value .

The extent of noninsurance is much less if noninsurance is measured
in terms of gross tonna^ and reported market value of vessel rather
than in number of vessels (table l) . Thus, in terms of gross tonnage,
noninsurance for hull is only 11 percent in New England and California,
ajid rises to 43 percent in the Gulf Area. Also noninsurance for pro-
tection and indemnity is 12 percent, 13 percent, and 80 percent in
the area^, respectively. Except for California, noninsurance in terms
of market value of vessel is even less extensive than in terms of
gross tonnage

.

In terms of gross tonnage, of the estimated J+5,800 gross tons of
active vessels in New England only about 5^000 gross tons were not
insured for hull and 5^500 did not carry insurance for protection and
indemnity. From an estimated total of 57^100 gross tons of active
vessels in the Gulf Area the noninsured gross tonnage is estimated
at about 24,500 for hull and 4-5,700 for protection and indemnity.
Noninsurance for hull is estimated at about 11,000 and for protection
and indemnity at 13,000 gross tons out of a totsil gross tonnage of
about 99,400 in California.

Similarly, of the $27.9 million estimated market value of active
vessels in New England only $2.5 and $2.7 million were not insured
for hull and protection and indemnity, respectively. The noninsured
market value is estimated at $13-9 million for hull and $29.4 million
for protection and indemnity out of a $38.7 million total market
value of £lL1 active vessels in the Gulf Area while in California,
noninsurance figures are estimated at $8.4 million for hull and $9.1
for protection and indemnity out of a total current market value of
$65.0 million.

Although in terms of gross tonnage and market value of vessel,
noninsurance is less important than it seems to be in terms of number
of vessels, the above findings indicate that noninsurance is extensively
practiced in the Gulf Area and to a much lesser degree In New England
and California. How can one explain the extent of noninsurance which
the figures indicate? What are the reasons for noninsurance? Finally,
how does this situation affect the insurance problem? In the remainder
of this chapter an attempt will be made to answer these questions.
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B. REASONS FOR INSURANCE OR NONINSURANCE

1. Physical characteristics and safety standards of vessel .

Hull Insurance

Age . Occasionally, age alone may be the determining factor for
insurance or noninsurance . Other things being equeJL, the older the

vessel, the higher the rate for hull Insurance. (Also see discussion

on rate making in Chapter VI.) Noninsurance may be the result of
outright refusal of an insurer to underwrite the vessel because of
age. However, this occurs rather infrequently because a vessel may
be refused by one and accepted by another instirer. More frequently,
the insurance rate is so high that the vessel owner cannot afford to

pay the premium, especially in the case of a small vessel. The
remarks a vessel owner made during one of our Interviews are a case

in point: "Rates are prejudiced against good, old boats." The
importance of age as a variable for noninsurance is clearly indicated
in table 2 by the fact that for all three geographical areas the

insured vessels axe, on the average, newer than the noninsured.

Rig. A vessel equipped with gas engine is charged higher Insurance
rates because of the special fire hazard Involved. The laconic expres-
sion of a vessel owner "gas screw, too high insurance," is most appro-
priate. Thus, the proportion of vessels with gas screw which are

insured is much smaller than the sample percentage of insured vessels
in all three areas as shown in table 5. In part, this low percentage
may also be due to their relatively small size. (See discussion on
size, below.)

Safety standards, communication or navigation apparatus, and
equipment . According to the responses of the interviewed vessel owners,
who furnished information, a laxger percentage of insured than of non-
insured vessels are built or classified under the rules of the American
Bureau of Shipping or other classification society and are manned by a

captain and/or engineer who has a license to operate a vessel of 200
gross tons or more. As will be noted in table 3^ this percentage
differential is consistent for all three above characteristics of
vessels in all three areas. A similar picture is shown in table k

with regard to communication or navigation apparatus and safety equip-
ment although in many cases the percentage difference in both tables

is not statistically significant.

A word of caution here is in order. Because insured vessels are

shown to be relatively better than noninsured vessels in all the above

vessel characteristics, it should not be inferred that the insured

vessels are relatively better risks than the noninsured and therefore
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that there Is a favorable selection of risks by the insiirers.

Subsequent discussions will show that the opposite is more likely to

be true. Nor does it follow that these characteristics are exclusive
factors for insurance or noninsurance . On the other hand, it is not

denied that other things being equal, a vessel better built, properly
manned, ajid equipped will be insured at a lower rate than another
vessel which lacks these characteristics. The relation of insvired

and noninsured vessels, with regard to safety standards apparatus
and equipment, is likely to be spurious, being primarily the function
of vessel size.

Material of hull . All active steel vessels in New England and
almost aJ.1 in the other two areas are insured. On the other hand,

only 7^ percent of the active wood vessels are insured vrtaile all
insured vessels represent 77 percent of the sample in New England,

43 percent compared to 46 percent in the sample in the Gulf Area, and

55 percent com^pared to 62 percent in the sample in California (table

5) . One important factor for such a difference in the proportion of
insured vessels between active steel and active wood vessels seems
to be vessel size.

The importance of vessel size . Of all the physical characteristics
of vessels discussed, size is apparently the most critical from the
viewpoint of hull insiorance. In the first place, the fact that a vessel
is small is, and of itself, a major factor in that hull insurance rates
are inversely related to size. Other things being equal, the smaller
the vessel the higher the rate. (See discussion on rates in Chapter Vl).

Secondly, although age, material of hull, rig, or safety equipment may
be important in the decision to insure or not to insure, these
characteristics are almost incidental to size.

Actually, the fact that a vessel is small may act as a serious
deterrent to insurance. Let us assume that a 75 gross ton vessel is
insured for as much as $50,000 at 5 percent insurance rate and another
vessel of 20 gross tons for $10,000 at 10 percent. Although the annual
premiuju paid by the owner of the first vessel is laxger than the premiijm

paid by the owner of the second and smaller vessel, with these premliams

the first owner would be able to write off the value of his vessel
(assuming market value of vessel equals the amount of insurance) in 20
years, while the second owner would need only 10 years to be able to

do the same.

The financial burden to the small vessel owner becomes almost
unbearable where high insurance rates coincide with limited fishing
operations. This condition becomes the most convincing argument
against insuring, especially where other reasons for insurance are
not present. The following quotation from a vessel owner is appro-
priate to the subject: "Carried hull in 1950 for partnership reasons
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only. Dropped it because it was too high. Could pay for boat in
eight years with money spent on hvill insurance • " Another owner
remarked that "Cost (meaning premiums for hull insurance) equals
10 percent of value of boat." The frequent comment of the inter-
viewed owners, "rates too high", indicates fairly we2J. their plight.
This is consistent with the fact that noninsured vessels are much
smaller than insvired vessels in all three area^ (table 2). In terms
of market value, which may be assximed to indicate the approximate
aversige amount of insurance, the average insured vessel is more than
four times larger than a noninsured one in New England, more than
twice in the Gulf Area, and almost seven times as large in California.

Protection and Indemnity Insurance

Among the vessel's physical characteristics, small size seems to
be the only important factor for noninsurance because vessel size more
or less determines the size of the crew on board. Thus, with the
exception of the Gulf Area where other conditions prevail, the average
crew on insured vessels is twice as large as on noninsured vessels in
New England and three times larger in California (table 2). Owner's com-
ment such as "do not need protection and indemnity while working for
myself" or the phrase "small crew, protection and indemnity not desired"
illustrates this point. But mere smallness of crew is not the only or
an adequate condition. Invariably, crew size is related to other
nonphysical characteristics of the vessel.

2. Vessel's nonphysical characteristics .

Hull Insiirance

Vessel ownership . VThen the vessel is captained by the owner, or
he is a one-vessel owner, such a vassal is less likely to be insured
for hull. This is evidenced by the fact that in New England only 63
percent of the captain-owned vessels are insured while »"n insured
vessels represent 77 percent of the sample . These percentages are
52 and 62 in California, respectively (table 5)- Here is how one
interviewer employed in the survey reports it: "Because of present
health, owner feels that insurance is needed when vessel is not
captained by owner." The opposite is true when a vessel is owned
by a dealer, or a processor, or in absentia. In other words, where
the captain has no interest or only partial interest in the vessel,
or when the owner operates many boats, each hull is likely to be
insured. At first glance, the Gulf Area seems to be an exception, but
actually the deviation is largely the result of statistical limitations.
The truth of the matter is that noninsiorance is more extensively
practiced among fleet operators in the Gulf than one-vessel owners.
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Mortgage on the vessel . Were it not for the fact that banks and.

other~creditors require hull insurance on the mortgaged vessels, the

number of vessels -vrLth no hull insuraince might have been much greater

in all three areas. Table 5 shows that in all areas the percentage of

ins\ired vessels with mortgage is higher than sample percentage. An

owner commented that he "would not have carried insurance if the boat

were not mortgaged," and einother: "Not insured in 1950-51 because the

cost was too high. It is insured now to protect the mortgage'." Paying

up the mortgage is sometimes cited as the reason for discontinuing hull

insurance: "Had insurance only while boat was mortgsigedL"

Protection and Indemnity Insurance

Ownership . Captain ownership, or one-vessel ownership seems to

be related also to noninsurance for protection and indemnity. As a
rule, supervision and control of fishing opsrations is much greater

in this case which, as it was shown, makes the owner feel that there

is no need for protection and indemnity insurance when "vessel is

captained by owner I" The owner's confidence that an injured crewman

will not go to the courts for personal mishap sustained on the job

thus rests sometimes on the policy of the captain-OT-mer toward hi.s

crew, even when no other relation exists between owner and crew.

One captain erroneously thinks "Crew works on share basis—no protection
and indemnity deemed necessary by captain and crew'." In another case

the captain-owner followed an equally practical policy which also
demonstrates the importance of trust and personal intimacy vrLth his

crew: "I felt it would he cheaper to pay my help his salary while he

is off than to carry protection and indemnity insurance."

Owner's relation to crew . Family ties, however, between owner
(usually captain owners) and crew seems to be an overwhelming factor
for noninsurance for protection and indemnity. It is almost taken for
greinted that a family boat does not need .this kind of insurance.
Occasionally, the owner's comments reveal the presence of an explicit
agreement among the relatives: "Relations axe running boat and it was
agreed they would be self-insuredl" Thus the proportion of insured
vessels \d.th an owner-related crew is lower than the sample (table 5)»

The Gulf Area is again the exception for the same reason previously
mentioned, i.e., extensive noninsurance of vessels owned by dealers

or processors.

Mortgage on the vessel . According to existing maritime legislation,

claims of crewmen for wages arising from personal injury, etc., while

in the "service of the vessel" are considered a "preferred maritime

lien," i.e., they have priority over all other liens, including
mortgage on the vessel. Thus, the law may actually compel an owner

to carry more insurance than he ordinsirily would and a new mortgage

may be a reason for insuring a previously noninsured vessel.
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3. Fishing operations .

The vessel ovmer pays premiums for hull and protection and
indemnity Insurance in order to protect his property against exposure
to certain insurable risks. Notwithstanding other factors, the
duration and Intensity of exposure to risks depends largely on the
kind of fishing operations. Exposure to risk is directly related
to number and duration of fishing trips; hence, the length of the
fishing period. Yet, except in the case of returned premiums
provided for in the Insurance contract, premiums are paid in advance
irrespective of the duration and to some degree of Intensity of
exposure to risks. In this sense, the cost of insurance differs from
other operationeil costs such as fuel, food, supplies, and repairs.
The latter costs are related directly while premiums are related
inversely to fishing operations, i.e., they are more or less fixed
annually. Therefore, other things being equal, the greater the
duration of the fishing period the less burdensome the cost of
insurance is likely to be.

The relationship of the fishing period to the incidence of
insurance or noninsurance can be seen in table 6. The proportion of
Insured vessels in New England increases with the increase in the
fishing period. Vessels with a fishing period of ten months or less
have a lower proportion of insured vessels (69 percent), while vessels
with a fishing period of eleven to twelve months have a higher propor-
tion of insured vessels {dk percent) than the sample percentage (77
percent). The picture in the Gulf Area is different partly because
of extsnsive nonlnsureince practiced by fleet operators which offsets
the effect of fishing operations and partly because of a relatively
larger number of new and lost vessels in the area, which, in this
tabulation, were excluded from the sample. This latter reason
affects also the results in California, although the proportion of
insured vessels (58 percent) operating from seven to ten months a
year is larger than the proportion of Insured vessels (48 percent)
with a fishing period no greater than six months. In connection
with the fishing period some of the vessel owner's remarks are: "Too

expensive for not fishing year round," or vessel is "not working enough,"
or insxxrance is "too high for what you get out of it for occasional use."

Another and perhaps more convincing way of showing the effect of
fishing operations on noninsurance is to study the relationship of

fishing grounds and insurance. Vessels fishing in Canadian waters,

in the southern coast of the Gulf Area, and in Central and South
America, where exposure to risks is likely t;o be greater and more
intense, have a higher proportion of Insured vessels than the sample

percentage (lOO percent, 66 percent, and 100 percent, respectively)
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In the three geographiceil gireas (table 7)- Inversely, vessels fishing

in waters closer to their home ports have a lower proportion of insured

vessels than the sample percentage. The statistics on fishing gear

(table 6) and kind of fish caught (table 7) are further information

on the same subject.

One final remark is necessary on this topic. The relation of

fishing operations to the presence of insurance or noninsurance is

in many respects another aspect of the effect of vessel size, due

chiefly to the fact that vessel size is associated with the type of

fishing operations. Small boats are likely to be engaged in daily

trips or trips of short duration to neeirby fishing grounds; meiny are

owned by operators who do fishing on a part-time basis for a limited

fishing period. These observations apply to both kinds of insurajice

in all three geographical areas and demonstrate again the unfavorable

position of a small vessel against a large vessel in regards to cost

of carrying insurajice.

k. Receipts and expectations .

The significance of gross receipts from fish landings to the

whole insurance problem will be discussed further in Chapter V. Here,

only the probable relation of gross receipts from fish landings to the

incidence of insurance or noninsurance will be taken up.

During times of curtailed fishing operations and falling receipts,

payment of premiums for either or both kinds of insurance for a number

of reasons is likely to be felt more than other operational costs such

as food, fuel, ice, and supplies. As has already been pointed out,

premiiims in contrast to other operational costs, are semi-fixed; i.e.,

they are incurred irrespective of the duration of fishing operations.

In addition, whether premivmis are too high or too low becomes a

relative matter dependent upon rising or falling receipts. Further-

more, as will be shown later, over the 1950-5^ period premiums rose at

times of falling or stationary revenue from fish landings.

The vessel owner's plight is indicated by the short but frequent

comment that insurance protection is "too expensive" or "too much
money." The relation of premiums to receipts is well illustrated by

the follo\d.ng remark: "Premiums considered too high, fish business

is not doing too well." At times of rising costs and stationary or

falling receipts the number of marginal and srabmarginal operators is

likely to increase, and premiums may make the difference between

operating at a profit or loss. "Insurance is too expensive," one

owner remarks, "and would nearly eliminate profits." For other

owners, premiums mean an addition of existing losses: "Boat is

losing money so why add to loss," or "By the time other expenses

are met, no money remains for insurance .

"
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One may now ask, axe premiums more Important than other operational
costs? Premiums may influence the owner's decision both ways: either
to carry or not to carry insurance on his vessel. On the one hand,

although premiums, in contrast to other operational costs, are fixed,
they axe also postponable. In addition, the benefits which the owner
expects to receive for insuring his vessel are neither immediate nor
definite. In a sense, he buys an intangible commodity; a protection
against certain risks. The tangible benefits which the owner expects
to receive from the payment of premiums are contingent upon the ful-

fillment of a number of conditions provided by the insurance contract.

Moreover, apai't from other considerations related to the adjustment of
claims, etc., when these conditions axe realized the benefits received
are not supposed to exceed the damage sustained minus the deductible
because the marine insuraJice contract is considered to be ein indemnity
contract. Thus the owner may decide against insuring the vessel for
either or both kinds of insurance if he thinks that the expected
benefits are likely to be less than the cost of paying insurance or
that payment 6f premiums is merely a prepayment of expected losses.

Vessel owners* comments along these lines were: "Too expensive up to

present time; if premiums were paid, they would have been the value of
vessel. Now the vessel is paid for with savings." or "Protection and
indemnity insurance is too expensive, easier to pay doctor bills," or

"too much for the chance you take." The rather frequent cancellation

of insurance contracts may be partly explained by the fact that

premi\ims, as an operational cost, axe postponable for either or

both kinds of insurance

.

Hull Insurance

On the other hand, an owner may decide to caxry hull insurance on
his vessel if the payment of premiums is considered as a means of over-

coming his impending financial difficulties partially or wholly.

Frequently, his decision to insure may arise from sheer misvinderstanding

or misinterpretation of the insurer's contractual obligation to indemnify.
Whether repairs of the vessel are covered by hull insurance or not is

very frequently a purely definitional matter or a matter of circimistances

subject to a wide range of interpretation. Perhaps the following remarks
of an owner illustrate this point: "Premiums are higher than cost of
making repairs." Later we shall see how the structure of the insurance
maxket allows room for the fulfillment of the owner's speculative
expectations, including selling his frozen assets to the undei-writers.

M. present, it is interesting to notice that the proportion of lost
wood vessels which carried insurance before they were lost is higher
than the sample percentage in all areas, especially in New England
(table 5).
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Protection and Indemnity Insurance

Still other considerations tend to aiTect an owner's decision
to carry or not to carry protection emd indemnity insurance. Here,

protection is a means of minimizing probable losses arising from
his unlimited liability for personal mishaps to the crew rather
than for overcoming or solving his financial difficulties as may
be the case with hull insurance. "I insui'ed my vessel for protec-
tion and indemnity insurance after 1952 because I became afraid of
the rising tide of large claims" a New England owner remarks. An
owner from the Gulf Ar-ea explains: "Business good during those
years (1950-5^) and very few suits; now have to protect myself I"

The survey field supervisor for one area along the Gulf coast reports:
"I'Jhlle I was there, rumor among the operators had it that the first
suit of its kind, a $50*000 damage claim for back Injury against
one boat owner had been filed." Apprehension may partly explain
the constant rise of the proportion of vessels which are insured
for protection and indemnity in the Gulf Area. (Table A-1, Gvilf

Area in Appendix A)

.

5. Other reasons for insurance or noninsurance .

No attempt will be made here to cover all possible factors
largely because the subject is a major study in itself. For our
purpose, other re?r;oas for insurance or noninsurance are conveniently
grouped under the following headings: the owner's background, the
owner's lack of knowledge and information, port of vessel registra-
tion, self-insurance, insurance practices, and the owner's image
of the insurance business.

The ovmer's background . Vessels with officer personnel of
Cajiadlan, Scandinavian, origin in the New England Area, French,
Italian, and Anglo-Saxon origin in the Gulf Area and Yugoslav and
Portuguese in California showed a higher propensity to insure than
the sample percentage (table 5)- For vessels with officer personnel
of Italian origin in New England, American in the Gulf, and Anglo-
Saxon and American in California, the proportion is lower than the

sample percentage. It is likely that the relation is spurious and
perhaps due to a combination of factors already stated, such as age,

vessel size, type of ownership, family relationship, type of fishing
operations, etc. On the other hand, it should not be forgotten that
a large n\imber of vessel owners and crew may have a strong attachment
to their national heritage. Their cultural backgrounds are likely
to permeate their whole attitu(?£ toward the insurance problem,

including their decision to cariy or not to cariy insurance.
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TABLE 8. - COMPARISON OF HOME PORT OF II^ISURED VESSELS
VJITH PERCENTAGE HIGIffiR OR LO.JER THAN THIC SAMPLE PERCENTAGE

Hone porte
by area

Ineurtid veasel'e with pgrcantaga

Higher than
in eamplo

Lower than
in sample

I. New Enffland

Boo 'il and, Maine
Portland, Maine
Clouoeeter, MaBSOchusettS
Boston, Mass achjioetts
New Bedford, Massachusetts
Plymouth, Massachusetts
New London, Connocticut

Percent of Insured vessels

in sample^'

II. GulfArea

Tampa, Florida
Blloxl, Mississippi
New Orleans, louisiana
Morgan City, Loilisiana
Galveston, Texas
Corpus Christ 1, Texas
Brownsville, Texas

Peixjent of insured vessels
in sample—'

9'v.O

92.0 ,

( 11^-17 )±/

77.0

76.0
53.0

,
(lU-26)£/
(21-22):^

kS.O

(8-iu)a/

77.0

(6-l8)Sy
6.0
23.0

U6.0

III, California

San Blego, California
Los Angeles, California
San Francisco, California
Eureka, California

Percent, of insured vessels
in eamplei/

81.0
70.0

62.0

36.0 /

62.0

^ Base too small for paroentaging; left-hand side figure represents insured veaeele
and right-hand aide figure all sampled vessels from each home port.

j'^ Percentages coiTeepond to cumulative totals of 195 vessels in New Englnnd, lOl*

in tit*} Giilf Area and 177 In California which wore insured for one or mora years
during 1950-5/*.

Source; Table A-20 in Appendix A,
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The owner's lack of knovledge and information . Inability to
understeind or misinterpretation of insurance protection, namely, the
expected benefits as veil as the obligations arising from a marine
insurance contract, is rather the rule than the exception among
owners. The owner's inability to even remember the names of the
insurance agent and/or company with whom he negotiated his contract (s)
is a frequent phenomenon. The following remarks of an intei-viewer
about an O'vraer who carried hull insurance on his vessel are typical
of this case: "Wasn't sure just what he carried but he said he had
some kind with Holcomb." Another vessel owner "never heard of protec-
tion and indemnity insurance," and a third "Had been told by other
boat owners it wasn't worth protection and indemnity insurance." A
fourth owner's response was: "I didnjt realize that there was such
insurance (protection and indemnity). I believed that seamen will
be taken care of in a marine hospital." Ignorance is not only a
reason for not carrying insurance but also for cancelling an insuramce
contract. One o'vmer carried protection and indemnity insurance on his
vessel for "only two years" and he cancelled his contract because
insurance was "too expensive and didn't know what to expect." An
owner from the Gulf Area reports that he carries no protection and
indemnity insurance on his vessel because "I don't think insurance
people will pay claims without law suit--accordlng to what I hear."

Port of vessel registration . In New England, the proportion of
insured vessels is higher in Massachusetts ports and lower in Maine
and Connecticut ports than the sample percentage (table 8). The Port
of Boston is an exception. Similarly, insiired vessels are concentrated
in ports located in the southern coast of the Gulf Area, while the
proportion of insured vessels in northern ports is lower than the
sample percentage . The tvro CaJLifornla ports in the north have a
much smaller proportion of insured vessels, and the two southern
California ports a higher percentage of insured vessels than the
sample percentage. This relationship between port of vessel
registration and the occurrence of insurance or noninsurance may
be spurious to a large extent and the result of a combination of
reasons stated above. Nevertheless, the probable influence of
traditional or customary ways of doing things in each locality, of
imitating a fellow owner or competing with him can hardly be denied.
An owner from the Gulf Area remarks that protection and indemnity
insuTEince is "not customary in fleet to which this boat belongs."

Self-insurajice . C^uite a few oimers in the Gulf Area take the

view that premiums which they would have paid for carrying either or
both kinds of Insurance are more than enough to cover the losses vrfilch

they have sustained or they expect to incur. With regard to hull
insurance, one owner remarks: "I lost one boat in twelve years. I

caji lose one boart every third emd still save money by not taking
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insiirance." A second owner observes: "I never have enough damage
to cost as much as the insurance premiums would." A third owner
considers both kinds of insursince: "Money spent on insurance coiild

cover any damage to boat or personnel unless it were a total loss'."

Partly as the result of this view, noninsurance is more
extensively practiced in the Gulf Area among fleet operators than
one-vessel owners. Of course, the higher the premium and the larger
the fleet, the greater the inducement for noninsurance. Assuming a
fleet of 20 vessels with average replacement value of $30,000 per
vessel at a 5 percent rate, the premium paid would be enough to meet
the total loss of one vessel or partial losses amounting to $30,000
per year. If such a fleet o-ner has no insurance on his vessels but
keeps these premiums in a reserve in order to meet total or peirtial

losses eigainst insurable risks on his vessel, he is self-insured. A
self-insured owner would be able to reduce appreciably his cost of
insursuice, and might also enjoy tax advantages sind interest gains.
A similar reserve may be established to meet losses arising from
risks covered by protection and indemnity insurance.

But as far as could be determined in this study, self-insureince

does not seem to be widely practiced by fleet owners. Uith the
exception of one fleet owner who indicated that "this company sets
aside a sum equal to premium each year and has a surplus," no other
interviewed owner disclosed a similax practice. A special inquiry
made in the Gulf with a score of large operators after the completion
of field work disclosed that none of those who responded had a self-
insurance plan. The few financially strong fleet owners might be
able to carry a considerable part of their risks themselves. For the
majority of the owners in the Gulf and in the other two areas,
especially the one vessel captain-owners, noninsurance may sometimes
spell economic disaster. Two of the tvTF.nty-six lost vessels in New
England, eight of the eighteen in the Gulf Area and nine of the thirty
in California had no insurance coverage . An owner from the Gulf Area
wa^ "bitter about high insurance rates," an interviewer reports,
"because he lost his boat with no insurance coverage." He had carried
hull insuraJice on his vessels during the whole five-year period, 1950-5^«
A New England owner who had similar experience remarks: "Innocent
suffer with the guilty policy should be abolished." The interviewer
explained the owner's plight as follows: "Owner is bitter toward
insurance company. In 195^ insurance company radsed premiums. The
owner cancelled policy. Some months later vessel was lost. Toteil

burden fell on the oirmerl

"
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The previous remai'ks of the owners seem to indicate that payment
of insurance premiums is largely considered a mere prepayment of
losses to be sustained. Furthermore, noninsurance is considered
identical to self-insurance. But noninsursince does not mean self-
Insuraxice, unless the owner sets up a reserve to meet losses from
risks which could have been covered had he carried insurance with
a risk carrier. Neither is a depreciation reserve a self-insurance
plan, unless it provides for meeting damages to vessels beyond the
normal, wear and tear of machinery, equipment, and replacement of
old scrapped vessels. Nor is a fund to meet medical expenses of
injured crewmen sufficient to cover the o-vmer's unlimited liability
from civil suit. Since no single fleet operator is large enough to
maintain a true self-insurance plan to cover all his insurable risks,
a limited self-insurance plan could be combined with excess hull and
protection and indemnity insurance with an independent risk carrier.

Insurance practices . ''/Thether owners would be able to find a
market to buy excess insurance without having to buy primary insurance
at the same time is a different matter. As far as we were able to
ascertain, in the past, risk carriers have written excess insuraoice

only when accompanied by primary insurance. The subject of ins\irance

practices and their importance to the insurance problem will be
discussed in detail in Chapter VI. Here, a few practices of under-
writing vessels will be mentioned which were found to be related
directly to the decision to insure or not to insure.

Besides high premiums and deductibles, other insurance terms in
and of themselves seem to have contributed to noninsurance. Accord-
ing to one New England vessel owner, "Hull insurance rates were
raised from 11 percent to 15 percent" and "I could not get protection
and indemnity insurance unless hull insurance was purchased too."

Understandably, the high hull insurance rate reflects the poor quality
of the risk in question. The condition of no protection and indemnity
insurance without hull insurance is an additional tag on the price
for insurance protection amounting almost to an outright refusal.

Tie-in contracts may be justifiable in soma instances because of the

quality of the risk involved. However, unless circumstances like the

above justify it, this condition as a general policy, reportedly
being followed by some insurers, seems to limit the opportunity of
owners to insure their vessels for hull without at the same time
insuring it for protection and indemnity.
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In contrast to the other areas, prenivmis for protection and

indemnity insui'ance in California are not determined on the basis

of crew size. This method unduly favors vessel ovmers with large

crews and places at a disadvantage small crev; vessels. One owner

from that area coraients on this method as follows: "1-Jhen I first

inquired, I thought it unfair that it costs the same amount to

insure one man as a crew of ten."

On the other side of the ledger lies the fact that advantageously

low rates to fleet ovmers or to oi'jner cooperatives seem to have improved

the chances of occurrence or diminished tlie chances of c ancellations of

insurance contracts. Also, extensive overvaluation by insurers, apart

from its undesirable consequences (which will be discussed later) seems

to have contributed to more vessels being insured for hull, although

in a fevx instances overvaluation may have had the opposite results.

Ejccept for these general observations, jjisurance practices differ so

widely and are so changeable as to defy any attempt to discuss them

systematically withJ.n the space allotted for this report.

The oimer's image of insurance business . The mental image which
the oii.Tie'r has of the people \<rho supply him vjith insui'ance protection
seems to be more uruavorable than favorable. (The owner's comments
on the teiTis of the insurance contract and on the adjustment of claims
will be analysed in later chapters. Here, the owner's general opinion
of insurance agents or brokers arjd insurance corgpanies will be examined
to the extent that it may be a cause of noninsurance.) As many as
three out of every four New England vessel OT-.Tiers who commented on
insurance practices were critical of incui^ance companies, and about
two out of three are critical of insurance agents or brokers. In the
Gulf Area these percentages are 62 percent and 3U percent, respectively.
The California owners seem to be less critical since only 33 percent
of the responding ovmers expressed aaa unfavorable opinion of insurance
companies arid II4 percent of insurance agents or brokers, (table A-129
in Appendix A) . The percentage of ovmers viith an unl'avorablo opinion
might have been higher, especially on insurance agents or brokers, had
it not been for tlie fact that afevi ovmers are directly or indirectly
connected iilth the insurance business a.id if it is assumed that the
majority of non-respondents declined to express their opinion largely
because of their critical attitude tov;ard the insiu^ance business.
Quite a fov/ vessel o;mers vjere coricemed lest the interview they had
v/ith our field vjorker was a nevf approach for selling insurance.

The general consensus of ovmers having unfavorable comments is
that insurance people are grossly mifair, they use too much pressure
in order to sell insurcjice, they do not keep their promises, and they
are getting rich from undenn:'iting vessels. An interviev;er describes
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an owner's attitvide about insurance people as follows: "Does not

trust them. Pessimistic. Very distnastful of insurance companies
and brokers. Does not care to carry insurance any more." A second
New En(3land owner who cancelled his insurance contract because the
insurance rate on his vessel was raised remarks: "Too much pressure
from insurers. Not enough understanding of fishermen's problem!" A
third vessel operator from the same area with no insurance says:

"Insurance brokers won't give us a breaJc and insurance companies
aren't any good. They give every owner a bad deaJ.'. " According to

an interviewer, another New England o^^mer was "very bitter toward
his insurance agent because when a claim was filed for damage from
a fire, the agent claimed that the property damaged was not covered.
The owner was told to find out all the prices of the articles lost.

This took two days of contacting stores and warehouses. He couldn't
understand why he was asked to do so when the company had no inten-
tion of paying off I" A Gulf Area owrer was "convinced that agents
and under-vTTiters are getting rich by insuring the boats for more than
they are worth." Another o'vmer from California was critical of insur-
ance companies rather than of the agents; "Too greedy; insurance
companies won't pay claims easily. They should be quick in straighten-
ing out problems."

These comments emanate mainly from the owner's limited experience
on hull insurance. Of course, this is natural because he not only is

the payer of premiums but also the direct recipient of benefits. On
the other hand, quite a few owners understand and are sympathetic to
the insurer's position: "Too high rates are due to abuse by certain
individuals against both fishermen and insurance companies'." Similar
comments are made by others. l-Jhether or not eind to what extent this
unfavorable opinion of the owners is justified involves a different
aspect of the insurance problem to be examined later. Suffice it to
say here that the ovmer's rather unfavorable image of insurance
business in general may have contributed to noninsurance for hull.

Since the owner is not intended to be the direct recipient of most
of the expected benefits from protection and indemnity insurance,
he is generally more objective and sympathetic toward insurance
companies regarding this kind of insurance. Rather, his criticism
is directed against the people who are involved in the adjustment
of protection and Indemnity insurance claims, namely, doctors, and
lawyers, and also the existing legislation on the subject.

C. SUMvlARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The vessel o\mer' s dilemma, whether or not to carlV insurance
on his vessel, has been discussed through an examination of the extent
of noninsurance and the reasons for insurance or noninsurance

.
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1. Extent of noninsurance . Noninsurance was measured in

number of vessels and in terras of gross tonnage and meirket value

of vessel.

During the five-year period under study, 1950-5^, it vas found

that approximately 30 percent of active vessels in New England were

not insured for hull and about 32 percent were not insured for pro-

tection and indemnity insurance. Noninsurance in the Gulf Area was

the highest of all three areas with about 57 percent of the active

vessels without hull insurance coverage and 88 percent without pro-

tection and indemnity insurance. The extent of noninsurance in

California lies between the experience of the other two areas with

50 percent of active vessels noninsured for hull and 53 percent

noninsured for protection and indemnity insurance.

In terms of gross tonnage and current market value of vessel,

however, noninsurance is less extensive in all three areas. By
these terms noninsurance on hull is only 11 and 9 percent respec-

tively in New England, 11 and 13 percent in California and 43 and
36 percent in the Gulf Area. Similarly low percentages apply to

noninsurance for protection and indemnity risk in New England and
California, although in the Gulf Area it amounts to 80 percent on
a tonnage basis and "jS percent on a market value basis.

2. Reasons for insurance or noninsurance. A number of
variables were found to be associated with the occurrence of
Insuremce or noninsurance for hull and protection and indemnity.
The likelihood that a vessel is insured or not insured because of
the presence of one of these variables may be very small or insig-
nificant. On the other hand, the greater the number of variables
present for any one fishing vessel the greater the likelihood that
the vessel will be insured as described in "a" below or not insured
as described in "b"

,

a. Variables related to the occurrence of insurance .

Hull insurance : a relatively new vessel; oil screw of
main engine; a vessel with steel hull, well built, equipped and
manned; a vessel not captained by the owner or whose captain has
no interest or only partlr.l interest in the vessel's ownership,
or whose owner operates many vessels; a mortgaged boat; a vessel
engaged in a lengthy fishing period and in distant fishing grounds;
expected insurance benefits considered greater when the paid pre-
mium, especially when payment of premium is considered as a means
of overcoming impending financial difficulties; modern business
practices accompanied by an understanding of insurance principles;
low insurance rates to fleet owners and to owner cooperatives;
overinsurance; and the owner's attitude favorable toward the
insurance business.
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Protection and indemnity insurance : a larce crew, usually-

associated vith a large vessel which may sometimes be well built,

equipped and maxined; a vessel not captained by the o\mer or vfhose

captain has no interest or only partial interest in the vessel's
ownership, or whose owner operates many vessels; lack of personal

or fsjnily ties between the owner on tlie one hand the captain and
crew on the other; a mortgaged vessel; a vessel engsiged in a lengthy
fishing period and in distant fishing grounds; an increasing number
of large court awards to crew claims for personaJ. injuries, etc., or
rumors about svich an event among operators with large assets; modern
business practices accompanied by an understanding of the unlimited
liability of the owner in case of civil suit; and the presence of
organized labor, bad management-labor relations, guid labor's attitude
toward accidents in the vessel's home port (usually port of fishing
operations)

.

b. Variables related to the practice of noninsurance .

Noninsurance for hull : an old vessel; gas screw of main engine;

a vessel with wood hull; a small vessel -v^ich may or may not be poorly
built, equipped, sind manned; a vessel captained by the owner, or whose
owner does not operate any other vessel; a vessel free of mortgage or
other burdensome financial indebtedness; a daily boat and a vessel
whose fishing period is short; payment of premium nearly or completely
eliminates expected profits; premium considered as a mere prepayment
of expected losses, or expected insurance benefits considered smaller
than prepaid premium; the owner's c\iltural background anteigonistic

toward the introduction of modern business practices, accompanied by
inability to understand or misinterpretation of insurance principles;
customary and trad3.tional ways of running the business related to the
owner's background but also to the vessel's home port (usually port of

fishing operations); a limited self-insurance plan; liigh insuraxice

rates together with the condition of no protection and indemnity
without hull insurance; and the owner's attitude unfavorable toward
insurance business.

Nonlnsixrance for protection ajid indemnity : small crew or no

crew at all, usually associated -vri-th a small vessel which may or may
not be poorly built, equipped, and maxined; a vessel captained by the

owner, or whose owner operates no other vessels; personal or family

ties between the o-vmer or captain on the one hand ajid crew on the

other; short fishing periods and daily trips; payment of premiuia

nearly or completely eliminating profits, or expected protection
likely to be less than the cost of Insurance; premium considered as

a mere prepayment of expected losses; limited assets; attitudes in

favor of noninsurance or owner's inability to understand the meaning
of insurance protection; absence of organized labor and amicable
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management-labor relations, or lack of fear toward loss from civil

suit related to local conditions in the vessel's home port (usually

the port of fishing operations); and high insurance rates together

with tie-in condition of no protection and indemnity insurance

without hull insurance or determination of premium on basis other

than on crew size (latter condition is practiced only in California).

The above variables describe the typical or most frequent

characteristics of insured or noninsured vessels. As ideal types

they lack the numerous qualifications which are discussed in the

text of the chapter.

3. Concluding remarks on the importance of noninsurance .

Noninsurance as a means of minimizing out-of-pocket expenses

of operating a commercial fishing vessel is an indication of unsound
business practices. If the saved premium is larger than the losses
sustained during a period of years, the realized gains together with
other imputed costs (maiiagerial salaries, depreciation and borrowed
capital) not properly estimated may lead to a false sense of pros-
perity. This situation may prolong the erJ.stence of inefficient
fishing pleints (vessels) and overcapacity in the industry to the
disadvantage of all fishing operators. Contrastingly, if the saved
premium is much less than the sustained losses, disaster hits the
noninsured o^vner with the maximum severity while the adjustment
process of the industry's overcapacity to the demand for its products
is carried out in the most disadvantageous way for the economy.

The sLim and substajice of the occurrence of noninsurance seems
to revolve around two pivotal points quite prevalent among small
vessel o\meTB. One is the realization that the premium for insur-
ance protection is a postponable semifixed cost of fishing opera-
tions. The other is the lack of understanding of the meaning of
insurajice protection and the principles which govern insurable
risks. Insurance protection as a semifixed cost is regressive,
inversely associated with gross receipts from fish landings. As
a postponable expense, noninsurance is intimately related to small
scale fishing operations, which may be marginal or submarginaJ. and
to the general economic conditions and basic structure of the fish-
ing industry. The second pivotal point, namely lack of imderstand-
ing, emanates from the owner's cultural, traditional! stic background
and his lack of training in modern business practices. Ignorsuice
largely explains his attitude toward insurance business and his
notion that payment of premivmi is merely a costly prepayment of
expected losses.
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A self-insurance plan becomes more and more adveintageous the

larger the premium required for insurance protection. On the other
hand our inquiry did not disclose extensive use of self-insurajice.

In fact, no vessel owner at present operates a fleet large enough
to enable him to self-insure against all insurable risks. A limited
and well administered self-insureuice plan, however, coupled with
excess insurance carried with private risk carriers deserves the
attention of both the vessel owners and the insurance iieople.

Noninsurance reduces the number of risks to be insured ajid

therefore limits the operation of the law of averages. Moreover,
apart from the widely accepted belief that insuraoice by itself has
the tendency to increase the hazard, there are a few indications
that the majority of noninsured vessels, especially in the Gulf
Area may be better risks than the currently insured vessels. To
the extent that this may be tnae, a plan inducing noninsured
owners to carry insurance on their vessels may finally lower
the cost of insurance protection for eill insured owners. Although
theoretically correct, this observation is subject to various
qualifications to be discussed later.

The remainder of this report is focused on insured commercial
fishing vessels only.
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CHAPTER III

THE COST OF INSURANCE PROTECTION
AND LOSS EXPERIENCE OF INSURERS

The vessel owner -vrtio decides to caxry insurance on his vessel
becomes burdened by a semifixed cost on his fishing operations. In

this chapter evidence will be presented to show whether or not
insurance cost has risen during 1950-5^ and in what ways it is

burdensome. Following this, the loss experience of insurers is

discussed.

A. DEFINITIONS AND MEASUREMENT OF INSURANCE COST

1. The meaning of insurance cost . From the standpoint of the
vessel owner the payment of premiums for either hull or protection
and indemnity insurance or both may be viewed in two different ways:

(a) as part of the cost of fishing and (b) as an expense which
purchases a given amount of protection against certain insurable
risks

.

2. Measuring insurance cost . Under the first view, the cost

of insurance may be measured in terms of gross premium. The

principal reason for using gross instead of net premiijm is that
we are interested more in what the owner contracted to pay for
insurance protection than in \fha.t he actually has paid. Other-

wise, the common denominator of the twelve-month period for which
the contractual provisions axe usually negotiated would have been
lost. Use of the net premium would have created more measurement
problems than it would have solved. For example, assuming a
twelve-month contract, the net premium -j- amount of insurance
ratio woiold have included a numerator (net premium) vrfiich would
have represented a period of less than twelve months, depending
on the premium returned, and the cost of insurance wovild have
been understated.

However, in order to measure the cost of insurance under the

second view, the amount a vessel owner pays for insurance must be

compared with the amount of protection he receives, i.e., the

coverage which the insurer promises to give in return. Coverage

refers to the amount of insurance, the franchise clauses, the

deductible average clauses, the latent defects, the exclusions,

and the numerous other provisions ajid qualifications of the

insurance contract which specify the types of hazards against

which the insured vessel owner is protected and the conditions

or circumstances under which the insurer is liable.
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The numerous possible combinations of these provisions make the

insurance contract a highly flexible, legal instrument which enables
the insurer to tailor the insurauQce policy to fit the particulars of
any risk. Although some uniformity prevails in practice, differences
in the terms of insurance contracts make it difficult, if not impossible,
to compare precisely the cost of insurance betveen risks over time. An
attempt is made here to measure the extent of protection which the
insurers gave to the vessel owners in this study during the 1950-5'+

period by taking into consideration the key monetary and nonmonetary
contractual provisions. In spite of nimierous qualifications the
chosen contractual provisions can be considered a reliable and
sati sfactory approximation

.

Information concerning both the premium paid by the insixred

vessel owner and the protection guaranteed by the insurer axe necessary
in order to arrive at a satisfactory appraisal of the situation. Insiir-

ance may become costlier to the vessel owner by the payment of a
higher premium without changing the extent of the coverage. But the
cost of insurance may also rise by a reduction in the coverage without
a change in the premium. Of course, insurance becomes costlier if
both conditions develop or less costly if the opposite takes place.

B. HULL INStJRAIJCE

1. Insurance cost in terms of gross premium . Our samples show
that gross premium has risen during the yesirs 1950- 5^ considerably in
New England, less in the Gulf Area, and slightly in California.

In New England there was almost a steady increase of gross
premium per policy per year studied--from $2,225 in 1950-51 to
$2,820 in 195^-55, or a rise of about 27 percent. The rise was
smaller in the Gulf Area. Gross premium per policy yeax increased
from $1,008 in 1950-51 to $l,2l8 in 1954-55, or a rise of about 21
percent. California appears to have had a different experience.
Gross premd\am dropped in the last two yeeirs from a high of $7,219
in 1952-53. However, the average gross premiiM for the first two
years, I95O-52, was $6,2^^2, $190 on the average lower than the
$6,432 average of the last three yeaxs (1952-55) of the five-year
period.

There are a nimiber of factors which understate the actual rise
of insurance cost in terms of gross premium. Arithmetic averaging
has the tendency of concealing a great deal from the real picture
by evening out the extremes. Most of the increase in gross premium
originated from the two-thirds of policies with a larger gross
premium in New England and from the upper one-half in the other
two geographical areas. (Table A-27 in Appandix A). For some
vessel owners the rise of insurance costs in terms of gross
premiums has been accompanied by a curtailment of the coverage
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making insurance protection costlier. In still other instances the

reverse may have been true. Insurance contracts are negotiated and
become effective on any day during a calendar year so that policies

which become effective during the second half of each calendar year
expired during the first half of the following yeeir. Thus, averaging

of the gross premixaas on the basis of the effective calendar year may
have had ejx effect similar to a moving average by raising the avereige

gross premium in the first half of 1950 and lowering it in the second
half of 195^. These considerations and field work experiences lead
us to believe that the burden of the rising premium was distributed
quite xinevenly among insured vessel owners and that the experience of
vessel O'tmers in each area may have been worse than is shown by the

sample

.

2. The cost of insurance in terms of coverage . The cost of

hull insurance increased daring the five-year period under study,

not only because of the rise in premium, but also because of the

reduction of coverage the owner received from the insurer in all

three geographical areas.

First, let us refer to the coverage index, i.e., the ratio of
gross premium divided by the amount of insurance, shown as item 2

in table $. This index is a more accurate measure and a better

base of comparison between the three areas than the insurance rate

because it gives equal weight to the absolute amounts of premiiam

and insurance. While the owner was paying an increasingly higher

premium, at the same time he was buying a decreasingly smaller

amount of insurance. On the avereige, a New England owner paid
^kkl premium for $10,000 of insurance protection in 1950-51. For

the same amount of insurance he had to pay $510 in 195^-55- In the

Gulf this rise in the cost of insurance was less pronounced. The

required premium for $10,000 of insurance rose from $51? to $530
over the five-yesir period. The California average index rose

nesLTly as much as the index in New England with a rise in premium

from $634 to $716 for $10,000 of hull insvirance.

A second measure indicating the rising cost of insurance coverage

is observed in the provisions of the franchise and the deductible

average clauses. (See Glossary of Technical Terms). During the five-

year period the percentage of policies with a franchise clause declined

in New England and California while the percentage of policies with a

deductible average clause rose. (Table A-29 in Appendix A). Since a

franchise clause is a more liberal provision than a deductible clause,

this development presumably indicates a tightening of the contractual

terms, not\d.thstending a slight liberalization of terms of the

deductible average clause indicated by an increase in the percentage

of policies with deductible providing more exceptions. No indication

of a similar development exists in the Gulf Area since no policies

with a franchise clause were found in the sample. But in the Gulf,
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the terms of the contract were already high because almost all
policies studied provided for a deductible. Further, the insur-
ance coverage was additionally reduced by an increase in the
amounts to be deducted. In Nev England there was a steady and
considerable rise in the average amount deducted under franchise
and deductible clauses. The deductible amount rose also in the
other two areas, while there was a slight decline of the franchise
amount in California.

In New England a decline in the percentage of policies with
full coverage under the Inchmaree clause (see Glossary of Techni-
cal Terms) from 72 percent to 26 percent, although desirable in
other respects, is another indication of the rising insurance cost
in that area. A slight increase in the percentage is evidenced in
the Gulf Area, indicating some increase in the coverage. In terms
of full coverage under the Inchmaree clause, protection is quite
liberal in California, since all policies studied carried the pro-
vision. The percentage of policies with exclusions on loss of
equipment remained fairly constant throughout the period in «.n

three areas, indicating no substantial change in the coverage with
regard to this provision (table 9)-

To translate all contractual provisions related to coverage
in quantitative terms is impossible. But after considering all
available information, the conclusion is reached that the reduc-
tion in coverage may have contributed as much to higher insurance
costs as the rise in premium, if not more.

3. Comparison of insurance cost between geographical areas .

It is important to notice that the average gross premium for the
five-year period was $6,551 in California, moi'e than twice the

$2,^30 New England average and almost six times as large as the

$1,111 in the Gulf Area (table 9)- Tliese differences are partly
explained by the differences in the average size of vessel and
operations in each area. In terms of both gross tonnage and mar-
ket value of insured vessels the Gulf Area vessels are on the
average about kO percent and the Ne\/ England vessels about 60
percent the size of California vessels (tables A-2 and A-26 in
Appendix A) . If premium differential between the areas was due
entirely to vessel size, then the average insurance rate should
have been the lowest in California and the highest in the Gulf
Area because within each area insurance rates are inversely re-
lated to vessel size. (See table 27). Actually the reverse is
true. Insurance rates for the last yearly period under study
(195^-55) averaged 5-30 percent in the Gulf Area, 6.40 percent
in New England, and 7-58 percent in California (tables A-27 in
Appendix A) . Assuming that the amount of insurance equals the
market value, the number of years required to write off the mairket
value of an insured vessel, excluding interest eai'nings, is on the
average, about I9 years in the Gulf Area, I6 years in New England, and
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only 13 years in California. On this basis insxirance cost in

California is the highest, although it did not rise appreciably
daring the period under study, and the lowest in the Gulf Area
with New England midway between the two.

In terms of coverage, the New England owner paid less premiiim

on the average per $10,000 of insurance than owners in the other
areas. For each $10,000 insurance, a New Englander paid, on the

average, only ^k'^6 daring the years 1950 through 195^; an owner
from the Gulf Area paid $5-8^ and a Californian $636. The average
amount on frrjichise clauses was only $6l3 in New England, but $2,293
in California. The average amount on deductible clauses was $456 in
California, $409 in the Gulf Area, but only $312 in New England.
Only the percentage of policies with full coverage under the

Inchmaree clause is much lower in New Englaxid than in Hie other two
areas, indicating less protection in this respect. The percentage
of policies with exclusions on loss of equipment are close enough
so that the differences in coverage between the three areas, in
this respect, may not be considered very important. Differences
in the content of each clause and other contractual provisions
make further comparison of coverage between the areas almost
impossible and unnecessary for ovir purpose.

The sum of this area comparison is that the rise in insurance
cost was greater in New England, and less pronoionced in the Gulf
Area and California. In terms of premivmi per hvmdred dollars of
insurance and on the average, however, the cost for hull insurance

daring the five-year period has been higher in California than in
the other areas with the Gulf Area probably in second position,

closely followed by New England.

C. PROTECTION AITD INDEMNITY INSURANCE

1. The cost of insurance in terms of gross premium .

Substantial rises in the gross premium for protection and indemnity
insurance occurred in New England. The average premium per policy
was $l,ii25 in 1950-51 and climbed to $2,5^3 in 195^-55, a rise of
78 percent over the five-year period (table 10). The increase is

equally significant in terms of gross premium per crew member which
rose from $172 in 195O-51 to $291 in 195^-55- The increase was less
pronounced in the Gulf Area with gross premiums rising from $^36 to

$485, or about 11 percent. These figures for the Gulf Area, however,
are not statistically reliable because of the small size of the
sample for individual years. California experienced the largest
relative increase in gross premium during the period. From a figure
of $378 per policy in 1950-51, gross premium increased to $717 in
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195l|-55> a rise of about 90 percent. In evaluating these findings,

one should keep in mind the previous remarks on the effects of

averaging and other qualifications. The financial burden caused

by the rise in insurance cost was distributed during 1950-5^

quite unevenly among the insured vessel owners and the over-all

experience in each area may have been worse than is shown by the

sample

.

2. The cost of instirance in terms of coverage . In contrast

to hnll insxirance, there are no definite signs that the cost of
protection and indemnity insurance has increased in New Englaxid

in terms of coverage. The coverage index shows that a New England
owner wa^ buying more dollar protection for the money he was paying.

In 1950-51 he paid, on the average, $l6l for $10,000 of insurance
liability, while only $lkh was required for the same amoirnt of
insurance in 195^-55 (table 10). A further extension of coverage
is indicated by the fact that the average amount, both for
deductibles for personal injury and property damage, fell during
the five-year period. Finally, the percentage of policies with
coverage of the owner on board for maintenance and cisre increased,
indicating further liberalization of the contractual terms. Against
this extension of the coverage stands the doubling of the percentage
of policies with deductible clauses. (Also see table A-32, New
England in Appendix A for more detailed information.) It would be
correct to conclude that coverage for protection and indemnity
insurance decreased only if we assume that the decrease in coverage
caused by the increase of the policies with deductibles more than
offsets the increase in coverage brought about by the liberalization
of the other contractual terms. Again, averaging may understate the
rise in the cost of insurance. In view of our experience, however,
it is more reliable to conclude that the extent of coverage in New
Englsmd largely remained unchajiged and the rise in the cost of
InsurcLnce came about almost entirely through the increase in premium.
Perhaps the unchanged coverage may explain, in part, why the rise
in gross premi\jm for protection and indemnity insurance was sub-
stantially greater than the rise in gross premium for hull insurance
in both absolute and relative terms, as discussed above.

Apart from the smallness of sample size, the same conclusion
may be reached for the experience in the Gulf Area. Contrastingly,
the findings in California indicate an increase in cost for protec-
tion and indemnity in terms of coverage. A California owner paid
$27 for $10,000 of insurance liability in 195O-51, while the
premium rose to $^+3 for the same amount of insurance in 1954-55.
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Although aJ-l policies provided deductible clauses for personal
injury and property damage, the average deductible amount for the

former clause during the period increased from $628 to $677 and
for the latter clause from $2it-2 to $272. The percentage of
policies providing coverage for maintenance and cure of the

owner on board remained the same.

3. Comparison of insurance cost between areas . In terms

of gross premium and considering vessel size, the cost of protec-
tion and indemnity insurance is the highest in New England. The

average gross premium for the 1950-5^ period was $1,7^0 per policy
and $210 per crew member. The Gulf Area comes next with $527
average gross premium per policy and $128 per crewman. Protection
and indemnity insiirance is least expensive in California with only

$526 average gross premium per policy. No direct comparison can
be made in terms of premium per crevnnan because indications are

that in California, premium is not determined on the basis of
crew size. An approximation can be reached by dividing average
gross premium by 8.9^ the avereige reported size of crew on board
insured vessels (table A-2, California in Appendix A). During
the five-year period, premiums for protection and indemnity in
California averaged about $59 per crewman.

In terras of the coverage index, the three areas occupy
similar positions. On the average, for $10,000 of insurance
protection a New England owner paid $157> an owner in the Gulf
Area $l46, and a Califomian only $32. However, the vmfavorable
position of the New England o\mer is substantially improved be-

cause of other relatively favorable contractual terms. The average
deductible amount for personal injury and property damage was only

$217 and $208, respectively. In the Gulf Area the amount for both
clauses was $i*01, almost twice as large as in New England, vriiile

the deductible amount for personal injury in California was $658
and for property damage, $253. Also, only 51 percent of the New
England policies provided for deductibles and 58 percent for
maintenance and cure of the owner on board. These percentages
were as much as 88 percent for the former clause and only 5 per-

cent for the latter in the Gulf Area and 100 percent and 5 percent,

respectively, in California.

When emphasis is put on the gross premium and coverage index.

New England occupies the first position with the highest cost for

protection and indemnity, followed by the Gulf Area and California.
When the other contractual terms are emphasized, particularly the

high personal injury deductible, California seems to occupy the

first position, followed by the Gulf Area and New England. In terms

of percentage rise in the over-all cost of insurance, California
runs first with New England in the second position.
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D. FURTHER REMARKS ON INSURANCE COST

It has already been pointed out that averaging and sanrpling may
have underemphasized the actual insuremce cost in each axea. In fact,

the extent of the financieil burden imposed on the vessel owner by a
rising insurance cost cannot be fully appreciated without further

analysis.

The owner's decision to carry insurance on his vessel may entail
not only the payment of premium but other financial burdens. Reports
from insurers indicate that the rising tide of claims during the five-

year period had later compelled them to raise their ssifety standards

for underwriting a commercial fishing vessel. Higher safety standards

requiring more frequent or regular bottom inspection, installation of

safety devices, better selection of crew, and better upkeep of the en-

gine, machinery, and equipment may create expenses in addition to the

payment of premiijms. Although credits may be given to owners \Aio

improve the safety of their vessels, these credits are not always
given to him; or, if he receives them, premium savings of several
years may be required to recover the additional cost. Furthermore,
prepayment of the premiums and expenses for improving the safety of
the vessel often requires short-term borrowing with interest charges
further increasing the cost of insurance . Last, but not leeist, the
insiurance contract is a legal document subject to interpretation.
Adverse loss experience may be accompanied by the lengthening of
the period required for the adjustment of claims, creating additional
inconvenience to the owner if not always additional expense. These
remarks illustrate how the cost of carrying insurajice may have risen
more than the figures indicate because of expenses incidental to the
rise in the premium and to the decline of the insurance coverage.

But the greatest increase in the owner's financial burden of
insursmce cost seems to come from another direction. V/hether the
cost of insurance is high depends to some degree on whether other
operational costs are also rising and, to an extraordinary degree,
on whether gross receipts from fish landings are falling. In other
words, the cost of insurance may not be so burdensome because this
cost has risen, but because receipts from fish landings have fallen.

E. THE LOSS EXPERIENCE OF INSURERS

1. The insurer's break-even ratio . The study of loss
experience of risk carriers is essentially a study of the insurance
problem from a different, but equally important vantage point, for
the price the insured vessel owner pays for insurance protection is
the revenue which the insurer receives for selling this protection.
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For oxir purpose, we may distinguish two major cost categories

which the insurer has to meet In order to run his business profit-
ably. The first cost category consists of expenses for the adjust-
ment of claims and the payment of losses. The second includes
acquisition costs and all other genersil expenses of handling the
business which are not allocated to particular losses, including
taoces and accumulation of reserves. When aJ.1 costs equal the
received net premium, the insurer breaks even. This division of
costs may be crude and arbitrary in many respects, but it is use-
ful for illustrating the plight of the majority of insurers.

The response of the insurers to our inquiry disclosed that,

for hull ajid protection ajid indemnity insurance, risk carriers
break even if the first , category of costs are between 60 and 70
percent of earned premliims. For a few insurers the ratio may be
as high as 75 percent. A high break-even ratio indicates a more
efficient concern and a larger proportion of earned premiums
available to meet expenses for the adjustment of claims and to
pay losses.

Differences in the break-even ratio among insurers are partly
explained by the fact that in practice there are understandable
differences in definition of administrative costs and expenses on
the adjustment of claims. More importajit is the fact that some
insurers are more efficient than others by operating at lower
acquisition and other costs of the second category. Long estab-
lished American firms, cooperatives, and most alien concerns seem
to operate more efficiently thein inexperienced underwriters with
limited insurance facilities and voli:mie of business.

2. Loss experience of hull insurance . The annual ratios of
expenses for the adjustment of claims and paid losses to earned
premiums for hull insurance appear in table 11. The average ratio
for the five-year period is 65-9 percent in New England, 69. per-
cent in the Gulf Area, and 44.^1 percent in California. The field
work experiences in this study seem to indicate that over-all loss
experience in each area may have been between 5 to 10 percent higher
than the ratio indicated by each sample because of possible escapager/
in the recording of paid losses. Assuming this to be the case, the
loss ratios for the period 1950-5^ may have averaged from 71 to "jG

percent in New England, 7^ to 79 percent in the Gulf Area, ajid ^9
to 5^ percent in California. Thus, the loss experience ratios in
New England and the Gulf Area, for the period, may have been as

high as or higher than the breaJc-even ratio of the most efficient
insurers in each area, while the loss experience ratio in California
presumably has been less than the least efficient insurer in that area.

2/ The term escapage refers to policy records which escaped review of

field workers for various reasons such as "records lost or destroyed",
"non-cooperating firm", etc.
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TABLE 11. - LOSS ^W LOSS EXPENSE—NET PREMITJl-I RATIOS

FOR HULL A1;L PROTECTION AND INDEIINITI INSURANCE, 19$0-$h

Policy ysar

Hull insurance



Caution should be exercised in applying these general

findings to isolated or individual cases. The loss-experience

ratios for the five-year period reflect the general situation in

each area. For a few, loss experience vas so severe that they
vere forced to withdraw from insuring commercial fishing vessels.

Many an insurer reported loss ratios as high as 100 percent or

more for three or four consecutive years. The reported loss ratios

of a few well established concerns indicate that they had Just
broken even during the period under study but loss ratios in 195^
and later years were higher than their break-even ratio. The reason
the average loss ratio for the five-year period in New England and
Gulf Area has not been higher than is shown in table 11 is due msiinly

to the fact that the loss ratios of well established firms with a

relatively large volume of business increased not only at a slower

pace but later than the loss ratios of both the relatively smal 1

and the fly-by-night insurers.

The loss experience of individual insurers in California is

as diverse as in the other areas. The lower loss ratio for the

five-year period in this area is partly due to the relatively

higher insurance cost (larger premium - smaller coverage, table 9)
than elsewhere, but principally due to the very satisfactory loss
experience of a leading insurer.

3. Loss experience of protection and indemnity insurance .

Loss experience for the period under study, shown on table 11,

averaged 83.9 percent of earned premiums in New England and IU8.8
percent in California. No losses occurred in the Gvilf Area in the

smaJJ. sample of 39 policy years studied. (As previously noted
protection and indemnity insurance was not widely carried in the

Gulf.)

Assuming the escapage of 5 to 10 percent, the loss ratio for
the five-year period may have averaged from 89 to 9^ percent in
New England and 154 to 159 percent in California. The loss experi-
ence is well above the break-even ratio of the most efficient
insurer in New England and twice as large as this ratio in
California. The unusually high loss ratio in the latter area
is not due to relatively large losses but mostly to relatively
low insurance cost (small premiiom, etc., table 10). Insurers in
the Gulf Area report very satisfactory experience for the small
volume of protection and indemnity insurance they underwrite.
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k. Comnents . The loss experience of instirers offers the

first explanation of the rise of the cost for both hull and

protection and indemnity insurance. The rise vas preceded by
unsatisfactory loss experience. It is no mere coincidence that

New England and the Gulf Area, with worse loss experience for

hull insurance than California, also experienced a relatively

greater rise in cost than the latter area. The same is true for

protection and indemnity insurance. California and New England,

with worse loss e::perience than the Gulf Area, also experienced

a relatively greater rise in the cost of this kind of insurance

than the latter area. This is a natural, development since the

insurer, like the vessel owner, expects to realize a profit by
increasing his receipts (earned premium) and keeping his costs

(including losses) to a minimum. Consequently, the cost of

insurance should have risen more than the experience recorded
in this study shows in order to meet an extraordinajy amount of
losses. Why this did not take place will be explained later
(Chapter V)

.

The explanation which the loss experience of insurers
offers is general and superficial. It raises more questions
than it answers. What lies behind the unprofitable experience
of risk carriers? VJhat accidents and to what extent does each
category of accidents account for the unusually large losses?
What circumstances, conditions, and human conduct related to
the fishing operations of the vessel may have contributed to
the record of accidents? How and to what extent have insurance
practices and policies and existing legislation encouraged the
development of the insurance problem? These questions lead to
the very heeirt of the problem which besets the commercial
fishing industry and are taken up in subsequent chapters.

F. SUMMARY AND CONCUJSIGNS

The financial burden of the owner who carries insurance on
his vessel was presented in terms of gross premium and insurance
coverage. Following this, the loss experience of insiirers was
offered as the first explanation for the rise in the cost of
Insurance

.

1- The cost of hull insurance . In terms of gross premium,
protection against hull insurance accidents rose daring the years
1950-5^ from $2,225 to $2,820 per policy in New England; from $1,008
to $1,218 in the Giilf Area; and averaged from $6,21+2 during the first
two years, 195O-51, to $6,1+32 in the last three years, 1952-5^, in
California. In tenas of coverage, the rise of insurance cost was
equELlly, if not more, important than the rise in gross premivun.
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Comparison of insurance cost between areas disclosed that the

rise in cost was greater in Nev; England and less pronounced in the

Gulf Area and California. But in terms of premium per hundred
dollars of insurance, the average insurance cost during the five-
year period was higher in California than in the other areas, with
the Gulf Area probably occupying the second position, followed
closely by New England.

2. The cost of protection and indemnity insurance . During
1950-5^, average gross premium per policy increased from $1,425 to

$2, 5^3 in New England, from $1+36 to $485 in the Gulf Area, and from
$378 to $717 in California. The cost of insurance, in terms of cov-
erage, remained eilmost the same in New England with some contractual
provisions increasing and others decreasing the extent of insurance
protection. The Gulf Area had similar experience on coverage,
although the small size of the sample renders these findings less
reliable. Coverage in California seems to have declined, indicat-
ing a rise in the cost of insurance

.

Comparison of insurance cost between the areas disclosed that
California experienced the greatest percentage increase, with New
England occupying second place. In absolute terms, protection and
indemnity insurance seems to be costlier with regard to gross pre-
mium and amoxint of insurance in New England than elsewhere, although
some other contractual provisions restricting coverage in the Gulf
Area and Csilifomia may offset these cost differentials.

3. Loss experience of insurers. According to our best esti-
mates, during the period 1950-54 the paid losses and loss expense
for hull insurance averaged from 71 to 76 percent of earned pre-
miums in New England, 74 to 79 percent in the Gulf Area and 49 to
54 percent in California. This means that, on the average, insurers
in the first two areas paid more in losses and expenses than the
amount of their earned premium available for that purpose. In con-
trast, insurers in California, on the average, were able to pay
losses and expenses and realize some gains. This over-all experi-
ence, however, conceals the fact that in all three areas some in-
surers sustained heavy losses and ceased underwriting commercial
fishing vessels; others broke even, and a few realized some profits.

Insurers underwriting vessels for protection and indemnity
insurance may have sustained heavy losses in New England and
relatively heavier losses in California since, according to our
best estimates, paid losses and loss expense during 1950-54
averaged from 89 to 94 percent of earned premiums in New England
and from 154 to 159 percent in California. Loss experience in
the Gulf Area vms very satisfactoiy, according to our sample
findings and insurers' reports.
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1;. Concluding remarks . The previous discussion on cost of
insurance and loss experience permits a number of conclusions:

The cost of insurance in terms of gross premium ajid coverage

may not always measure fully the financial burden which falls upon
the owner of a commercial fishing vessel. Interest charges and
other costs incidental to the carrying of insurance may maJce the

cost of insurance more burdensome. Furthermore, the cost of in-
surance is mostly felt when other operational costs are also
rising and receipts from fish and shellfish landings are falling.

It was shown that, willingly or otherwise, the majority of
insurers have sustained losses particularly for protection and
indemnity coverage, to the extent that their average loss experi-
ence was higher than their breaJc-even ratio during the period
1950- 5^+.
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CHAPTER IV

THE RECORD OF ACCIDENTS UNDER HULL
AND PROTECTION AND INDEMNITY INSURANCE

An analysis of the unprofitable loss experience of insurers
first requires a close examination of the accident record for the
five-year period covered by this study. For purposes of this
report, accident records are analyzed under the following
approaches: classification of claims for both hull axid pro-
tection and indemnity insurance by frequency of occurrence and
amount of loss paid; and examination of a number of physical
chaxacteristies of vessels which may bear directly upon the
recurrence and severity of accidents together with a discussion
of human failures as an important cause of accidents and, in
particular, negligence and lack of knowledge and training.

A. HULL INSURANCE ACCIDENTS

1. Frequency of accident occurrence . A multiple classification
of partial losses by the damaged part of vessel is shown in table 12.

In New England, 5^ percent of accidents involved hull damage and Ul
percent damage to machinery and equipment. Both these percentages
were higher in the Gulf Area--83 percent hull and 45 percent
machinery and equipment- -while they were reversed in California

—

37 percent hull damages and 68 percent machinery and equipment.
In all three areas a number of partial losses involved damage to

both hull and machineiy vrhich make the totals in the section of
table 12 pertaining to kind of damage, add to more than 100 percent.
Although a number of the accident reports did not specify what kind
of machinery and equipment was damaged, motor trouble seems to be

the predominent source of claims in elLI three areas . Losses of

fishing gear were more frequent in California than elsewhere,

primarily because of damage to or loss of the auxiliary motor
boat commonly used for fishing in the area. The Appendix to

table A-97 in Appendix A includes a more detailed account of

parts of the vessel to which damage occurred.

The above classification of accidents is consistent with the

fact that navigation hazard was cited as the most frequent cause

of accidents (table 12). The Giilf Area, with 83 percent hull

damage accidents, had 70 percent of the accidents caused by
navigation hazard (also including collisions). California, with

37 percent hull damages, had k2 percent of accidents caused by
the same hazard. The record for New England was between these

two situations, with 50 percent of accidents caused by navigation
hazard, wherein 5^ percent of the accidents in New England involved
damage to hull, indicating that nearly all were caused by navigation

hazard. Mechanicfiil failure is the next most important hazard in all
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three areas, but in varying degrees. It is as important as

navigation ha^sard in California where as mfiiny as 43 percent of

accidents were attributed to mechanical failure. New England
comes second with 27 percent of accidents caused by mechanicaJL

failure, and the Gulf Area third with only 12 percent. Weather,
as the principal cause of partial losses, is almost as important

as mechanical failure in New England, equally important as

mechajiical failure in the Gulf Area, but less important in

California. It will be noted that fire was the principal cause

of a very small portion of accidents in all three areas. More
detailed classification by the part of vessel damaged and
principal hazard, which appears in the same table 12 further
verifies the above findings.

Finally, a multiple classification of partial losses on the

basis of all reported casual factors is shown in the bottom of
the same table 12. "Struck submerged object," without euiy

further expleination describing the circumstances of this type
of accident, occurred most frequently in the Gulf Area, with as

much as 56 percent of accidents attributed to such obscure
circumstances. Similar conditions caused 29 percent of acci-
dents in New England and only id percent in California. "Error
of crew" includes claims which were directly attributed to human
failure but also collision with another vessel or other similar
accidents which, in the Judgment of the researchers, might have
been the result of human error. Thus, as much as 2^ percent of
accidents were attributed to this cause in New England, 29 percent
in California, and I9 percent in the Gulf Area. Yet, in spite of
this liberal classification, human error, as a major cause of
accidents, may be understated. Human nature, being what it is,

has the tendency to understate in reporting accidents due to human
failure . Reports from marine surveyors and vessel owners them-
selves seem to confirm this contention.

.
It is to be noted that

"wear and tear", as a cause of accidents, occupied the first
position in California and was quite an important factor in
New England.

2. Severity of hull insurance accidents . Frequency of
accident explains in part the unprofitable loss experience of
insurers. On the other hand, frequency of accident may be

misleading unless frequency is related to the amount of loss
pedd.

The relation of frequency of claims and amount of paid loss
is shown in table 13. Petty claims of $500 or less constituted
47.0 percent of all claims in New England, i*-9.2 percent in the
Gulf Area, and only 28.0 percent in California. But the same
claims represented only k.l percent of all paid losses in New
England, k.2 percent in the Gulf Area, and as little as I.3
percent in California. At the other end of the distribution,
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TABI£ 13. - FREQUENCY OF HULL INSURANCE ACCIDENTS

BY AMOUNT OF PAID LOSS FEB CLAIM, 1950-5'*2'

Geographical area -

paid loss

I. Nev England

Less than $101
101 to 500
501 to 1000
1001 to 5000
5001 or moreV

Total paid losses

ILOTJlf Area

Less than $101
101 to 500
501 to 1000

1001 to 5000
5001 or mora^

Total paid losses

III,California

Less than $101
101 to 500
501 to 1000
1001 to 5000
5001 or moreV

Total paid losses

Claims Amount of loss

Percent Number Percent

13.9



large claims of no less than $5>000, v±iich necessarily includes
total losses, made up only Q.k percent of aJ.1 cledjns but 68.1
percent of all paid losses in Nev England, 9-8 percent of cledms
and 70 '3 percent of losses in the Gulf Area, and 12.6 percent of
claims and 8I.7 percent of losses in California. The fact that
the mediaji paid loss per claim in California was almost twice as
large as the mediein in the other two areas does not substantially
alter the inverse relationship between frequency of claims and
amount of paid losses, although it is importajit in other respects.
Other things being equal, petty claims increase the cost of
insurance, since certain expenses for the adjustment of claims
are incurred, irrespective of the amount of paid loss.

Additional classifications of the amount of paid loss per
claim are shown in table l4. All paid losses were quite unevenly
distributed among the three major classes of vessels (table ik)

.

As might be expected, lost wood vessels accoiinted for the largest
amounts per claim in all three area^, but the percentages of all,

losses attributed to total loss of vessel differed greatly among
the three areas. Total losses constituted only 39 percent of eill

losses in New England, 50 percent in the Gulf Area, and as much
as 71 percent in California. The differences between the areas
is partly explained by differences in number and size of vessels
lost in each area and partly in the large number of petty claims

in the Gulf Area and particularly in New England. Of all partial
losses, active wood vessels were responsible for 56 percent in
New England, and 2i+ percent in each of the other tvro areas.

Active steel vessels contributed substantially only in the Gulf
Area--26 percent of all losses.

The classification of paid partial losses by damaged part
of vessel and principal hazard reveals some interesting points.
Damage to hull only or to machinery and equipment only were
less severe than accidents damaging hull and, at the same time,

machinery in New England and the Gulf Area, both in terms of

amount of loss per claim and as percentage of all partial losses
(table Ik). In California, accidents damaging machinery and equip-

ment only, constituted as much as 57 percent of all partial losses
although, in terms of amount of loss per claim, accidents damaging
both hull and machinery were the most severe. In terms of pro-

portion of partial losses, navigation hazard was the severest in
the Gulf Area, followed by weather and mechanical failure. In

New England, weather (1953-5^ hux-ricanes) contributed the largest
proportion of partial losses followed by mechaniceLl failure and
navigation hazard. Mechanical failure was most important in
California with navigation hazard second and fire hazard third.
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In terras of amount of loss per claim, fire hazard was the source

of the severest accidents for partial losses in all three areas.

In addition, fire hazard contributed the largest portion of total
losses in New England and Gulf Area while navigation and. mechanical
failure were more important than fire in California.

B. CLAIMS UNDER PROTECTION AND INDEMNITY INSURANCE

Inasmuch as no claims were found in the Gulf Area sample,
examination of accidents is limited to New England and California.

1. Frequency of accident occurrence . As much as 80.O percent
of accidents in New England and 83. percent in California were of
the personal injury category (table 15)- Sickness, death, and prop-
erty damage cases covered by this kind of insurance made up the rest
of the claims. Of the personal injuries, injuries to hands accounted
for about one-third in both areas; body injuries 26 percent in New
England and 19 percent in California; and foot injuries 17 percent
and 23 percent, respectively. Accidents involving sickness were not
very important, at least in frequency of occurrence, accounting for
18.0 percent of accidents in New England and only 9*0 percent in
California. Death and property damage cases covered by this type
of insurance accounted for 2 percent of the accidents in New England
and 8 percent in California.

It will be noted that as much as 52 percent of the accidents
involving sickness consisted of poisoning and organic diseases which
may not be considered strictly occupational haza-'^ds (table 15).
Much also can be said for prevention and possible reduction of
accident occurrence of infections and colds. Although it is
natural that crews rather than officer personnel should account
for most claims--8^.0 percent of accidents in New England ajid

75 '0 percent in California were attributed to crews--there is

indication that personal injuries of New England crews were pro-
portionately more numerous than personal injuries of officer
personnel. Of all crew accidents in New England, 82 percent
consisted of personal injuries; of all accidents of officer
personnel, personal injuries account for 7^ percent (table 15).

Available data for New England Indicate that sickness and
death have occurred among fishermen who are likely to be older
than those who had personal injuries, although the difference
may not be statistically significant. Of the activities during
which personal injuries occurred, "engaged in fishing and fish
processing" account for about 30 percent of accidents in New
England and ko percent in California (table 15). Since this is a
multiple classification of accidents, in a few cases other factors
may have contributed to the occurrence of an accident while the
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TABLE 16. - FREQUENCY OF PROTECTION AND INDEMNITY INSURANCE ACCIDENTS
BY AMOUNT OF PAH) LOSS FEB CLAIM, 1950-5^2./

Geographical area
paid losa

Claims

Per cent Number

Amount of loss

Per cent
Thousand
dollars

Paid loss
per claim

Dollars

I. Nev England

Less than $51
51 to 100
101 to 250
251 to 500
501 to 1000
1001 to 5000
5001 or morql^/

Total paid losses

28.9
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person was fishing or processing fish. Even allowing for overlapping,
it is most likely that as much as 6o percent of accidents in New
England and 50 percent in California may have occurred during
activities other than fishing and fish processing. Rough seas,
resulting in falls or injuries, accounted for about 2k percent of
accidents in New Englajid and 23 percent in California; injuries
caused while working on equipment, but not while fishing,
represented 12.8 percent of accidents in New England and 13-2
percent in California; eind injuries caused while working on the
boat or loading and vmloading equipment represented 8.3 percent
in New England and 13-2 percent in California. Negligence and
Intoxication were sometimes cited as causes of accidents.

2. Severity of protection and indemnity insurance accidents .

In table l6, claims for accidents are distributed by amount of loss
paid. Petty claims of no more than $250 each accounted for 70 per-
cent of losses and small claims of no more than $500 for 80 percent
of losses in New England, but represented only 7-3 percent and 11.9
percent of all paid losses, respectively. In California, small
claims of no more than $500 accounted for only about 40 percent of
claims but made up only 2 percent of all paid losses. Contrastingly,
only 2.2 percent of clsdms in New England included payments of more
than $5*000 but they represented 52.2 percent of all paid losses. In
California, these percentages were 21.3 and 82.5, respectively. The
reader should remember the remarks made previously about petty hull
insurance claims.

The importance of personal injury claims as against sickness
claims is further illustrated in the data shown in table 17-
Accidents involving personal injury were not only more frequent
but also more costly. The average amount per claim for personal
injury was $709 in New England—three times larger than the $231
average per claim for sickness- -and represented ^6 percent of all

paid losses. In California, loss per claim for sickness was
larger than for personal injviry, but accidents of the latter kind
accounted for 91 percent of all paid losses.

With the exception of multiple injxxries, the amount per claim
for hand injuries was $1,029 in New England—almoot twice as large

as claims for body and head injuries—and 28 jjercent larger than

claims for foot injviries (table 17 ). It may be observed that the

reverse relationship prevailed in California where the amount per

claim for hand injuries was smaller than for body and much smaller

for foot injuries. The amount per claim, however, was $4,120, on
the average, in California, about six times as large as the $709
average per claim in New England. The severity of hand injuries

in New England can be observed through the fa^t that as much as

hf percent of all losses for personal injuries were paid for
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injury to hands. In California, this type of personal injury

occupied the second position, with 32 percent of losses, while

foot injuries claimed 35 percent and body injuries 2k percent.

The marked severity of hand injuries in New England will be linked,

in the following chapter, with the importance of the hijman element.

Claims for orgaxiic diseases which may or may not be considered

an occupational hazard accounted for 52 percent of losses paid for

sickness in New England and 70 percent in California (table 17). It

is highly significant that multiple diseases ajid poisoning may also

be considered, to a large degree, a nonoccupational hazard. In fact,

as much as two-thirds or more of losses for sickness are paid for
diseases vAich may not be considered occupational hazards under

ordinary conditions.

Accidents of officer personnel are less severe than their
frequency of occurrence indicates since only 11 percent of losses
were paid for in such accidents in New England, and 6 percent in
Cstlifomia (table 17). Finally, the amount of loss per claim
seems to increase with the age of the injured person (table 17).

C. WHAT LIES BEHIND ACCIDENT OCCURRENCE

1. The problem of causation . The previous classifications of
hvill eind protection and indemnity insurance accidents may be con-
sidered an approach to a systematic ajialysis of claim records. Yet,
classification of accidents touches only the surface, and the problem
of attributing an accident to a specific cause or causes becomes
formidable, indeed.

Most accidents are the cumulative effect of many elements,
physical or hvmian, which contribute to the occurrence of an accident,
in varying degrees. For example, it was found that most hull acci-
dents are the resvat of navigation hazard. But what or who was
responsible for the navigation hazard? What lies behind the ob-
scure phrase "struck submerged object"? Did the vessel actually
hit a submerged object? Or should the accident be attributed, at
least partially, to poor vessel construction, poor maintenance,
stormy weather, or to a combination of all these conditions? And
if, by chance, all or most of these conditions had been present,
could not the accident have been avoided if the captain were a
competent navigator, the engineer better trained, or the whole
crew well disciplined and more accident conscious? There is
practically no end to this chain of questions.
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Or, take an example from accidents under protection and
Indemnity insurance. Hand injuries axe most frequent and severe
in New England and second most frequent in California. ^Jhat or
vho is responsible for such accidents? Is defective equipment
the cause of it, or lack of adequate safety devices, inadequate
first aid supplies, weather conditions, or the frequently
slippery deck of the fishing boat? Assvmiing that all or most
of these conditions existed at the time of the accident, could
not the hand injury have been avoided if the injured crewman
were more skillful in handling fishing equipment on board, more
accident conscious, and careful or sober while working? 'Who or
what is to be blamed may be of little importance insofar as
establishing the owner's liability is concerned. But discovering
the real causes which lie behind accidents is always importajit

for their prevention.

On the other hand, our inquiry is aimed at discovering general
conditions or situations which are associated with the reciirrence

of types of accidents, rather than pin pointing the specific cause
or causes of one specific accident. Association of conditions or
situations with accident recurrence may not always imply a causal
relationship. This limitation, however, is an iinimportant obstacle
in the attempt to discover trends or tendencies which may become
the basis for recommending certedn accident-prevention measures.
For the purpose at hand, the sample data, the long experience of
marine surveyors, reports from insurers, the experiences of vessel
owners, and the reports of field work supervisors were utilized.

2. Physical, characteristics of vessels and occurrence of
accidents . This survey did not include physical inspection of
vessels and the owner's response may not always be reliable on
matters which may question the seaworthiness of the vessel and
the adequacy of safety standards on board. If we consider "don't
know" as a negative answer, only about 25 percent of insured
vessels in New England and Gulf Area were built or classified
under the rules of the American Bureau of Shipping or other
classification society. In California, about i)-8 percent of
Insured vessels belonged to this category (table A-l4 in Appendix
A). The average age of insured vessels in the sample was I9.8
years in New England, 11.2 in the Gulf Area, and l4.5 in California
(table A- 1^4- in Appendix A). Surveyor's reports indicate that great
differences exist in the quality of construction and in vessel
stability. Better standards of vessel construction, which may
guarantee greater safety in navigation, seem to be sacrificed
presumably to facilitate fishing operations. One undervriter
in California attributes part of his total losses to the fact
that "larger boats with tanks for fuel, bait, and fish have little
free board and poor stability with the result that when they take
on water they quickly go under"

.
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The majority of vessels seem to be poorly equipped with safety

devices and navigation instruments. Although portable fire extin-

guishers were reported as being common equipment to almost all

insured vessels, according to the owner's response, only about 10
percent of insured vessels were equipped with a fixed fire extin-
guishing system in New England, 9 percent in the Gulf Area, and
66percent in California (tables A-13 in Appendix A). Most insured
vessels reportedly were equipped with radio-telephone or radio-
transmitter, but only 20 percent were equipped with radar in New
England, 10 percent in California, and none in the Gulf Area
(tables A-12 in Appendix A.).

According to the response of the interviewed owners, 90
percent of insured vessels in New England, 7^ percent in the Gulf
Area, and 9k percent in California were equipped with a well
stocked medicaJ. chest. This response, however, was not verified
with a physical inspection of the vessel. But even if it were
to be accepted at its face value, the question of what a well
stocked medical chest consists of still remains unanswered.
Furthermore, there is a great difference between the owner's
intent and whether he actually does replenish first aid supplies
on board his vessel frequently and regularly. New England
representatives of the Atlantic Fishermen' s Union point out that
failure to check and replenish the stock in the medical chest is
rather frequent on vessels not captained by the owner.

The above limited information on the safety characteristics
of vessels is indicative only of the safety standards which pre-
vail among ccmraercial fishing vessels. There is no way of telling
to what extent lack of adequate safety standards have contributed
to the unprofitable loss experience of risk carriers of hull and
protection and indemnity insiirance . On the other hand, although a
program designed to improve physical safety standards may be
highly desirable, it may prove quite ineffective unless the hvmian

element is also seriously considered.

3. The outstanding significance of the human element . The
best constructed and equipped vessel is as good a risk as the
people who man and operate it. Although somewhat dogmatic, this
statement hardly overemphasizes the paramount importance of the
human element as a decisive factor in the prevention and reduction
of the frequency emd severity of accidents. In a decided majority
of h\ill and protection and indemnity insurance accidents, the
humEin element underscores the physiceuL causes which may be present.
Human nature manifests itself in a variety of forms: from the
mildest type of ignorance and lack of knowledge, to inexcusable
negligence; from poor maintenance, to intentional destruction of
property and. complete disregard for the special occupational
hazards of fishing. This portion of the report covers some aspects
of human conduct which axe largely the result of ignorance and
negligence. Other aspects of human behavior related to poor
•meiintenance and moral hazard will be discussed in the next chapter.
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In a very broad sense, ignorance may take a variety of forms.
The captain's lack of adequate training in the use of navigation
instruments and in seamanship is almost universaJLLy recognized by
long-established vessel owners and insuremce surveyors alike.
Some evidence for this is offered by the fact that only l4 per-
cent of insured vessels in the New England sample, 2 percent in
the Gulf Area, and 26 percent in California had a captain ilth a
license or certificate to operate a steam or motor vessel of 200
gross tons or more . Lack of license does not necessarily mean
an incompetent captain, of course, (table A-15 in Appendix A) for
a few nonlicensed captains may be as good as or better seamen than
licensed captains. On the other hand, lack of license, in most
cases, indicates far more than mere lack of formal evidence of
competence

.

A few incidents, from the many reported, will amply illustrate
this point. A common practice in the Gulf Area is to operate the
vessels in convoys with only the first boat captained by a man who
knows how to navigate. This follow-the -leader navigation method
sometimes has disastrous consequences in stormy weather and on days
of poor visibility if the convoy becomes sepaxated. A New England
surveyor of excellent reputation once found that the compass on a
vessel was not working and called the skipper's attention to it.

The captain replied: "It's all right, I know my way out and back."
Another marine surveyor from the Gulf Area pointed out the
disastrout consequences of a certain captain's lack of naviga-
tional skill: "The captain of a vessel was lost. When he tried
to hail another vessel to find out where he was, he ran into the
second vessel ajid sank both." Accidents which are due to poor
navigational skill are also frequent in California (see descrip-
tion of accidents in supplement referred to in Preface). United
States Coast Guard officers report that captains of fishing
vessels very frequently fail to comply with the international
requirements of the sea. Of all the important cases of assistance
rendered by the United States Coast Guaxd to all types of vessels,
one-fourth to one-third are estimated to have involved assistance
to commercial fishing vessels. On the other hand, it is interesting
to note that vessels of less than 200 gross tons are not subject to
inspection by the United States Coast Guard.

There is no way of drawing a line of demarcation at the point
where the captain's lack of knowledge and his negligence begins.
The best constructed and equipped vessel is no gueirantee to
accident prevention when the captain lacks the required sense of
duty and responsibility to protect the vessel. Too much reliance
on the automatic pilot is a source of frequent and severe accidents
reported by insurers, especially in the Gulf Area. A vessel in the
Gulf Area had been beached because of a threatening hurricane, where-
by the captain packed his suitcase and left immediately. According
to the marine surveyor who reported this incident, "Good seamanship

could have saved this vessel."
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A leading insurer from the same 6urea describes his futile

attempt to reduce accidents from fire hazard as follows: "Several

years ago most boats were carrying small hand fire extinguishers

inside the engine room, which was Just where most fires started.

Two years ago, our company began to require placement of the

extinguisher outside the engine room door. But that was not

satisfactory either. A man would reach around the door, start

the extinguisher discharging, then toss it into the middle of

the fire and abandon ship." Of covurse, the captain, as the

vessel's master, must share the greatest part of the responsi-

bility, but not infrequently accidents occur because of the

engineer"s and crew's lack of training and discipline or negli-

gence. For example, considering "don't know" as a negative

answer, only 8 percent of the insured vessels in New England
were manned by a licensed engineer, none in the Gulf Area, and
20 percent in California (table A-I6 in Appendix A).

The captain's lack of appreciation for accident-prevention
devices may reach the point of removing previously installed
safety devices. A New England incident is quite illustrative

.

A vessel operator purchased from the United States Government
several steel vessels, previously used in Germany. The captains
requested a number of changes on the vessels, among which wajs

removal of railings around the bollards and the automatic cable
guide on the winch which the Germans had installed for the safety
of the crews. Reportedly, the excuse for the removal of these
safety devices was that the railings were in the way and hindered
operations and that the automatic cable guide on the winch would
not work satisfactorily for the type of fishing in which the
vessels were to be engaged.

Incidents such as the above, which demonstrate the importemt
contribution of the human element to conditions which might give
rise to the frequent occurrence and severity of either hull or
protection and indemnity insurance claims, axe numerous. The
following is a list, by no means exhaustive, of similar practices
which further illustrate the extent of ignorance and negligence
on the part of the captain, the engineer, and the crew: poor
vessel keeping; carelessness in the maintenance of equipment;
failure on the part of the captain, mate, and engineer to spend
sufficient time on safety training sessions with the crew;
failure to train new men in the proper handling of the fishing
gear and fishing equipment; unclean and slippery conditions of
decks £uid the engine room; overloaded or poorly insulated circuits;
use of gasoline in wood-burning stoves to start fires more quickly
in cold weather; failure to check fuel tanks periodically against
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leaks; smoking in the engine room vhere a gas engine is in operation;
discharge of crankcase oil into the bilges; disinterest aiad lack of
knowledge concerning the motor and hov it operates; how it is tuned;
when and how defective parts should be replaced before the engine
fails; periodic visits to the engine room rather than the maintengmce
of a continuous watch; recruiting of personnel--captains, engineers^
and deckhands—with kno'^m bad accident records as well as drunks
and other persons who do not qualify to become crew members; and
finally, considering size of vessel and equipment, venturing out
too far looking for new fishing banks or bait, staying away from
home for unduly lengthy periods, or staying until the last moment
despite warnings about forthcoming stormy weather. Although
differences of opinion may exist as to the degree to which the
above practices contribute to the frequency amd severity of hull
and protection and indemnity insurance accidents, the prominent
part which the human element plays in the insurance problem is
well illustrated.

D. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Examination of the accident record of hull and protection and
indemnity insurance may be summarized as follows:

1. Hull insurance accidents . During the years 1950-5^,
damages to the hull of vessel were the most frequently occurring
accidents in New England and especially in the Gulf, while the
most frequent accidents in California consisted of damages to
machinery and equipment. Of the damages to machinery and equip-
ment, motor trouble seems to be more frequent than damages to
electrical equipment, \7inches, and fishing gear in all three areas.
Navigation hazard, mechanical failure, and weather were the three
most frequent hazards, in that order, in New England and the G\ilf

Area, while in California, mechanical failure was more frequent
than navigation hazard and weather. A multiple classification of
accidents disclosed that "struck submerged object" was the most
frequently occurring cause in New England and particularly in the

Gulf Area, followed by "error of crew" and weather. "Wear and
tear" was the most frequently cited cause in California, followed
by "error of crew" and "struck submerged object." "Wear and tear"
was almost as important in New England as -.leather, while collision
with another vessel was frequent in all three areas.

In terms of amount of loss, the adverse loss experience of
insurers in New England ajid Gulf Area was due to both frequency
of petty claims of $500 or less and large claims of more than
$5^000. In California, losses were due to large claims to a
greater extent thaji to petty losses. Total losses contributed
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39 percent of all losses in New England, 50 percent in the Gulf,

and 71 percent in California, with the remaining portion shared

by partial losses of active wood and steel vessels. Although fire

hazard was the least frequently occurring cause, it was the source

of the largest average amount of partial loss per claim in all

three areas and contributed to the largest portion of total losses

in New England and Gulf Area. Weather in New England, navigation

hazard in the Gulf, and mechanical failure in California contributed

the largest proportion of partial losses. Navigation hazard ac-

counted for the largest paxt of total losses in California and was

second to fire hazard in total losses in New England.

2. Protection and indemnity insurance claims . For every one

hundred accidents, 80 in New England, and 83 in California consisted

of personal injuries during 1950-5^. Hand injuries were the most
frequently occurring personal injuries in both areas, while in New
England, organic diseases and poisoning, mainly nonoccupational in

nature, were more frequent than diseases which generally may be
considered occupationeil, such as infections and exposure.

Petty claims of no more than $250 each were very frequent in
New Engl£ind--70 percent of the total number of all claims- -but less

frequent in California. Contrary to the prevailing notion, only 52
percent of the total amount of all losses in New England were due

to large claims of more than $5,000 each, while 83 percent of the

total amount of all losses in California were the result of claims
amounting to more than $5,000. The amount of losses paid for
personal injuries constituted three-fourths of all losses in New
England and nine-tenths in California. Hand injuries constituted
the most severe personal injuries in New England, with the largest
amount of loss per claim and the largest proportion of losses,
while foot injuries constituted the most severe personal injuries
in California. In terms of amount of losses, nonoccupational
diseases--organic diseases and poisoning- -were mor ; severe than
occupational ones--infections and cold or exposure.

3. Concluding remajrks . Examination and discussion of the
accident record disclosed a number of points which partly explain
the largely unprofitable experience of insurers.

During 1950-5^, the adverse loss experience of hull insurajice
was partly due to the frequency of accidents and partly to large
claims. It is interesting to notice that New England, with partial
losses amounting to 61 percent of all losses, and Giilf Area, \d.th kQ
percent peirtial losses, had worse loss experience than California,
with only 29 percent partial losses. Of course, the relatively
favorable loss experience for hull insurance in California is partly
the result of relatively larger premiums collected in that area than
elsevrhere. Yet, the prominence of partial losses in New England
primarily, and, to a lesser extent, in the Gulf Area is significant.
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Although individual claims of more than $5,000 for protection
and indemnity insurance represented 83 percent of all paid losses
in California, the same size claims made up only 52 percent of all
paid losses in New England. Importance of l8trge awards for pro-
tection and indemnity claims appears less impressive in New England
than was widely quoted throughout the region. Consequently, there
seems to be a tendency to overestimate the importajice of a few large
claims and underestimate the importance of frequent petty claims.

It was also found that small and petty hull and protection
and indemnity insurgince claims were relatively more frequent in
New England than elsewhere. In view of the fact that this develop-
ment is partly the result of small deductibles in the axea and that
certain expenses for the adjustment of cleiims are incurred irrespec-
tive of the size of claim, insurers may be able to improve their
loss experience in New England aind in the Gulf Area for hull
insurance by increasing the deductible amounts.

Although the physical, inadequacies of commercial fishing
vessels may have contributed to the frequency and severity of
accidents, it is the human factor which is of paramount importance.
With occasional exceptions to the rule, the captain, the engineer,
and the crew lack the necessary training which will help them to
perform their respective duties with maximum safety, both to the
vessel and themselves.
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CHAPTER V

THE C02-2.rERCIAL FISHHIG VESSEL AS AN DISURABLE RIJK

In the previous chapter, through an examination and discussion
of the accident records, an attempt was made to explain the lajrgely
unprofitable loss ejrperlence of insurers which contributed to the
high cost of hull and protection and indemnity insurance . In order
to throw additional light on the adverse loss experience of insurers,
the commercial fishing vessel is viewed in this chapter as an
insurable risk.

A crucial question may be raised here: In what ways may the
strudture and business outlook of the coniiiercial fishing industry
and existing marine legislation have adversely affected the
insurability of the risk and therefore contributed to the insurance
problem? In on effort to answer this question, the follo't'd.ng topics
will be discussed. First, certain structural characteristics of the
fishing industry related to the problem at hand; second, the selec-
tion of risks among commercial fishing vessels; third, the importance
of business conditions in the industry; finally, maritime legislation
as a source of the protection and indemnity insurance problem.

A. THE COMffiRCIAL FISHING INDUSTRY

1. Lack of identity of interests among vessel owners . The
widely diverse national origin of officer personnel of vessels
(table A-11 in Appendix A) largely reflects the liighly diversified
cultural background of the vessel o\-mers themselves. But background
is not the only factor which fosters the rugged individualism •vrtiich

characterizes the average fishennan. From 'he viet/point of vessel
ownership, the commercial fishing industry is man by three clearly
distinguishable, major groups with different and, to a large extent,
diametrically opposed interests.

Fish processors and dealers represent an important group of
vessel owners, parti culajrly in the Gulf Area. Itielr importance is
understated in the Gulf Area and California samples because the
group may have financial control of a large number of vessels even
though the captain may carry the ownership title. The business of
running a fish processing plant or fish dealership is the primary
occupation of this group. To them, vessel ownership and fishing is,

in itself, an activity dominated by their primary business.

A second group is made up of vessel owners who consider fishing
as their exclusive or primary source of livelihood. This group con-

sists largely of captain-owners or owners who themselves manage one
or a few vessels frequently with the aid of members of their
immediate family or of relatives.
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A third group is composed of ovners with a primary occupation

other than fishing, fish processing, fish distribution, or vessel

maneigement . This group represents the majority of absentee ovners

vho axe engaged in a great variety of occupations— skilled workers,

artisans, technicians, businessmen, semiprofessionals, and pro-

fessionals. Members of the group may have some business interest

in the industry as suppliers or servicemen or no interest at all

except the investment in vessels (see list of occupational activities

of vessel owners in supplement referred to in Preface).

Although vessel ovmership is a chaxacteristic common to all

three groups, interest in the fish market is quite divergent and
even conflicting. In the center of the fish market is the group

of fish dealers and processors who identify themselves as fish
buyers. They enjoy a position of control by virtue of their
limited number, the nature of their business, and their relative
financial strength. They are able to import fish, or purchase
domestically^'caught fish from the vessels they themselves own or

control or from vessels owned by the other two oimership groups.

The latter two groups represent the fish sellers at large who
have little or no control over fish prices because they individually
contribute a smaJLl fraction of the fish supply. Even the interests
which the fish sellers have in the industry are not identical.
While the owners for whom fishing is the primary occupation have
their very livelihood at stake, the interests of the majority of
the owners in the third group are largely peripheral, weak or
dormeuit. Many absentee owners have little knowledge or interest
in fishing operations and the problems of the industry. For
others, fishing lies on the border line between being a secondary
means of livelihood and a pastime

.

The above sketchy description of the market structure may
require numerous qualifications for marketing analysis and other
purposes, but it adequately points out the absence of a homogenous
group with identical interests. The type of fishing engsiged in
together with the type of gear used and other factors contribute
to local or area differences in vessel-owner interests. Such
conditions as these may in the past have adversely affected the
insurability of commercial fishing vessels.

2. Navigation versus fishing . The physical inadequacies of
most vessels and the lack of knowledge of seamanship among the
majority of captains were amply demonstrated in the previous
chapter. But unless the reasons for these differences are dis-
cussed, the real roots of the problem cannot be located and
evaluated nor can effective remedies be found.
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Evidently a vessel's physicaJL inadequacies ajid a captain's lack
of navigational skill are not a matter of cost alone. To some extent,

they are a matter of function and practice or custom. The primary
objective of the vessel and its captain is not navigation but fishing.
Thus, in California, the vessel's stability appsirently has been
sacrificed to peiioit better location of tanl^s for water, bait, and
fish; in New England devices for the crew' s safety have been removed
because, in the opinion of the captains, they hinder fishing opera-
tions. Thus, the primary requirement for a captain is that he be a
good fisherman. Navigation is considered to be of secondary or
sometimes tertiary importance. Inquiring into this subject, a field
vork supeinrisor in the Gulf Area reports that "while seamanship
certainly was an important element in reducing insurance losses,
unfortunately it was the third requirement that the interviewed
owner was concerned with in selecting a skipper. Preceding it came
fishing ability and the ability to mend nets." Another
field supervisor from the same area sums up the situation as

follows: "No formal requirements exist for captains and I, for
example, could put on a sailor hat and operate a boat if someone

would hire me." Additional information indicates that a consider-
able munber of captains in all three areas have risen from fisher-

men ranks with a rudimentary knowledge of the duties and responsi-
bilities required for navigating and commanding a vessel.

The obvious conflict between the vessel's seaworthiness and
the captain's seamanship, on the one hand, and fishing operations
on the other is another aspect which contributes to aji understanding
of the commercial fishing vessel as an insurable risk. This conflict

also presents an aspect of the insurance problem which deserves

considerable attention.

3. The labor force of the industry . Finally, the caliber of
the engineer and the crew is closely related to the insurability of

many commercial fishing vessels, both for hull sind protection and

indemnity insurance. This situation again is partly the result of

conditions in the labor market and partly the result of recruiting

practices.

For many a fisherman, his occupation is not only a means to

make a living, but it is a way of life. Cultural and linguistic

barriers may also restrict the fisherman's mobility to other

occupations. On the other hajid, the unprecedented postwar

economic prosperity in the country, coupled with the relative

decline of economic opportunities in fishing, seems to have

created labor shortages in some areas. Since 1950, many fisher-

men have been attracted to other more lucrative and less hazardous

occupations, while entry of new workers has slowed down if not

declined. Moreover, increased employment opportunities elsewhere

drained the labor pool which otherwise might have been available

for reciMitment.
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The above developments may have contributed not only to higher
labor costs in the industry, but also increased the bargaining power
of organized fishermen euid changed their attitudes. The following
remarks of a leading vessel owner in New England are a car.e in point:
"But the biggest trouble is the union demands. Every year, they
come do'J'm for more; there is no question as to whu-ther it is

Justified or available. . .and when I say, 'You are driving us out
of business,* they just shrug their shoulders and say, 'If you
go out of business, we'll go to work in a defense plant.'" Poor
recruitment practices and high crew turnovers are additional
factors which explain the low caliber of crews on many vessels.

B. VESSELS AND THE SELECTION OF INSURABLE RISKS

Insurance tends to increase hazard. Evidence is presented here
which shows that this generally accepted proposition is valid.

1. Statistical techniques . In order to test the above
proposition, a number of techniques were employed which require
explanation.

First, it was necessary to rate all insured vessels on the

basis of their loss experience record as recorded in claims files
of insurance companies. This involved several computational steps

for vessels insured for hull. The average amoxint of paid loss per
policy year was computed by dividing all paid losses of each
vessel by the number of policy years for which each vessel was
insured. The resulting figure represented the average loss per
policy and was used as an index for classifying all vessels.
Since material of hull ajid total losses are important variables

in hull insurance, active steel and lost wood vessels were

separated from active wood vessels. Half of the latter group,

having no reported losses or having the smallest losses (less

than the median) per policy year, were designated as vessels -vriLth

the best record; the other half, with the largest losses (more

than the median) per policy year, made up the group of active

wood vessels with the worst record. The some procedure was

followed for vessels carrying protection and indemnity instironce,

with only one difference. Active steel and lost wood vessels
were not classified separately.

The fourfold rating of vessels carrying hull insurance and
the twofold rating of protection and indemnity insurance appear

in table l8. Average paid loss per policy year for each class

in column 1 of the table shows that the loss experience of

worst active wood vessels for hull insursjice was much greater
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than that of the best ves6els--$l,795 per policy compared to $96
in New England, $405 against no losses in the Gulf Area, and $1,223
compared to $22 in California. However, this significant difference
is somewhat modified by the fact that the loss-and-expense-to-net-
preraium ratio, shown in column 2 of the table, was as high as the
break-even ratio of the most efficient insurers only in New England--
72.5. This ratio was below the break-even ratio of the least
efficient insurers in the Gulf Area where it was kk.'J and in
California with a figure of 22.7. The difference between best and
worst vessels insured for protection and indemnity was highly
significant both in terms of paid loss per policy and loss ratio
in New England- -$27 per policy and 3'1 loss ratio of best vessels,
compared to $2,137 per policy and 111. 5 loss ratio of worst vessels.
In California, there were no losses among the best vessels as com-
pared with $1,384 loss per policy and 331-9 loss ratio for the
worst vessels. The above ratings will be used again later for
other purposes.

Second, for verifying the proposition that insui-ance tends to
increase hazard, further computations were necessary. The insurance
participation ratio was obtained by dividing the percentage of non-
insured vessels with a given characteristic into the percentage of
insured vessels having the same characteristic. For example, in
New England the 51 -6 percent of captain-owned insured vessels
(computed from table A-6 in Appendix A) was divided by the 82.

k

percent of captain-owned noninsured vessels to give an insurance
participation ratio of O.63. This ratio means that the propensity
to carry insurance for hull was low among captain-owned vessels
since the proportion of captain-owned vessels among aJLl insured
vessels was smaller (51-3 percent) than the proportion of captain-
owned vessels among all noninsured vessels (82. i+ percent). A
ratio equal to 1.00 means that the propensity to carry insurance
on captain-owned vessels was equal to the propensity not to carry
insurance, while a ratio greater than 1.00 would indicate a high
propensity to carry insurance on captain-owned vessels.

Third, the loss experience ratio was obtained in a similar
fashion with the only difference that active steel vessels were
combined with best active wood vessels and lost wood vessels with
worst active wood vessels. For example, the k'J .6 percent of
captain-owned best vessels (computed from table A-'^ in Appendix
A) was divided by the i|2.2 percent of captain-owned worst vessels
to produce a loss experience ratio of I.13. This ratio means that
the loss experience of captain-owned vessels whose hull insurance
wa^ studied was relatively favorable compared to noncaptain-owned
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TABLE 20. - VESSEL'S HO:iE PORT

RELTiTED TO INSURAHCE COVERAGE AND LOSS EXPERIENCE

OF HULL AND PROTECnON AMD INDEMNITY INSURANCE

Percent e. ga ratio a^/

Hort« porta Insured -5 ^P. n\/
,

i f^o/
_ vk #-!.%<* -tv^mi-y^Af^ Hull —

*

r .*? _L^»'

by area .

nonlnoured Hull- ? H^ 1-

1- New Ent^land

l.Eookland, Maine 0.10

2. Portlimd, Maine O.llO

5. Glouceetor, MaBsachusetts U.55

U- Boston, Massachusetts 0.60

5. New Bedford, Maseochusetts .^.62

6- Plymouth, Maeaachusctts l^^O

7. New London, Connecticut O.m

1.60
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vessels, since the proportion of captain-ovned vessels of all

vessels with the best loss experience was greater (U7.6 percent)

than the proportion of captain-owned vessels of all vessels with

the worst loss experience (42.2 percent). Ratios greater than

1.00 indicate a relatively favorable loss experience, and ratios

smaller than 1.00 mean relatively unfavorable loss experience.

The loss experience ratio for protection and indemnity insurance

involved the same computations.

2. Insurance tends to increase hazard . A direct relation-

ship was found between the insurance participation ratio and loss

experience ratios which verifies the proposition that insurance

tends to increase hazard. In the majority of cases, a high pro-

pensity to insure was associated with relatively unfavorable loss

experience for either or both kinds of insurance, and vice versa .

For example, in table I9, New England captain-owned vessels

had a low (O.63) propensity to carry insurance but relatively

favorable loss experience for hull insurance (l.l3) and much
more favorable loss experience for protection and indemnity (2.08).

In contrast, absentee -owned vessels in New England had a high (2.43)

propensity to carry insurance but a relatively \infavorable loss ex-

perience for both hull (O.78) and protection and indemnity insurance

(0.64). For vessels owned by fish dealers or processors, loss ex-

perience for hull insurance was relatively favorable (2.36), notwith-

standing their high (6.70) propensity to carry insurance. This dis-

crepancy may be explained by the fact that the fish dealer-processor
group owns most of the steel vessels, which in New England had a
very satisfactory hull insurance loss ratio of only l4.8 (table I8,

column 2) . For exactly the opposite reason, their loss experience
ratio for protection and indemnity insurance was relatively unfa-
vorable (0.21). Eight out of nine steel vessels owned by dealers
or processors whose protection and indemnity insurance experience
was studied were rated as vessels with worst loss experience (table
A-69 in Appendix A). Although the above direct relationship was
true for the Gulf Area with the exception of absentee -owned vessels,
it was the captain-owned vessels which had high insurance partici-
pation and relatively unfavorable loss experience rather than the
dealer or processor-owned vessels. This reversal is without doubt
due to noninsurance extensively practiced by dealers and processors
in the Gulf.

The reader will be able to find further verification to the
previously mentioned proposition in tables 19 to 23. In a few
instances, there is no direct relationship between insurance par-
ticipation ratio and loss experience ratio because of statistical
imperfections and other offsetting factors but on balance the
proposition holds.
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3. Remarks and observations on the selection of risks .

Demonstrating that Insurance has probably Increased the hazeord

is emother way of explaining why the loss experience of the
msijorlty of Insurers has been unprofitable and the cost of
insurance high. The proposition is also in line with the pre-
vious discussion in Chapter II on the importance of the owner's
expectations leading to his decision to carry or not to carry
insurance on his vessel. On the other hand, the fact that
insurance probably has increased the hazard does not exclude
the likelihood of adverse selection of risks among vessels by
individual insurers in the first place. The cynical remarks of
a noninsured owner from the Gulf Area amply illustrate the point:
"I am not planning to burn my boat; why should I Insure it?"
Equally indicative are the remarks of a noninsured New Englander:
"The fellows who do go to court are all on insured vessels, and
the owner says: 'I pay plenty for insurance. Go eihead and col-
lect what you can. The insurance company is paying the bill.*"

Besides showing a probable increase in hazard and adverse
selection, the loss experience rating and the ratios are useful
tools of analysis in another respect. They Indicate the vessel
characteristics which are associated with a satisfactory or
unsatisfactory loss record.

It will be noted, for example, that Rockland and Portland,
Maine, and New London, Connecticut had relatively favorable loss
experience ratios (more than 1.0 ), while most Massachusetts ports
had relatively unfavorable ratios (leer; than l.O) for both hull
and protection and indemnity Insurance (table 20). The port of

Boston was an exception with relatively favorable hull insurance

loss experience ratio but with a relatively imfavorable protec-

tion and indemnity ratio. The Boston hull experience may be

partly explained by the fact that a disproportionate number of

insured active steel hull vessels operate from that port.

Commensurably, the relatively unfavorable protection and indemnity

insurance experience may be attributed largely to the fact that

all large insured steel vessels in the New England sample with

depersonalized relations between owner and crew had Boston as the

port of their operations. It is not mere coincidence that Boston

and New Bedford, which are considered Important centers of union

activities, were also the only ports with unfavorable protection

and indemnity insurance loss experience ratio. Gloucester, the

third center of organized labor In New England, might have shown

unfavorable experience ratio had it not been for the likelihood

that the Gloucester sample Includes a considerable n\imber of

vessels operated by kinship groups. Similar observations may

be made for the Gulf Area and California from the ratios of

table 20.
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Further information on the geographicaJ. distribution of risks

is offered in tables 21 to 23. In many cases, the association of

a vessel characteristic with loss experience ratio may be spurious,

due to several other variables. In some instaaices, however, the

consistency of relationship is striking. It is interesting to note

that vessels with "Scandinavian" officer personnel and crews (table

21), equipped with dredges (table 22) and engaged in scalloping
(table 23), had as much relatively unfavorable loss experience

ratios for both hull and protection and indemnity insurance as

all vessels whose home port was New Bedford.

Again, with regard to favorable or unfavorable loss record of

vessels, some differences in the physical characteristics of vessels

are interesting. For example, lost wood vessels, with a hull insur-

ance loss ratio of ^37. 7 in New England and 2^12. 7 in California
(table 18) were likely to be much older—32 years old in the former

and 21 years old in the latter area—than active wood vessel8--17

years old and ik years old, respectively (table 2k). From the

viewpoint of rating. It is equally interesting that the average

age of lost wood vessels in the Gulf Area (12 years old), with a

loss ratio of 8^+9.9, did not differ significantly from the average
age of best (13 years old) and worst active wood vessels (11 years

old).

In the case of protection and indemnity Insurance, worst
vessels were larger than best vessels in New England--99 average

gross tons and 8.9 crewmen, compared to 51 gross tons and 6.6
men- -with no significant difference in average age of vessel
(table 2k). In contrast, there was no significant difference

between best and worst vessels in California -vrith regard to age

eind gross tonnage, although the average reported crew of best
vessels was 8.6 men compared to 7.2 men on board the worst vessels.

Reported crew size seems to be associated with the different

practices for determining premium in the two areas. It should be

remembered that, as far as It was possible to ascertain, protection
and indemnity insurance premium was leirgely determined on the basis

of crew size in New England while in California, size of crew

seemed to be of little or no consideration. However, there is

no way of finding out whether crew size differences in New England

and nonconsideratlon of crew size in California are the result of

premium determining practices or whether these practices are the

result of experience.
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C. THE INSURANCE PROBLEM AND BUSINESS OUTLOOK

Inasmuch as the insurance cost is part of the cost of fishing
operations, a full understanding of the insurance problem requires
an examination of the general business outlook in the commercial
fishing industry. The inquiry into whether and how the insurance
problem is related to over- all business conditions was made through
an analysis of the relation of gross receipts from fish landings to
losses of insurers. A discussion of the implications of this rela-
tionship, an examination of vessel population turnover, and a dis-
cussion of the vessel owner's feelings about business conditions
follows

.

1. Relationships between receipts and losses . Insurance
people maintain the thesis that a high, inverse correlation
exists between business conditions in the industry and severity
of hull insurance accidents. During \inprofitable years losses
rise, and during profitable years losses decline.

In order to test the validity of this hypothesis, gross re-

ceipts from fish landings were related with the number of vessels
lost and claim losses of insurers in table 25- . In New England the
hypothesis was verified. During the six-year^/ period, 19^9-55*
as many as 23.3 vessels were lost per year over the three years
with the lowest receipts from landings- -$58-^ million per year,

while as few as 12.3 vessels per year were lost during the three
years with the highest receipts- -$65.1 million per year. The

same inverse relationship prevails with receipts and hull insur-

ance claim losses paid by insurers. During 1953-5^ claim losses
for hull insurance were as high as $2,^90 per policy year and re-

ceipts as low as $58.9 million per year, while during 1950-52
losses were as low as $75^ per policy year and receipts as high
as .ti65.1 million per year.

The data do not seem to verify this hypothesis in the Gulf
Area. In fact, the relationship of receipts and hull insurajice

claim losses is direct instead of inverse. The observation, how-

ever, is superficial, and there are a number of reasons which may
explain why the data fail to show an inverse relationship. In the

first place, receipts in the Gulf Area were continuously rising
throughout the period studied except for the last year, 195^-

Therefore, the decline did not last long enough to show its effect
on the accident records. Furthermore, if the year 1950 is excluded
from the averaging as an abnormal year (table 25), claim losses for
hull insurance averaged as low as $336 per policy year and receipts
as high as $76.7 million per year during 1952-53, while during the

years 1951 and 195I1 losses averaged as high as $1,313 per policy
year and receipts as low as $68.1 million per year (computed from
table A-6k in Appendix A) . Secondly, the nvunber of vessels lost

3/ Seven calender yeeirs— six fiscal years.
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and receipts per year kept rising uninterruptedly in the Gulf

Area from as low as 22.5 vessels and $50.1 million receipts in

1949.50 to as high as 37 vessels and $85-2 million receipts in

1953. But in 195*+-55, when receipts fell from the peak of the

previous year to an average of $75.6 million, vessel losses

jumped to as many as 55 vessels per year (table 25). Finally,

the unusually heavy losses since 1954 were further verified by

a leading insurer in the Gulf Area vho reported heavy hioll

insurance losses during 195^^ 1955, and part of 1956 \d.th a loss

ratio averaging &s high as 139 '2.

The situation is less clear in California vhere the data show

direct relationship between receipts and vessel or claim losses.

This does not mean, however, that the hypothesis has been impugned.

First, the decline of receipts was relatively greater on receipts

from fish landings of species other than tuna or tunatlike fish.

Considering the period 19^1-9-5^, receipts from landings of tuna

or tunalike fish averaged 71 percent of $77 •! million receipts per

year in 19^^9-50 and as high as 77 percent of $65.5 million receipts

per year in 1952-54. Since as much as 70 percent of the studied

policy years in California were from vessels engaged in tuna or

tunalike fishing, loss experience may have been affected less

adversely than might have been otherwise possible. Second, gross

receipts alone do not determine profits. It has already been
shown in Chapter III that the hull insurance cost in California
rose less during the five-year period than elsewhere and it is

likely that other operational costs in that area behaved similarly.
Third, in California the loss ratio for hull insurance averaged
kh.k percent of earned premiums, which is below the break-even
ratio of the least efficient insurer and reports from a rjiy

quarters indicate that experience has been relatively more satis-
factoiy than elsewhere. In fact, favorable hull insurance
experience may have been due largely to the CommerciSLL Fishermen's
Interinsui'ance Exchange in San Pedro which very clearly illustrates
what C6in be accomplished by a sound cooperntive effort among
vessel owners. Finally, the period 1950- 5'^- may not be appropriate
for showing inverse relationship bet\fcen receipts and losses in
California.

The association of receipts and amount of loss paid per claim
of protection and indoiiinity insurance is direct in both New England
and California (table 25). Most likely, the direct aasociation is
largely spurious, especially in New England, since the frequency and
severity of protection and indemnity insuiance claims may be profoundly
affected by institutional arrangements within as well as without the
fishing industry. Thone matters will be discussed later in this
chapter

.
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2. Implications of Inverse association of receipts and hull
Insttrance losses . In the meantime, let us Inquire Into the far-
reaching implications of an inverse relationship of receipts and
hull Insurance losses. During declining receipts, frequency and
severity of hull insxxrance accidents may increase somewhat because
the vessel owner may intensify his fishing operations and, at the
same time, postpone some of the maintenance expenses normally
required for the upkeep of the vessel. But developments such as
the above cannot possibly explain wholly the adverse experience
of insurers, especially in New England and Gulf Area and, to a
lesser extent, in California.

The possibility that a vessel owner may consider the hull
insurance contract as a means of overcoming impending financial
difficulties either partially or wholly cannot be overlooked.
Sometimes moral hazard is loosely defined to include accidents
arising from unintentional hviman action such as negligence. But
usually moral hazard implies an Increase in the expectation of
loss because of changes in the Intentions and character of the
insured, irrespective of the nature of the Insured property.
Since the Intent of the Insured oimer is the criterion, it is
almost impossible to prove moral hazard. However, its probable
presence is confirmed by both the vessel o'vmers themselves and
insurance people.

IThether a hull damage or a damage to machinery or equipment
is covered by insurance is frequently a matter of circumstances
subject to a wide range of interpretation. According to one New
England owner, "Hull insurance premiums are too high due to
exorbitant charges made by all the boatyards and phony claims."
At times of falling receipts and mounting bills, the temptation
to take advantage of the provisions of the insurance contract
may be very strong. An owner from the Gulf Area remarks: "Too

many boat owners take advantage of the insiorance company, and
therefore, rates are too high." In the opinion of an interviewed
insurance surveyor in New England, "Approximately 90 percent of

repairs or inspection of hull and machinery paid by insurance

companies should not ordinarily be paid."

The probable presence of moral hazard in cases of total loss

of vessel Is also confirmed. The poignant remarks of a nonlnsured
owner from the Gulf Area previously quoted are pertinent to the

subject. "I am not planning to burn my boat; why should I insure

it?" A California vessel owner who justifies the presence of

moral hazard remarks as follows: "Uith the high values placed
on boats as compared to market value, there is little incentive

to save the boat that had an accident." A New Englander is quite

succinct: "Honest owners are paying for deliberate losses and

scuttllngs, which is ridiculous." A New England surveyor describes

the situation in quite explicit terms: "I can tell you which

vessels will sink in a short time by the following indications:
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overinsurance, low earnings of vessel, poor housekeeping, mortgage
rather high, and unpaid bills. Many vessels seem to have been
lost under circumstances which smack of the presence of moral
hazard. At the time of the accident the crew is smaller than
normal and usually consists of relatives, not outsiders; in two-
thirds of the cases of total loss of the vessel, another vessel
is nearby to take care of the crew and weather during the time
the accident occurred is smooth." Although his experience was
limited to one New England port, his story illustrates the prob-
able presence of moral hazard.

All in all, the information on hand suggests that during
1950-5^ moral hazard had adversely affected the insurability of
commercial fishing vessels. V/ithin each area, loss experience
from moral hazard differs greatly from port to port; yet, none

of the responding insurers in all three geogrB,phical areas

questioned the probable presence of moral hazard. By comparison,

the adverse effect of moral hazard on the insurability of vessels
seems to have been worse in New England than in the Gulf Area and
California.

3. Vessel population turnover . Further evidence of the
insurability of commercial fishing vessels is presented in
table 26. Vessel turnover in the population of each area
during 1950-5^ was estimated by "blowing up" the number and
average tonnage of newly built and lost vessels which were

included in the sample. Differences between estimated and
actual figures are not likely to be significant for two addi-

tional reasons besides the representativeness of the samples.

First, the sample represents a relatively large portion of the

vessels in the ports of each area--about 31 percent in New England,

11 percent in the Gulf Area, and 21 percent in California (computed

from table A-1 in Appendix A) . Second, the actual en\jmeration of

all commercial fishing vessels which were lost during the five-year
period differs only a little from the estimated figures—89 vessels

actually lost compared to 93 estimated losses in New England, I78

against the same figure in the Gulf Area, and 158 to 157 in

California (actual losses in table A-65 Appendix A and estimated

losses in table 26).

It will be seen that during 1950-5^, New England's vessel

population declined by 36 vessels, amounting to a total of 873

gross and 36O net tons. In contrast, the vessel population in

the Gulf Area increased by 206 vessels totaling 15,902 gross

tons and 9,206 net tons. The vessel population in California

declined by 5 vessels but since newly built vessels were larger

than lost vessels, tonnage increased by 10,l68 gross tons and

5,155 net tons. Most likely, the actual decline of the New

England vessel population was greater than the estimated figures
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indicate "because of treuisfers. Assuming that the registered

vessel population in New England and California ports closely

represents the vessels operating from the same ports, net losses,

i.e., newly built minus lost vessels, should be augmented by the

net transfers to the area minus transfers from these areas. Net

transfers from New England and California may have been substantial

during the years 1950-54, especially if transfers are measured in
terms of tonnage

.

The above findings lead to a number of observations vdiich may
affect the insurability of commercial fishing vessels in the long
run. First, actual decline in the niamber of vessels in New England
indicates a shrinkage in the number of insui-able risks and an aging
population, both of which further aggravate the hull insurance
problem. Second, the fact that newly built vessels in all three

eireas were, on the average, larger than lost vessels may somewhat
offset the previous effects in New Englajid and may improve the

insurability of vessels for hull insurance in the other two areas.

The observation may be true to the extent that newly built vessels
are better risks than lost vessels. Finally, newly built, larger
vessels may further depersonalize owner-crew relations and may
adversely affect the insiu-ability of vessels for protection and
indemnity insurance. This development may be especially important
in California.

These findings clearly show how the hull insurance problem and
business conditions are tightly dovetailed. First, it is evident
that during 1950- 5^ business conditions were less favorable and
consequently the insurance problem more acute if not almost a
crisis in New England. Second, the decrease in total capacity
(vessels-tonu:'2c ) clearly indicates that the Nev; England industry
is undergoing.; a serious period of postwar adjustment. Reduction
of excess capacity is likely to continue as long as adverse
marketing conditions prevail for the domestic fishing industry.
Third, since it was sho^m that unfavorable economic conditions
adversely ajrect the insurability of commercial fishing vessels,
the insurance problem is likely to continue until the New England
fishing industry haa reached a new equilibrium between the supply
of and demand for its fishery products. Finally, if similar
economic conditions develop in the other two areas, the hull
insurance problem is likely to become more serious there.

4- The insurance problem and the vessel owner's business
outlook . How the vessel owner understands his hull insurance
problem has been discussed extensively in Chapter II. No more
need be said here except that the vessel owner has a good under-
steuiding of the close association between economic conditions in
the industry and the insurance problem. It is not surprising that
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an overwhelming majority of responding owners were in favor of
government help- -90 percent in New England, 68 percent in the
Gulf Area, and 90 percent in California (table A-I30 in Appendix
A^"don't knows" were grouped with responses agadnst government
help). The significant part of this response lies in the fact
that government subsidies, general finamclal assistance, control
of fish imports, price supports, and the like were more popular
than investigation of rates and repair charges. Coast Guard
inspection of vessels, education of vessel personnel, and similar
suggestions

.

Betterment of business conditions rather than other measures
for solving the insurance problem seem to reflect largely the
sentiments of vessel owners who represent sellers of fish. No
other statement sxjms up their position more eloquently than the
following from a Califomian: "If the Government would solve the
perilous conditions that Japanese imports have caused, the high
premiiuns now existing could be paid without much difficulty."
For reasons well kno\m to them, their business outlook is a
pessimistic one. They maintain the opinion that the United States
Government is unable or unwilling to take direct measiires designed
to raise receipts from fish landings. Consequently, they are

doubtful as to whether the Federal Government would or could do
something to solve the insurance problem. On the other hand,
although vessel owners who represent buyers of fish may recognize
the relationship bet'v/een business conditions and the insurajtice

problem, they are Inclired to favor a hands-off policy for the
Government and direct measures designed to Improve scSety
standards, to educate vessel personnel, and other similar
suggestions

.

The above analysis attempts to reflect the general sentiments
which were likely to prevail among vessel owners with conflicting
interests in the fish marls t. Dspartvures from these two basic
positions were not infrequent and the conflict between the adherence

to a philosophy of laissez -faire capitalism on the one hand, and
stark reality, on the other, was quite evident on both sides.

Perhaps a few of the remarks of a New England vessel owner and
buyer of fish are most appropriate: "Government is best which
governs least. But where private enterprise becomes unprofitable
and unable to cope with the situation- -at this point the govern-
ment should step in." Similar sentiments are expressed by a
California absentee owner: "I do not like to see the Federal
Government in any business any more than necessary; but if the

authority is to survive, there must be a quota on foreign, frozen

tuna or the Government should assist the industry in some majiner."
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D. THE PROTECTION AND DIDEMNITY IN3URANCE PROBLEM

Previous discussions on the accident records, the physical

inadequacies of most vessels, the lack of knowledge or disregard

of fund mental principles of safety, the poor caliber of crevs,

Eind labor recruiting practices in the industry have already

thrown some light on the problem of protection and indemnity

insurance. Yet, only the symptoms of the unprofitable loss

experience of insurers have been examined. ITliat lies behind

the physical and human circumstances which surrounded each

accident? How have these forces adversely affected the insvir-

ability of commercial fishing vessels?

If remedies are to be found which go beyond the cure of

symptoms, the protection and indemnity insurance problem requires
further scrutiny. The owner's liability for accidents of crews

and the role of labor sire discussed here, while the role of the

middleman who takes part in the adjustment and settlement of
claims will be discussed in the final chapter of this report.

1. Receipts from fish landings and claim losses for
protection and indemnity insurance . I'he direct association
between receipts and claim losses has already been shown in
table 25. Although this association is likely to be largely
spurious, a few observations on the subject are worth considering.

To some extent, the direct association may be due to fishing
operations requiring greater exposure of crews to risks involved
in longer or more frequent trips for larger receipts, assuming
fairly stable prices. The above reasoning is subject to numerous
quellfications, but may explain the experience in California more
than in New England. On the other hand, it may be possible to
find a stronger argument for an inverse association between
receipts and losses in the manner in which most fishermen are
compensated for their labor. Since a kO-60 lay or other similar
method of sharing largely determines their compensation, wages
depend partly on some operational costs but mostly on receipts
from fish landings. On this basis, it would be more logical for
a fall in receipts to be associated with a rise in claim losses
inasmuch as fishermen might try to compensate losses in wages
with larger insurance benefits. Then why is the association
direct? One plausible explanation is that claim losses for
protection and indemnity insurance are directly affected by
receipts from fish landings over periods longer than a year,
perhaps as long as the whole five-year period under study. This
argument is consistent with the fact that evidently no problem
existed prior to 1950 in spite of favorable developments in
Jurisprudence. Another explanation may be that falling receipts
have adversely affected the insurability of vessels in an indirect
manner by unfavorably influencing labor relations. Both explanations
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seem to be consistent with the conclusion that the direct association
of yearly receipts and claim losses is largely spurious due partly to
the existing maritime legislation eind partly to the attitudes and
conduct of labor within the industry and to the middlemen (lairyers,

brokers, etc.) who participate in the settlement of claims from
without.

2. The o\/ner's liability for accidents of crewmen . In order to
understsjid the basic sources of the protection and indemnity insurance
problem it is necessary to discuss briefly the major features which
determine the liability of the vessel owner for accidents, sickness,
or death of crewmen.

Tlie shipowner's liability is detennined by the maritime law as
modified by that part of the Merchant Marine Act of 19^0, commonly
called the Jones Act, which made the Federal Employers' Liability
Act of 1908 applicable to seamen. Under the provisions of this

legislation, the shipowner is liable on three counts: for negli-
gence, for unsea'.rorthiaesG, both of vfhich are decided oy Jw''y> ^^^
for maintenance and cure which is normally heard by the court
sittin^^ in adiairalty. The owner's liability is unlimiiA=d, and the
injured oerrian's lost wages are a preferred lien on the a^i-cts of
the physical or legal entity which owns the vessel. In other words,
the ma::imuiri ajaount which an injured seaman cem receive is not
limited, and the jury's award to the cre-vmian must be satisfied in
full before other creditors of the owner are honored.

Although the above provisions are quite onerous by themselves,

what makes the matter worse is the fact that it is left to the

courts to decide whether and under what circumstances the oimer

has been negligent or the vessel unseaworthy and therefore liable
for injuri.,s, sickness, or death of a creimajn. In fact, it is

quite Itiitiraate to argue that Jurisprudence of the 1930' s and
lat^^r y.-ai's prepared the ground for the rise of the protection
tuid ind.jiuriity insurance problem in the fishing industry by making
a more liberal interpretation of the provisions of the existing
maritime legislation.

In brief, jurisprudence widened the scope of the law in ways

which have adversely affected insurability of commercial fishing
vessels. First, although the law refers to seamen in general, the

courtD liixve held that a fisherman has the status of a seaman. The

fact that a flaht-nnan usually works on a share basis does not

constitute adequate grounds for considering the fishing trip a
joint vr-nture. Therefore, a fisherman can sue for personal
injuri.^tj or death under the Jones Act and for maintenance and
cure nn.ier the (i,eneral Admiralty Law (Cf. 1932 A.M.C. 835; 1933
A.M.C. l';l'(; 1.93'i A.M.C. 1505; and 19'^^0 A.M.C. 12?). Second,
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the courts have Interpreted broadly the phrase "in the service of

the ship" by holding that seamen ashore on leave were in the service

of the vessel and that shore leave was part of the seaman's employ-

ment. Thus, maantenaince and cure has been granted to seamen who

were injured or becaae ill offshore in pursuit of their own pleasures

and relaxation (CF. I38 Fed (2d) 8OI; G^ F. Supp. 755; 19*^5 A.M.C.

493; 19^7 A.M.C. 411; 19^3 A.M.C. I561). Although these particular

court decisions did not involve commercial fishing vessels, appli-

cation of this ruling to cases involving fishermen was a matter of

time

.

The provisions of maritime legislation and the above develop-

ments in jurisprudence profoundly changed the character and nature

of claims for personal accidents. In the first place, the amounts
which the courts awarded to fishermen were sometimes widely
different for almost identical accidents. Second, some court

awards were unusually large compared to the earnings which the

Injured fishennan lost or his disability and the vessel owner's
ability to pay. Third, since no legal provision designated the
diseases for which compensation was awarded, fishermen suffering
from chronic organic diseases, which normally would not be con-

sidered occupational, repeatedly received court awards. Finally,
as a result of the above developments, compensation for personal
accidents through litigation became a speculative venture with the
outcome quite uncertain ajid depended upon the sincerity of witnesses,
the diagnostic expertness of doctors, the agility of lawyers, and the
philosophy or sympathies of the jurors. But in spite of uncertainties,
the usually long drawn legal dispute was welcomed because in each
litigation there was an expected small fortune at stake

.

Fbr fuller appreciation of the above discussion, the reader is
referred to the findings presented in previous chapters on cost of
insurance, especially amount of insurance, frequency and severity
of accidents, and kinds of diseases.

3. The role of labor . Developments in the legeQ. field were
not the only source of the problem. The findings of this survey
lead to the conclusion that the attitudes and conduct of labor, and
organized labor in particular, share a good deal of the responsi-
bility for the problem in protection and indemnity insurance.

The provisions of meiritime law and jurisprudence are almost
equally applicable to all three regions under study. Yet, loss
experience reaching nearly alarming proportions seems to be con-
centrated only in New England. During 1950-54, loss experience
in the Gulf Area was very favorable, while in California the
unprofitable loss ratio of insurers was largely due to comparatively
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low premiums charged rather than to large claim losses. For the
sake of comparison, for every 10 policy years studied in New
England there vrere I9 claims totaling $12,550 losses, while in
California these fig-ures were 2 and $6,270, respectively. The
leirger average losses per claim in California are the result of
larger deductibles for personal injuries and to a relative
absence of small or petty claims rather than an indication of
severity of losses. Furthermore, within the New England Area
the centers of the protection emd indemnity insurance problem
are located in the Massachusetts ports where organized labor is
strongest; namely, Boston and New Bedford principally and, to a
lesser extent, in Gloucester (Cf. table 20 and discussion in text).

The concentration of the problem in the New England strongholds
of organized labor is not a mere coincidence and requires further
explanation. The relative absence of the problem in other New
England ports and in the other two areas can be partly explained
In terras of the close personal relations between vessel owner and
crew. I^Jhen a vessel is operated by a kinship group or when re-
lations are intimately personal as a result of crew loyalty to a
captain-owner, the likelihood that a creimian \t±11 talie advantage
of legal provisions for an accident is very small indeed, almost
nonexistent. In fact, this situation iras a primary factor for
noninsurance in all three areas, especiaJLly in the Gulf Area, and
largely explains the almost complete absence of the problem in several
specific ports. Furthermore, lack of knowledge of the advantages
offered by the law, a sense of being part of the venture and sharing
its fruits, moral and ethical standards associated with professional
pride, fear of ostracism by fellow fishermen, and other similar
traditionalistic ways of doing things seem to account for the
absence of the problem in many ports in spite of depersonalized
relations between vessel owner and crew. Nor was the presence of
organized labor in itself found to be an important factor as long
as relations with management were amicable. It is the attitudes
and the conduct of labor which count most for the unprofitable
loss experience of protection and indemnity insurers.

The adverse effect of attitudes and conduct of organized labor
has come from many quarters. Maritime legislation, declining earn-
ings from fish landings, probable encouragement by lawyers, doctors,
and union officials, and extraordinarily large awards by courts
have been responsible along \7ith conditions closely related to
fishing operations. Labor shortage has been one. Here is how a
marine surveyor described the labor situation in New England: "The

labor situation is such that you have to hire unskilled help, and
unskilled help invariably gets in trouble . Scallopers have the

most difficulty in hiring experienced help. Experienced fishermen
call scalloping 'farming' and do not like to do it. Scalloper
crews generally have no moral standards. Any injury and they
get themselves a lawyer." Some owners have contributed to the

problem by encouraging their crews to go to court. A previous
quotation is also appropriate in this instance. "I pay plenty
for insurance. Go aheaxi and collect what you can. The insurance
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compeiny is paying the bill." Captains have favored the fishermen's

side because they themselves were members of the union. A leading

vessel owner of a New England port described this situation as

follows: "V/hen the captain is a member of the union, this creates

great difficulty in cases that go before the courts. The captain

cannot testify against his crew. If he does, he would lose their

respect, and the union members would refuse to work on his vessel."

Deadlocks in the tug of war between management and labor were also

important to the problem, as the following situation indicates.

According to an informant wall acquainted with labor disputes in

the industiy, "The union has been in favor of safety for its members.

The owners have opposed any safety measures until they can have a
required physical examination of all crew members. The union
opposes the physical examination because it would throw majiy of
their members out of work, since they could not pass such examina-

tions." There seems to be no end to the situations, forces, and
factors which adversely affected the attitudes of organized labor.

k. Is workmen's compensation the remedy? The paramount
importance of existing legislation as the ultimate source of the
protection and indemnity insurance problem is well illustrated by
the repeated pleas of vessel owners for the repeal of the Jones
Act which extends the provisions of the Federal Employers' Liability
Act of 1908 to seamen. From the survey of owners in all areas,
workmen's compensation was the most frequently suggested substitute
(table A-I30 in Appendix A).

The interest in workmen's compensation was not limited to
vessel owners alone for many insurance men, especially outside
New England, expressed opinions in favor of workmen's compensation
for the fishermen. The major argument of the opponents to such a
measure is that workmen's compensation is likely to be more costly
than the present system. This position is shared by some insurance
people and also by a few vessel owners. On the other hand, labor
leaders do not seem to object, as a matter of principle, to the
introduction of workmen's compensation in the industry, but they
are inclined to welcome a change on condition the workmen's com-
pensation law would duly recognize the special hazards of the
occupation.

Ti/hether workmen's compensation for the fishermen would be less
costly than the present system is not part of this survey. However,
the inquiry into the protection and indemnity insurance problem
shows cleaxly that the application of an employer's liability system
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as extended to owier's of coramercial fishing vessels by the Jones
Act is unrealistic because it disregai'ds completely the financial.,

economic, and operational characteristics of the industry. Further-
more, the system in itself is unjust because it is wasteful and slow
and it fosters misunderstaxiding and bitterness between employer and
employees. Moreover, it encourages the use of dishonest methods by
both parties because court awards often are not in proportion to the

employee's injury or need (Cf. Crystal Eastman, .-.'ork Accidents and
the Law as quoted by Albert H. Mowbray and Ralph H. Blanchard,
Insurance , It's Theory and Practice in the United States . New York:
McGraw-Iiill Book Company, Inc., i|-th ed., 1955, p. 152). Mthough
any new piece of legislation seems to be better than the present
system, the subject requires further study before any decision
can be made.

E. SWIMARY Aim CONCLUGIOnS

Economic conditions, the structure of the commercial fishing
industry, and existing maritime legislation have adversely affected
the insurability of vessels and contributed to the insurance problem
in a number of ways, as follows:

1. The presence of conflicting interests among vessel o'smers

and their highly diversified backgrounds seriously hinders the
growth of group loyalty and cooperation. In the past, the

divergence of production eind market interests may have adversely
affected the insurability of commercial fishing vessels.

2. The physical Inadequacies of most vessels and the lack of
knowledge of good seamanship among the majority of captains are not

a matter of operational cost alone but also a matter of function
and practice or custom. The obvious conflict between the vessel's
seaworthiness or the captain's seameinship and fishing operations is

aji aspect of the Insurance problem deserving serious consideration.

3. Labor shortages, poor recriiiting practices, and high labor
turnover in some types of fishing are important factors not only in

the rise of the problem in hull insurance, but more particularly in

protection and Indemnity insurance

.

k. It was found that the incidence of insurance has increased

the hazard. There is a highly significant direct association
between the occurrence of Insurance and loss experience. High
propensity to Insure is associated with relatively unfavorable

loss experience and vice versa .
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5. An inverse relationship between loss experience for hull

insurance and fishermen's gross receipts was found in New England

and to a lesser extent in the Gulf Area. Although the data in

California fail to show such an inverse relationship, the close

association between the occurrence and severity of accidents and

economic conditions elsewhere throws abundant light on the long

run forces which underlie the insurance problem. The importance

of moral hazard differs from area to area and from port to port,

but its probable presence is confirmed every^/here by vessel oimers

and insurance people alik^ . The vessel owner clearly tmderstands

the close association between economic conditions in the industry

and the hull insurance problem. Declining income results in

declining maintenance of his vessel. His business outlook is a

pessimistic one. Although government assistance is welcomed by
a large majority of owners and suggestions for measures to improve

safety standards, rating, and adjustment of claims are numerous,

the general concensus is that nothing short of measures to improve

economic conditions in the industry can alleviate the hull
insurance problem.

6. In contrast, the protection and indemnity insurance
problem has its roots on the one hand, in the onerous maritime
legislation, especially the Jones Act, which determines the
vessel owner's liability and, on the other hand, in the atti-
tudes and conduct of labor within the industry, especially
organized labor. The paramount importance of existing maritime
legislation, especially the Jones Act, as a single and ultimate
source of the problem in protection and indemnity insurance did
not escape the vessel owner's attention. Pleas for the repeal
of the Jones Act and extension of workmen's compensation to
fishermen are the most frequently suggested solutions to the
problem

.
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CHAPTER VI

INSURANCE RATING mD PRACTICES
AND THEIR EFFECT ON LOSS EXPERIENCE

In previous portions of this report, some of the reasons for the
largely unprofitable loss e:<periKnce of insiirers have been discussed.

In this last section of the report special attention will be given to

insurance practices and their relation to the whole insurance problem
araong coiranercial fishing vessels.

An ordinary risk carrier runs a business concern to make a profit.
Two major objectives dominate his efforts: on the one hand, he strives
to increase the revenue he receives by selling promises to indemnify
the insured vessel under the provisions and limitations of the insurance
contract and, on the other hand, to keep to a minimum the costs of nm-
ning his business, including payment of claims. Although subject to

nuiaerous qualifications, the above framework largely determines the
nature of the relation between insurer and insured.

How efficiently have the insurers operated in their efforts to
maxiinize their profits or minimize their losses? In what ways may the
insurance practices have contributed to the insurance problem? In
order to answer these questions, the following topics will be discussed:

fi^st, the efficiency of insurers in estimating the expectation of loss;

second, the effect of the law of averages and competition on the revenue
of insurers; finally, factors affecting e:cpenses and losses of insurers.

Discussion of these topics may not fully answer the above broad questions,
but it will serve the purpose at hand, njimely, discovering and understand-
ing the importance of the basic soxuxes of the insurance problem,

A. RATING AND COST OF HULL AilD PROTECTION AND
INDEI-iNITY INSURAI'ICE

Other things disregarded, the degree of success or failure of an

insurer depends largely on estimating as accurately as possible tlie

value of the risk, i.e., the expectation of loss which is the product

of the amount of insurance at stake and the probability of loss. In

fact, the ejipectation of loss determines the insurence rate and the

assumed obligations tovrard the insured in undenirj.ting the risk. The
higher the expectation of loss, the higher the insurance rate or the

smaller the coverage. Conversely, the lovier the e:qDectation of loss,

the lovrer the rate or the higher the coverage. If this relationship

is true, the cost of insuring a good risk should be less than the cost
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of insuring a poor risk. The validity of this proposition is tested
first, by an exaniination of the criteria upon which hull insurance
risks are rated and second, by a comparison of the insxirance cost between
vessels with best ajid vessels with vrorst loss record.

1. Rating^' of vessels ibr hull insurance . Accordinf^ to information
obtained from maritime insurers, the criteria upon v;hich the exiJectation
of loss from a commercial fishing vessel is estimated are the age, gross
tonnage, port of operation of the vessel, the safety equipment on board,
the type of fishing in which the vessel is engaged, the quality of offi-
cer personnel and crew, the fjjiancial indebtedness and credit standing
of the insured owner, and the past loss ejqjerience of the vessel and its
ovnner. jU.though emphasis on each criterion may differ fixin port to port
and from insurer to insurer, the above list may be considered as includ-
ing all major factors in estimating the ej^joctation of loss. However,
the ultiitiate evaluation of these criteria in determining the physical
and moral hazard involved rests on the undervjriter' s judgment, which is of

paramount importance in this type of risk.

The insui'ance rate may be considered as an index which measures the
expectation of loss, A rate of 5 percent means that the expected loss
(including all costs) is likely to average no more than five dollars
per one hxindred dollars of insurance at stake. Hence, a rate lovjer than
the above would mean lower expectation of loss and a higher rate would
mean a higher ejcpectation of loss. Classification of vessels by age
groups indicates that there is a direct relationship between insurance
rates and age of /essels if: all three areas (table 27). This means
that, other criteria being of equal importance, the expectation of loss

increases with the age of the vessel. For instance, during 1950-5U a

New England vessel owner was payirig, on the average, $^ in premium per

$1,000 of insurance for a vessel 10 years old or younger and $8? for
the same amount of insurance for a vessel 31 years old or older.

Insurers seem to have relied considerably on the vessel's age in esti-

mating the expectation of loss.

V/hile age of vessel mgy represent the probability of loss at least

as far as the physical hazard is concerned, gross tonnage principally

represents the amount of insui^ance at stake. Assuming equal probability

of loss, the higher the arroount of insurance at stake, the larger the

amount to be chai'ged as premium, in spite of a lower insurance rate.

For example, a vessel with only $50,000 insurance and a rate as high as

7,0 percent will yield a $3,500 premium while a vessel with $100,000
insurance and a rate as low as 5.0 will yield a $5,000 premiiun. Thus,

although a larger vessel represents a larger amount of insurance at

stake, there is an inverse relation between rate and gross tonnage in

all three areas (table 27). For instance, during 1950-5U a New England
o;mer paid, on the average, $69 in premium per $1,000 of insurance for a
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vessel of kO gross tons or smaller, and $^ per $1,000 of insurance

for a vessel of 86 gross tons or larger. But this inverse relation-

ship is noticeably lower than the previous age-rate association,

particularly in California where vessels of Ul-85 gross tons

averaged higher (8.7 percent) than vessels of 40 gross tons or

smaller (7.3 percent). The inverse relationship means that, other

criteria being of equal importance, the expectation of loss decreases

with an increase in gross tonnage

.

2 . Undue emphasis on age and tonnapce in rating vessels for

hull insurance ? Insurers reported that in addition to age and

gross tonnage of a vessel, other criteria already mentioned were

used in estimating the expectation of loss. Discussions in pre-

vious chapters have shown that, in general, the moral hazard (the

term is defined here broadly enough to include the human element
in contrast to physical hazard which refers to the physical
characteristics of the vessel and the natui'e of fishing operations)
was relatively more important than the physical hazard. A very
important question may be raised here. Is it likely that insurers
unduly emphasized age and gross tonnage in estimating the execta-
tion of loss? Vessel owners frequently express doubt about the

rating efficiency of insurers. One New England owner contended
that "Insurers should rate family-owned and operated boats in a
special class, i.e., rate according to merit." Another owner
from California pointed out that "the insiurance rate should not
be based on age of vessel alone. The way boat was built should
be considered as well as the record of the boat." The subject
deserves further consideration.

Testing the rating efficiency of insurers presents almost
insurmountable difficulties. The owner's character, his financial
position, and quality of officer personnel and crew are very
important in estimating the probability of loss, but these are
also nonquantifiable variables. The problem is solved, however,
by using loss experience as an index with which vessels can be
rated. Loss experience not only represents the ultimate realiza-
tion of the estimates on the expectation of loss, but it also
expresses both quantitative and qualitative criteria in quantified
terms, i.e., in dollars and cents. Furthermore, the reliability
of loss experience for testing the rating efficiency of insurers
cannot be effectively questioned on grounds that it is an index
after the fact. On the contrary, if insurers collectively
estimated expectation of loss fairly accurately, the only
reliable criterion would be the one which measures the
realization of expectations.
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The previously e:q)lained (Chapter V) rating of vessels whose

hull insurance vas studied on the basis of their loss record is

used again here. Tlae average rate, age, and gross tonnage of the

four classes of vessels--active vood vessels with best loss record,

active vood vessels \n.th worst loss record, active steel vessels,

and lost wood vessels—appear in table 27-

These raeasurenents indicate that insurers collectively
emphasized age sJid gross tonnage because these characteristics

reflected fairly accurately the quality of the insurable risk.

The inverse relationship between gross tonnage and rate assumes

that the probability of loss decreases as the size of the vessel

increases. Othen/ise, the insurance rate sho\ild remain constant

to reflect the same proportion of insurance amount at stalie

(reflected in gross tonnage). Similarly, the direct relation

between age and rate assumes that the probability of loss

increases with the age of the vessel. Tlie efficiency of

insurers can be measured by the extent to which loss experience

verifies these assumptions. It mil be noted that the New

England wood vessels which were lost were, on the average, much

older (32 years old) than and almost as small (50 gross tons) as

the best wood vessels in the area (18 years old and 46 gross tono--

table 27). Perhaps the fact that the New England worst active

wood vessels were younger (16 years old) and larger (8I gross

tons) than the best vessels may partly explain their lower

insurance rate. On the other hand, in the Gulf Area and
California, where no substantial differences in age and gross

tonnage existed between best and worst active wood vessels,

the average insurance rate of worst vessels was higher than

the rate of best vessels. Also, the fact that in California

no substantial differences in gross tonnage existed between lost

wood vessels (II5 gross tons) and best or worst active wood

vessels (126 and l45 gross tons, respectively) may account for

the low association between insurance rate and gross tonnage

in that area.

Although the above findings may indicate that insurers as a

group were fairly efficient in rating their insurable risks, they

are not conclusive enough to test the insurer's efficiency in

estimating the expectation of loss. It has already been explained

that the insurance rate does not accurately measure the insurance

cost. The other major provisions of the insurance contract must

be taken into consideration and the effect of canpetition on risk

differentiation must be analyzed (see section B, subheading 2

this chapter)

.
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TABL2 23. - UirFtRi^NCES IN THC COST 0? iiUlX INSUPA'.ICE

EE'^JEEII VESSELS CU5SIFIED ON TIE BASIS OF LOSS EXPERimCE
AS INDICATIiD BY 'JHE MOST D^aRTiVlff AND >'REQUEKr J-ROVISIONS OF THE IKSURAl^E COITTRACT

Percentage of or average amovmt In pollcleo having
Indicated contractual provision

Geographical area -

contractual provision

Best
wood

Worst
wood

Steel
veDsa]

3

Lost
wood

All
vessels

I. New England

I.Net premivtm ratio (dollars per 100

dollars insvirance) , ^
5*

2.1ncluaing latent defects (Inchmareo

clause) 88^

3. Including franchise clause *^6^

U- Including doductlhle average 52?S

5. Franchise amount on all clalma except
colllslcn (dollars per policy) $500

6. Deductible amount on all claims except
collision (dollars per policy) $292

7, Exclusions on loss of equipment 'jG^fl

Number of policies in the cample (100^) (171)

5.0

60^

$353
80^

(215)

2.6

98^

l6f,

$523 $1,128

$ 250

i^9)

5.7

9C^

58?J

$893

k.k

93i

52«<

$500 $617

$371
77^

(31) (h66)

II. Gulf Area
I.Net premium ratio (dollars per 100

dollars insurance)
2. Inclxidlne latent defects ( Inchmaree

clautie)

3. Including franchise clause
•+• Including deductible average
J.Fi'anchiae amount (dollars per policy)
6. Deductible imount on all claims of what-

soever natui'Q (dollars per policy)

7, Exclusions on loss of equipment

6.1

60ji

90i>

Nunibor of policies in the sami)le (100^) (82)

56^

99^

$U09

(102)

3.8

lOOff,

^k2k

.51^

(35)

6.h

0.(^

(8)

$233 ^/
(6)5/

(8)

5.1

514^

9k

$1*20

76^

(227)

III. Califoi-nla
I.Net premum ratio (dollars per 100

doll ars insnr.ince) 6.2
2.Inolxidlng latent defects (Inchmaree

clause) 96^
.Including franchise clause 56^
. Including deductible average 71^
.Fi^nchiso amount (dollars per policy) $2,026

6. Deductible amount on all clalmfi of wliat-
soovar nature (dollars per policy) $ 3^5

7. Excluslon.'i on loss of equipment 91';t

3.

h.

5.

Niuuber of policies in the sample (lOOjC) (l^+O)

6.1

9656

593C

$2,213

$ 276
lOOjC

(157)

3.7 6.9 5.9

{2k)M 9%
(18) f/ 69;^

(11)^/ 61/0

$3,»t20 $2,295

$2,567^'/$ 316
(2U) ^' 90]L

I13) (2ii) (33^

(13)^
OOjt

$3,000

00 /

(13)^/

VBtise Loo small for percentaging; actiifll frequencies In parentheses

,

u/Doductlblo amount upplleo to all claims except collision.
Source

;

Tables A-^U, A-5'^, A-56, A-57, and A-59. No ]janic tables
for Itomo 2 and 7, birt detailed broakdowno on tlie oamo itomo may bo found In tables A-53 oni A-58.
All tables are in Api.-endlx A.

"
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3- Rating and hull insurance cost . Miethcr insurers operate
efficiently or not caji be better tested by a coniparison of insurance
cost for vessels rated on the basis of their loss record. On the
average, insurance cost of vessels vith the best loss record should
be lower than the insurance cost of vessels mth vorst loss record,
since loss experience represented the realization of the previously
estiraaited expectation of loss.

The cost of insurance during 1950-5^ in terms of premium ratio
and coverage for the four classes of vessels- -best active vco'^, vorst
active wood, active steel, and lost wood- -is shown in table 28. A
number of observations can be made which may help to find out whether
and to what extent insurers collectively were efficient in estimating
accurately the expectation of loss on hvill insurance.

First, it is evident that insurers in most cases differentiated
between the four classes of vessels in terms of coverage, i.e., all
other contractual provisions shown in table 28 except the preniium

ratio. For instance, in New England the proportion of insurance
contracts on best active wood vessels with a franchise clause (J|6

percent) or \T±th a deductible average clause (52 percent) or \ri.th

provisions which excluded loss of equipment (76 percent) was lower
than the proportion of insurance contracts on worst active wood
vessels with the same provisions (6I percent, 60 percent and 80
percent, respectively). Also, best vessels had an average franchise
amount of $500 and a deductible of $292, both of which were lower
than the corresponding amounts of $523 and $353 on worst vessels.
Although the proportion of contracts on best vessels with full
coverage under the Inchmaree clause (88 percent) was lower than
the proportion on worst vessels (97 percent), as sho^m in table
28, a proportionately larger number of clauses on worst vessels
excluded negligence on machinery (table A- 53 Appendix A). All these
provisions indicate that, as a group, best active wood vessels in New
England enjoyed a relatively greater coverage than worst active wood
vessels. It is also seen that the coverage of active steel vessels,
on the average, is greater than the coverage of best active wood
vessels, while the coverage of lost wood vessels is as limited as

that of worst active wood vessels in many respects and \rith a con-
siderably larger deductible on all claims except collision ($893
compaxed to $353 on worst loss wood vessels). Similar observations
Indicate that insurers differentiated between the four classes of vessels
even more so in the Gulf Area and California than in New England.

Second, the cost of insurance in terms of the premium ratio,
(gross or net premium- -Insurance amount ratio) Is higher on best
active wood vessels than on worst active wood vessels. For instance,
a New England owner of a vessel with best loss record paid, on the
average, $56 in net premium per $1,000 of insurance, while an owner
of a vessel with worst loss record paid only $50 per $1,000 of
insurance. (Gross premium ratios axe higher than the net premium
ratios quoted here, but the relationship is the same--cf . table
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A- 59 in Appendix A). Tlie effect of age and ^togs tonnage on the

premlun ratio can be easily seen in New Engla:id (cf . previous

discussion on rating). iUso, the premium ratio of best active

wood vessels vas higher than the ratio of vorst active wood

vessels in both Gulf Area and California.

Of course, the out-of-pocket premium which the ovmer of a

vessel with worst loss record paid \ras higher than the premium

paid by the o-vraer of a vessel with best record. In Hew England

the gross premium per policy for best active wood vessels was

$1,612, much less than the gross premivim of $2,683 per policy for

worst active wood vessels (table A-59 in Appendix A). But it is

questionable whether even a small part of this difference can be

attributed to factors other than age and gross tonnage differences

between the two vessel classes. (Worst vessels were almost t-vrice

as large as and sliglitly younger than best vessels--table 27.)

There is evidence which substantiates this contention. In the

Gulf Area, where no differences in age and gross tonnage between

the two vessel classes exist, gross pi-eraium per policy was $1,091
for best vessels and only $966 for worst vessels. In California
these figures are $5,017 for best and $6,^59 for worst vessels
which, at first glance, seems to disprove the above statement.

It should not be forgotten, however, that in California worst
vessels were slightly larger than best vessels- -lii-5 gross tons

for the former as compared to 126 gross tons for the latter-

-

and that risk differentiation in terms of the premium ratio was
better in California than elsewhere

.

In connection with the insurer's efficiency in estimating the

expectation of loss, the situation may be summed up as follows:
Insurers differentiated between various insurable risks as far as
the coverage was concerned. It is questionable, however, whether
differentiation in terras of coverage was adequate, especially
among active wood vessels. In addition, the coverage differentials
were largely offset by the premium ratio, especially between best
and worst active vessels. Relatively speaking, insurers failed to
differentiate more in terms of the premiiua ratio than in terms of
coverage. This is highly significant from the vieirpoint of the
effect of insurance practices on the loss experience of insurers
because the coverage determined the scope of the insurers' obliga-
tion to indemnify the insured, while the premium ratio determined
the revenue from which obligations must be paid out.

h . Rating and cost in Protection and i ndeiiini

t

y insurance

.

The expectation of loss in protection and indemnity insurance is
estimated on a considerably different basis than the one used in
hull insurance. In the last analysis the expectation of loss
depends largely on one single criterion--the size of the crew.
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other things being equal, the larger the crew the larger the amount

at stake and the greater the probability of loss. In hull insurance
the amount at stake is largely conditioned by gross tonnage as a
measure of the vessel's value while age, other physical chaxacteristics,
and the human element reflect the probability of loss. Of course, the
amount at stalie and the probability of loss may vary irrespective of
crew size, but still the variability \ri.ll be reflected through this

single factor. Therefore, in places where crew size is the main
criterion, the expectation of loss should be estimated relatively
more accurately than in hull insurance

.

It will be se-r;n in table 29 that, in terms of net premium ratio
or gross premium per crewrasm, protection and indemnity insurance in

New England was costlier for owners of vessels with worst loss record
($16 for $1,000 amount of insuremce or $222 per cre-\vman) than for
owners of vessels with best loss record ($13 for $1,000 amount of
insurance or $193 per crewman) . But this cost differential is largely
offset by a coverage which is more liberal for worst than for best
vessels. Only 15 percent of contracts of worst vessels included a
deductible clause on personal injury and 32 percent on property
damage. For best vessels, the figures were 38 percent and kh percent
respectively. Furthermore, 6I percent of the contracts of worst

vessels covered the oimer on board for maintenance and cure, while

only U8 percent of contracts of best vessels provided the same.

Most important, deductible amounts for both personal injury and
property damage were smaller among worst vessels ($195 Q^d. $l8'?,

respectively) as compared to the corresponding amounts for best
vessels ($2^3 and $240). Therefore, there seems to "jq no
significant difference in the cost of insurance between best and
worst vessels. (For rating of vessels on the basis of their loss

record, see Chapter V.)

Since no losses were reported in the Gulf Area sample, a rating
dichotomy of vessels could not be obtained. It is very interesting

to note, however, that during 1950-5^ the cost of protection and

indemnity insurance in the Gulf Area was higher than the cost of

insurance of best New England vessels. Although the premium in

the Gulf Area was $128 per crewman as compared to $193 per crewman

of best New England vessels, a Nevr England owner of a vessel paid

$1 less per $1,000 of insurance than a Gulf Area owner. In addi-

tion, with the exception of the provision covering the owner on

board for maintenance and cure, all other terms of the contract

indicate greater coverage for the best New England vessels than in

the Gulf Area. Of course, considering premium per crewman and
absolute premium paid, the out-of-pocket cost of insiirance was

higher in New England than in the Gulf Area.
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TABTE 29. - DIFFEREIICES IN THii COST 0.^ PROTiiCTION .HO INDEMNITY INSURANCE

BET.JEEN VESSELS '.,1TH BEST VS WORST PAID LOSS RECORD

AS IinJJ A'l^D BY THE NCST IMTOETANT AUD FREQUENT PROVISIONS OF THE INSURANCE CONTRACT

Ceo(<;raialCQl a"i:a -

contractual prcvl stjn

PcroontiiRo of or average amount In JJb"Mole8

having Indicated contractual provision

Yssael"! with
t"?ot loR'i record

VopRalS with All
worst loss record veeeale

~T7Ne^ preiniuiTi ratio (dollars per 100

dollarc Insurance)
S.Avo.raf- Z^"'"^ prci.ilui.-i jaU" crr-w.u'in

3. Deductible on perscacl Injury

U.C-jauctUilti on property dur.n^o

5. C'lmer on board covcrod for iaalntenance, etc.

6.D9ductl'ble amount on pjiaoual In.lury

7. Deductible amount en pi'oper t.y damarg

Number of pollclee In the anraple (lOO^j)

li.Cuif Area^/
, _ _

.

I.Net premium ratio (dollars per 100

dollars insurance)
".Avorago ,^roii3 pramium per crewman
5. Deductible on porsonel Injury
l+.D-jductlble o;i property damage
5.0vmer on board covered for maintenance, ?tc.

6. Deductible amoiiit on pernonal Injury

7. Deductible amount (in prop'irty damage

Nuinbor nf policies In tlio pamplo (lOOjt)

III. California

I.Net premium ratio (dollars per 100
dollars insui'ance)

2. Average groea premium per crewman
3. Deductible on pergonal Injury
H- Deductible on propei'ty duraflye

5- Owner on board covered for maintenance, etc.
6. Deductible amount on personal Injury
7. Deductible amount on property damage

Nuir.bitr of policleo in the sample (lOO^)

1.?

$195

$21*3

$2U0

(106)

l.l*

$128
9Cff>

$»t02

$402

(39)

0,35

(^
100?;

lOOjt

9*
$730

(171)

1.6



In California, it is quite clear that the cost of insurance of
vessels with worst record vas lover than the cost of best vessels.
The owner of a vessel with worst loss record paid ^23 per $10,000 of
insurance, while the o^mer of a vessel with best loss record paid
$33 for the same amount of insurance . In addition, although coverage
was equally liberal in all respects for both classes of vessels, the
deductible amount of $570 on personal injuries for worst vessels
indicates a greater coverage than the amount of $730 for best
vessels. This serious discrepancy may be explained by the method
with which the expectation of loss is determined in California. Since
this method does not use crew size as a basic criterion, it is less
likely to take into consideration loss experience and therefore, the
probability of loss. Rather, it seems to rely heavily on the amount
of insurance at stake. This in turn may partly explain the relatively
more unprofitable experience of insurers in California than in New
England.

Failure of insurers to differentiate between best and worst
vessels is more pronounced in protection and indemnity insurance
than in hull insuraxice, a fact indicated by the wide difference in
the loss ratio between best and worst vessels. Daring 1950-5^ the
loss ratio of best vessels in New England was as low as 3'1 vhile
no losses from best vessels were reported in California. By com-
parison, the loss ratio of worst vessels in New England was 111.5
and in California, 331-9 (table l8).

Were insurers as a gi'oup efficient in accurately estimating
the expectation of loss on. hull and protection and indemnity
insurance? The answer to this question depends largely on one's
viewpoint or the definition of the situation and whether insurers
were efficient or not is a matter of degree rather than of
complete lack of efficient rating.

From the vievrpoint of operational efficiency the above findings
Indicate the presence of a number of imperfections in the rating
process. Why did insurers fail to differentiate more than they did,

especially in terms of the premium ratio which determines their
revenue? This question is part of another more general one. Why

was loss experience unprofitable for a majority of insurers during

1950-5^^?

In the course of this survey, a considerable amount of informa-

tion was accumulated on insurance practices and the structure of the

insurance industry. This subject, however, is a study in itself

lying outside the limited scope of this report. Here, an attempt

is made to answer the above questions for a clearer understanding

of the insurance problem in the commercial fishing industry through

presentation of a restricted amount of data and a discussion of the

insurance principles and practices which adversely affected the loss

experience of insurers during 1950-5^.
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B. THE EFFECT OF THE LAW OF AVERAGES Al^ID

COMPETITION ON THE REVENUE OF INSURERS

In the beginning of this chapter the insurer's business

objectives were stated in simple terms. In order to maximize his

profits or minimize his losses, his efforts are concentrated, on

the one hand, to increasing his revenue from premiioms and, on the

other hand, to keeping his losses and expenses to a minira\im. Al-

though these tvo major functions of the insurer are closely inter-

related, for the sake of an orderly presentation of the material,

this topic includes only the factors which put limitations on the

revenue vhich the insurers realized from charging the insured
commercial fishing vessels a premiiom.

For the purpose at hand, the operation of the law of averages
is briefly explained, its importance to the subject analyzed, and
the adverse effect of competition among insurers ajid brokers or

agents is discussed from the vle'vrpoint of restricting the revenue
of the former. This study shows that the revenue of insurers was
limited in two ways: first, by the failure of insurers to

differentiate adequately among risks and second, by the failure
of insurers to charge higher premiums

.

1. The probable effect of the law of averages on risk
differentiation . The first explanation of the insurer's posi-
tion in the problem is given by the limitations of the law of
averages. The ideal operation of the law of probability pre-
supposes that first, the probability of loss is identical, and
second, the number of risks is large and well enough dispersed
geographically to secure stability of occurrence of accidents.
Under such ideal conditions, the expectation of loss is deter-
mined by the amount of insurance at stake . As the number of
risks decreases and the probability of loss is not identical,
the task of the underwriter becomes more difficult and his esti-
mation of the expectation of loss less accurate.

No hazard has the above mentioned two conditions to a degree
which would assure the ideal operation of the law of probability.
In reality, some hazards approach the ideal conditions and others
lie near the opposite extreme where the risk is nonmeasurable and
the insurance contract becomes a imger.

The foregoing remarks, together with discussions in previous
chapters indicate clearly that the law of averages operates on
commercial fishing vessels under severe limitations. Neither was
the number of commerciEil fishing vessels insured by each individual
insurer adequate to secure stability of accident occurrence nor was
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tho hazard on vjc/els hcuocenous . Of course, the adverse effect
of limited nuinbers v/as n-jt by nost insurers tlirouch the videly
prcctic'id principle of reinsurance . But the problem of the \ride

heterogeneity of the risks seems to have been appi'oached in a
less satisfactory manner.

From the actuarial vievTpoint, the developments which took
place during 1950-5^ r!i3.y be partially explained in the follomng
tenns. Since the la^-r of averages assumes homogeneity of risks,
the insurer had to estimate the expectation of loss from com-
mercial fishing vessels on the basis of an average risk. Credits
vere given to risks which were better than the average aiid debits
irere given to risks iJhich were poorer than the average. But
departures from this average made by differentiating among
individual risks could not fluctuate beyond a fairly limited
and balanced range irl thout changing the average itself. Hence,
increases in the hazard evidenced during 1950-5^1- resulted in a
limited differeiitiation of the e:q)ectation of loss between risks
and, by comparison, in a substantial rise in the average ejrpecta-

tion of loss for all vessels. Most of the increase in losses
cojne from a minoi-ity of vessel o\mers, but the increase in

insurance cost had to be borne, to a large extent, by all insured
oimers. Without this averaging of the expectation of loss,

insurers -vrould have been unable to offer insurance protection
to o^mers of coimiicrcial fishing vessels.

This principle iras little understood by the majority of

vessel oAmers who felt that insurers were unjust in failing to

differentiate adequately omong risl:s. Previous quotations from
o\-mers illustrat-- this point. For the record, however, a few
additional remarlii: .!' o\mers are cited here. A New Englander
contends that "better risks are thrown in with bad risks."
Another one from the saiiie area points out that "there is a need
for more consideration of a particular vessel, not over-all

pool i-rtting, " and he reaches the following conclusion about the

situation of insurrjice companies: "Oligopoly, not sufficiently
competitive." Statements such as the above were more frequent

ara £)ng owners in New England, the ai'ea which experienced the

widest spread in the hazard, than elsewhere. Consequently,

resistance of the Insured to higher insurance cost was not a

matter of cost alone but also a matter of attitude.

2 . Competition rtmong insurers and risk differentiation .

Another reason for the failure of insurers to differentiate

adequately is the presence of strong competition ainong insurers.

In order to better understand the nature of this competition eind

subsequent discussions on the imperfections of the insurance

mai'ket, it is necessary to explain briefly some aspects of the

structuL^J of the insurancj industry.
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Although the insurance contract is an agreement between

insured and insurer, business for the latter is obtained by the

insurance broker. Except in the case of an agent who is a

representative of the insurer, the insurance broker is an

independent businessman who represents the insured. A matter
of extreme importance is that the business interests of the

insurance broker and the insurer are not identical. The broker
representing the interests of the insured vessel o\mer operates

on a commission basis, irrespective of the profits or losses of
the insurer with whom he places (sells) the risks. The agent's
position is less independent than that of the broker in many
respects, yet even the agent's earnings are largely determined
on a coiamistion basis.

Obviously, a conflict of interest may arise from this

relationship between sellers and buyers of risks. Brokers are

likely to be interested in the insurance premium rather than in
the quality of the risk inasmuch as their immediate earnings
depend on a commission. The presence of this conflict and its

intensity depends on several, considerations. For an insurance
agency which represents the insurer whose earnings are determined
partly on commissions and pairtly on the loss experience of the
accepted risks and whose managers are members of the home staff
of the insurer, the presence of this conflict and its intensity
£u:e at a minim\am. In contrast, emphasis on the collected premium
rather than on the quality of the risk is likely to be most
intense among independent brokers with short-run outlook in
business or who dote on premium volume smd opportunistic policies.
The chief goal of the broker is profit through commissions and
there is little loyalty to the underwriter.

\lhile, for all intents and purposes, bairriers to underwriting
vessels are negligible, economies of scale and better operation of
the law of averages can be obtained through an increase in the
volvune of business. Insurers accept or refuse to undeirwrite risks
offered by the brokers for reasons not always related to particular
risks. Acceptance of a particular risk depends not infx-equently on
the volume of business the broker brings in andJhis total loss
experience rather than on the quality of the risk itself. With
regard to acceptance of vessels, the opinion of quite a few insurers
is that underwriting commercial fishing vessels nowadays is largely
"companionate" or "accommodation" business.

From the point of view of risk underwriting, the insurance
market resembles a vast web of connections. The outer portion of
the web is occupied by Insurance brokers, and agents; insui'ers are
located close to the center, while the center itself is occupied
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by reinsurers. There are no sharp lines of demarcation between the
three groups, however, and overlapping of functions is not infrequent.
The insurance market consists of insurers and brokers with wide
differences in the volume and type of risks, or in the scope and
nature of operations. They range from well established and con-
servative concerns which follow sound insurance practices to the
fly-by-night, opportunistic or superficial concerns which, accord-
ing to an underwriter, "violated every principle in the book" during
the period under study. Of course, in the long run these marginal
operators tend to drop from the scene. But from the market stand-
point as a whole, in the long-run the ideal underwriting situation
never comes since other insurers or brokers continually enter the
field.

While the above-described market situation had several adverse
effects on the^loss experience of insurers (to be discussed later),
from the viewpoint of rating, competition among insurers resulted
in a failure to differentiate adequately among risks. Just as
averaging (arithmetic mean) had the effect of evening out the
extremes of insurance costs from both ends in the array distribu-
tion (cf . discussion in Chapter III), so did competition among
insurers have a similar effect in evening out the differences in
the cost of insurance among risks. Thus, a vessel which was
considered a poor and unacceptable risk by a conservative insurer
was an acceptable risk by another either more venturous or large-
volume insurer.

Failure to differentiate adequately among risks indicates also
a failure on the part of the market to respond to the changes in
hazard effectively. Emphasis on age and gross tonnage of vessels,

rather than other factors can be partly explained by the fact that
loss experience indicated proportionately larger losses from small
or aged vessels. Nevertheless, in view of the operational charac-
teristics of the market and cost considerations, undue reliance
should not be placed on age and tonnage for underwriting purposes.
In fact, a case was reported from California (see quotation in

following subtopic) whereby loss experience of the vessel owner was
entirely disregarded and the vessels were rated in classes on the

basis of age and value (which is directly related to gross tonnage)

of vessel alone. In a sense, failure to differentiate among the

risk measures the inability of the market to reflect the changes

in hazard. In turn, this failure indicates how little loss

experience is considered in rating "commercial fishing vessels.
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Ip view of the previous discussion on the structure of the
insurance industry, limited reliance on loss experience of the
insurable vessel and its owner for rating purposes becomes under-
stajidable. The loss experience of individual insurers was extreme-
ly restricted because of the limited number of vessels Insured from
each port so that no actuarial statistics of some reliability could
be compiled. High mobility of insurable risks from one to another
insurer prevented observations over a period of years. Possible
conflict of interests between the broker seeking a commission and
the insurer seeking an acceptable risk contributed in no less
amount to the same result. But this is not all. Assuming that
the best channels of acquiring a risk and estimating its expecta-
tion of loss are used, no one can easily detect the future changes
in the character of the insured or the crews on board.

Furthermore, whatever risk differentiation was present
occurred largely in terms of coverage rather than in terms of
the premium ratio. As a matter of fact, in many cases poor
risks had a lower premium ratio than good risks (cf . tables
28 and 29). This development is consistent with the insurance
practice followed by many insurance brokers or agents, namely,
emphasizing the premium by lowering the rate and Increasing the

amount of insurance. For similar reasons, differentiation of

risks in terms of covez-age was easier since it was less dis-

cernible or less objectionable to the insured.

3. Competition and the premium . Besides narrowing risk

differentials, competition among insurers had ajiother more
important effect. The premium was kept lower than might have

been possible otherwise. In addition, vessels representing

very poor risks were able to buy insurance which may not have

been otherwise available. The above effects are shown here

by a comparison of loss experience and insurance premium
between American and alien insurers.

Highly significant differences occurred between the loss

experience of American and alien insurers for both kinds of

insurance (table 30). During 1950-5^, the loss ratio for hull

insurance of alien insurers was higher (83.4) than the loss

ratio of American insurers (63.I) in New England but was lower

elsewhere. The loss ratio of alien insurers in the G\ilf Area

is not reliable because of small sample size. The profitable

loss experience of alien insurers for hull insurance in

California may be explained by developments which took place

during 1950-54 in that area. The leading American underwriters

were organized in a pool which established rate classes of

vessels on the basis of age and value only. The owner with a

good record did not benefit because loss experience was not

considered in rating a vessel, llie rates were high enough to

allow acceptance of poorer risks. According to the field
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TABLE 31. - DlFfiERENCES IN TH£ COST OF HULL INSURANCE

BET^'SEN VESSELS INSURED 'i-JITH AJ^ERICAN ANH ALIEN INSURERS

AS INDICATED BY THB KDST IMPOBTAHT AND FREQUEHT 5R0VISI0HS OF THE IVSJRASCS COHTRACT

Geographical area -

contractual provision

I. Nsw Enfjland

I.Net premiuii ratio (dollars per 100
dollars insurance) . ,

, ,

2. Including latent defects (Inchmaree clause J

3. Including franchise olauee
1+. Including deductible average
5. Franchise amount on all claims except

colliaion (dollaro per policy)

6. Deductible amount on all claims except
collision (dollars per policy)

7, Exclusions on lose of equipment

Number of policies In the sample (lOOJ^)

Policies wi'ltten

by American
ingirerp

U9^

$607

(395)

Pollei 3 13 written
by .U.len

jnsurerB

k.3

$1,167

$583

(70)

$615

$368

Percentage of or average amount in policies

having indicated contractual provision

All
policies

in sample

9U^
565L

52^

II. Gulf Area
1. Net premium ratio ( dollars per 100

dollars ins'j.raiice)
2, Including latent defects (Inchmaree clause)

5. Including franchise clause
l*. Including deductible average

5. Franchise amount (dollars per policy)
6.D<;dujti"ole amount on all claims of whatsoever

nature (dollars per policy)

7. Exclusions on Iofs of equipment

Number of policies in the sample (lOO^)

lll-Callfomla

I.Net preiTiivuTi ratio (dollars per 100
dolT.?.rs insurance '^

.
,

2. Including latent defects (Inchmaree clause)
3- Including franchise clause
l^. Including deductible average
5. Franchise amount on all claims oxoept collision

(dollars per policy)
6, Deductible amount on all claims of v;hatsoever

naVxre (dollars fier policy)
7. Excluelona on Ions of equipment

Niunber of policies in thr, sample (lOC^)

5.1

96*

$1+26

_77^_

(225)

5.9
92*
75*
72*

$2,000

$ 361
9U*

(205)

7.5
c*

$ 150
c^

5.8
96*
55*
hk<f,

$2,979

$ 350
9^

(133)

5.1
51**

96*

$U20

76*

(227)

5.9
91**

61*

$2,306

$ 3'*l

96*

(558)

a/Base too email for percentaging; actual frequencies In parentheses

Source

:

Tables A-85, A-88 to A-92, Appendix A, No basic table ibr iLtem 2, but detailed

in Appendix A.
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supeinrisor who reported this arrangement, the London underwriters

"used the umbrella provided by the pool to pick out the best risks

by quoting a rate 15 percent lover sjid skimmed off the best of the

market. Dissention among underwriters led to a break-up of the

fishboat committee and the market is now completely free. Each

insurer sets his o^m rates with an eye on his competitors." The

unprofitable loss ratio of American insurers in California reflects

the experience of all nonalien insurers and in spite of the satis-

factory experience of the Commercial Fishennen's Inter-Insurance
Exchange

.

The same table 30 shows that in New England, American insurers

had a profitable experience from protection and indemnity insurance

with a loss ratio as low as 31 -^f while alien insurers did not have

a profitable experience, as the 201.5 loss ratio indicates. In

California both groups of insurers had an unprofitable loss experi-

ence, but losses were much more severe among alien insurers with a

loss ratio as high as 258. U, than they were among American instirers

who averaged a loss ratio of 82.2 during 1950-5^. As has already

been shown, no protection and indemnity insurance losses occurred

in the small Gulf Area sample.

The effect of competition among insurers can be seen by a

comparison of the above loss ratios and premium collected by the

two groups. The differences in the premium for hull insurance

between American and alien insurers, shown in table 31> were not

as wide as differences in their loss ratios. A few observations

will illustrate the point. Although alien insvu-ers in New England

had an adverse selection of risks in terms of premivmi ratio, they

charged less than their American competitors. A New England owner

paid, on the average $¥i- per $1,000 of insurance to American

insurers and $^3 to alien competitors. The unprofitable experience

of alien insurers occurred because the premium they charged was not

in proportion to their heavy losses. While alien insurers collected

$2,129 in net premium per policy which was less than the net premium

of $2,337 collected by American insurers, the former paid as much as

$1,776 in losses and claim expenses per policy as compared to the

latter who paid as little as $1,^91 per policy (tables A-85 and 86 in

Appendix A)

.

Competition for hull insurance risks among insurers had the

reverse effect in California. It was the majority of American

insurers who had an unprofitable loss experience and not the alien

competitors. As has already been explained, most American insurers

failed to differentiate adequately among risks by relying totally

on age and value for rating vessels. Alien competitors were able

to obtain a favorable selection of risks by quoting slightly

lower insurance cost to relatively good risks.
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TABLji 32. - uIFZERaiCZS II] TLE COST 0.^ PRCTi^GTXOlI Alffi INDMNITY

iiisuTUUiCE BE7;n]:ni vesssis hisuhsd i/iti: A'!ERrcA!: Airo alieim insurers

AS IBDICATED BY THE MOST IMPORTANT AND FREQUENT PROVISIONS OF THE INSURANCE CONTRACT

Geographical area - Percentage of or average amount In pollolee
contractual provision having indicated contractual provielon

Policies written PolicleB written All
by Amarlcan by Allen pollclee

ineurere insurare In eample-.

I. Nev; England
I.Net premium ratio (dollars per 100

dollars insurance) ^-^o

2, Average gross premium per crewman $190

3, Deductible on personal Injury if
U. Deductible on property damage

XO^S
5, Owner on board covered for maintenance, etc. %1%
6<Deductlble amount en personal Injury $291

7. Deduc tible amount on property damage $285

Number of policies In the sample (j.OOjt) (153) (?93) (hk6)

II. Gulf Area
l.Net preiiii\jn ratio (dollars per 100

„ . dollars insurance) }:38
2.Average grost; premium per crev/man *1^9
3. Deductible on personal Injury 8?^
U. Deductible on property damage Qlf
5. Owner on board covered for maintenance, etc. 5^
6. Deductible amount on personal Injury $'*?5

7. Dcduotible amount on property damage $'>25

^j/^aso too email for poroentaglng; actual frequcnclen In parentheses,

JS' Premium not computed on the basis of crew size.

Source

;

Tabloo A/-93, A-95, and A-96 In Appendix A.
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The competitive pattern for protection and Indemnity insursince

in New England was different. Expectation of sizeable losses because
of large court awards made large insurance amounts highly desirable
to the owner. Alien insurers responded to the situation by drasti-
cally lowering the premium ratio. Thus, American companies charged
$46 for $1,000 of insurance, while the alien competitors charged
only $5 -60 for the same insurance amount (table 32). In contrast
to the competitive effects in hull insurance, the unprofitable
experience of alien insurers occurred because of low premium rather
than because of adverse selection of risks. VJhile American insurers
collected $3^601 per policy in net premium, they paid only $1,35^ in
losses and claim expenses per policy. By comparison, alien insurers
paid as much as $1,832 in losses and claim expenses per policy but
collected only $7^0 per policy in net premium (tables A-93 and 9U in
Appendix A)

.

Competition for protection and indemnity insurance took a
different course in California. Although the cost of insurance in
terms of premium ratio was higher among alien insurers than American
firms, the rate was too low for both groups. American insurers
charged $2.U0 for $1,000 of insurance while alien insurers charged
$5.50 for the same amount. As a result of this practice, both
groups collected a low net premium of $512 for American and $^56
for alien insurers, and both experienced unprofitable experience.
But losses by alien insurers were much greater because of adverse
selection of risks on their part. Paid losses and claim expenses
per policy were $l,l80 for alien insurers and only $it21 for
American companies. Reports from the area indicated that the

pool of American underwriters insisted on keeping rates do;m
because they feared that the rest of the protection and indemnity
insurance market would go to alien competitors. Some underwriters
with very bad loss experience wished ail risks were with the alien
Insurers from the beginning.

The remarks of an interviewer about a vessel owner who carried

both kinds of insurance on his vessel may be considered most appro-

priate in describing the highly competitive state of affairs among

insurers. He says, "This man has changed companies four times and

gets better rates each time."

In concluding the discussion on competition, it should not be

forgotten that the unprofitable experience of the majority of

insurers during I95O-5J+ may not necessarily mean actual losses to

a particular insurer. Actual losses of an insurer depended on his

break-even ratio, his reserves from previous years, and the profit-

ability of other business received in accepting the underwriting of

commercial fishing vessels. Also, his ability to stay in the market

or cease underwriting vessels depends on many other considerations

outside the scope of this survey.
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Competition among insurers on insurance coverage and its probable

effect on loss experience is discussed in the next topic.

C. FACTORS AFFECTING EXPENSES AND L0S3

PAYMENTS OF INSURERS

Following the discussion of the factors which affect the revenue

of insurers, the next step is to observe how the collected premium is

allocated. This is done by an examination of the factors which affect

the cost of acquiring the risks, the coverage which determines the

Insurers' responsibility to indemnify the insured, and the expenses

for the adjustment of claims.

The break-even ratio offers a suitable dividing line between
operational costs, on the one hand, and losses and claim expenses,

on the other. Here, the term operational costs is defined broadly
to include, in addition to acquisition cost, all other costs except
claim expenses v^hich are directly allocated to losses. Numerous
objections might be raised to this definition, since no sharp lines
of demarcation can be drawn between which costs and expenses are

allocated to claims and which are not. Similar objections might
be raised about vrtiat costs consist of in general. However, for
the .purpose at hand, the term operational costs is used as a

residual item consistent with the previously applied break-even
ratio of insurers. Therefore, if the break-even ratio of insurers
ranged from 60 to 75 percent of earned premiums, this means that for
every dollar earned no less than 25 cents or no more than kO cents
went to expenses other than those which were directly allocated to
losses. Contrastingly, for every dollar which the insured paid in,

no more than 75 cents and no less than 60 cents were available to
meet the payment of losses and claim expenses.

1. VJhy operational costs are high . The existence of the fore-
going break-even ratios indicates that the operational costs of under-
writing commercial fishing vessels were relatively higher than in many
other insurance fields. A number of reasons may explain the high
operation costs of insurers.

The nature of the risk required the technical knowledge of the
surveyor and the adjuster. In addition, it was necessary that insur-
ance broker and underwriter have a sound knowledge of the general
characteristics of the commercial fishing industry as well as the
special conditions prevailing in each port. Orthographical dispersion
of the risks and the presence of factors which might suddenly change
the hazard required constant obsei'vation. For the same reasons, the
process of handling the risk, i.e., acquiring it and adjusting claims,
was time-consuming and required a large personnel. 'I?he loyalty of
this personnel was of supreme Importance for the profitable operation
of the insurer, and the ectabli sliment of reliable channels was a
costly proi^osltion.
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Compared to all these factors which contributed to high operational
costs, the revenue which the insurers received per policy was propor-
tionately smsLLl. An example will illustrate this point. The time which
is required to handle a risk yielding a $3>000 premium may be almost the
same as the time required to handle another risk twice the value of the
first euid yielding twice that premium. Assuming that all operational
costs were measured in direct relation to the time required to handle
the two risks and amounted to $1,200 in each case, operational costs for
the small vessel represented hO percent of premium, while for the large
vessel they represent 20 percent of the premium. Thus, the inverse
relationship between insurance rate and gross tonnage (representing
roughly the value of the vessel) was not due to the difference in the
probability of loss alone but also the economies in operational costs
obtainable from leurger vessels. For the same reason, lower rates to
fleet owners cjinnot be explained in terms of quality of the risk alone.
Therefore, operational costs represent a relatively large proportion
of the premivim dollar because the value of the average risk was
relatively small when compared to such risks as cargo and passenger
vessels.

Furthermore, operational costs may eilso have been high because
of excess capacity in the form of possible duplication in the seirvices

available for handling the risks. Competition is not identical with
efficiency. The insured may have benefited from a highly competitive
insurance market in terms of lower premiums. At the same time, he may
have paid higher operational costs because each competing insurer
might be compelled to maintain his chaxmels of handling the risks
irrespective of the volume of business. Not infrequently, as memy
as four brokers or agents were involved between the insured and the

insurer. This was particularly true in the placement of risks for
protection and indemnity insvirance. Although the adjustment of
claims may not involve all these middlemen, it required the services
of most of them, plus the services of the adjusters, lawyers, doctors,

and other specialists, depending on the case. Duplication in services
does not necessarily mean lack of effort on the part of the Insurer to
minimize his cost but rather in spite of it or because of it since the

loyalty of the middleman or lack of such loyalty may very well spell

the difference between profits and disaster.

In addition to the above structural factors, the unprofitable
experience of insurers during 1950-54 may have contributed to higher

operational costs. It became necessary to survey or inspect the

insured vessel more frequently. Mobility of the risks Increased.

Doubtful claims multiplied. Litigation became more frequent and
the number of middlemen and their services may have multiplied.

Although some of the expenses which occurred from the above or

similar developments were allocated to particular claims, part
of them may have boosted the operations^, costs of the insurers.
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2. Factors preventing adequate restriction on coverage .

Competition among underwriters seems to have contributed to losses by
preventing adequate restriction of the coverage in spite of the insurers'

serious efforts to differentiate among risks.

While alien insurers lowered the hull insurance premium ratio in
New England, (table 31 ) they failed to restrict the coverage commensur-
ably. It is true that in New England the proportion of policies includ-
ing a deductible clause, the franchise amount, and the deductible amount
were higher on policies written by alien insurers than they were on
policies -ivritten by American insurers. But the proportion of policies
with the all-important Inchmaree clause was as high among policies of
alien insurers (9^ percent) as among policies of American insurers (9^
percent' . In addition, the proportion of policies of alien insurers
with exclusions on loss of eiquipment was only 36 percent, less than
half of the 85 percent of American competitors.

As will be noted in table 31^ in California alien insurers not
only offered a lower premiimi ratio than the American competitors but
a substantially greater average as well. As n.^Jiy as 96 percent of
policies written by alien insurers included the Inchmaree clause,
while 9:2 percent of policies written by American insurers included
the same provision. Only 55 percent of the policies of the alien
insurers included a franchise clause and kh percent a deductible
clause, while these percentages were 75 percent and 72 percent,
respectively, of policies ^l^ritten by American companies. Although
the franchise amount on alien insurers* policies was $2,979 as com-
pared to $2,000 on policies written by American insurers, the deduct-
ible amount was less ($330) in the former group than in the latter
($360). With regard to exclusions on loss of equipment, both groups
included high percentages of policies with such a provision (9^ per-
cent for American and SQ percent for alien insurers).

In addition to a drastic reduction of the premium ratio for
protection and indemnity insurance, alien insurers in New England
offered a coverage greater than that offered by their American com-
petitors (table 32). In return for the higher premium, $220 per
creiman as compared to $190 charged by American firms, the deductible
amounts on personal injury and property damage were lower than the
amounts on policies \7ritten by American insurers. Lower deductible
amounts were partially offset by the fact that clause.': on personal
injury and property damage was higher on policies iJi-itten by alien
insurers than on policies vnritten by American insurers. But alien
insurers had a larger percentage of policies covering the owner on
board than the percentage of policies written by American competitors.
Because of the special competitive state of affairs in California,
'coverage differentials between the policies of the two competing
groups were not too significant.
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In spite of the above effects of competition, many insurers as a
group made serious _fforts to restrict the key provisions of the con-
tract vhich largely determined the magnitude of their losses. In New
England the full coverage of the important Inclimaree clause vas
restricted. During the policy year 1950-51 as much as 'J1.8 percent
of the policies studied provided for full coverage under the clause.
In 195^-55 only 26. k percent of the policies included the same pro-
vision (table A-28, New Englaxid in Appendix A). At the same time, in

1953 and thereafter, all franchise sjid deductible amounts rose substan-
tially. In the Gulf Area ajid California only the franchise and the
deductible amounts increased, while the poverage under the Inchmaree
clause increased in the former area and remained the same in the latter
(table A-28, Gulf Area and California in Appendix A).

Similarly, the key coverage provisions for protection and indemnity
insurance were restricted considerably. In New England the proportion
of policies providing for a deductible on personal injuries increased
from about 25 percent in 1950-51 to 70. 3 percent in 195^-55, but the
deductible average was slightly reduced (table A-32, New England in
Appendix A) . V/hile all policies in California provided for a deductible
on personal injuries throughout the period, there was a slight increase
of the deductible amotmt.

Vfliether the above restriction of the key coverage provisions were
adequate is largely a matter of vie-vrpoint and objective. Since the p\ir-

pose of this report is to analyze the insurance problem after the fact
and in the light of the largely unprofitable loss experience of insurers
in order to draw conclusions useful to all concerned, the adequacy of
these restrictions may be questioned.

Neither the restriction of hull insurance coverage under the Inch-
meiree clause nor the rise in the deductible amount were adequate to cone
with the rising tide in the partial losses in New England. The decline
in the proportion of policies with full coverage under the Inchmaree
clause was offset by a proportional increase of policies with an Inchmaree

clause which excluded negligence with respect to machinery, so that during

1950-5^ the percentage of policies with the Inchmaree clause in general
increased from88.1 percent to 97.8 percent (table A-28, New England in

Appendix A). A measure of the inadequate restriction of hull insurance

coverage is given by the loss record in New England. As much as h^ per-

cent of claims were of $500 or less, while partial losses represented as

much as 61 percent of all losses (cf . discussion of tables 13 and ik in

Chapter IV). By the same measure, failure to restrict coverage under

the Inchmaree clause in the Gulf Area and inadequate rise in the deduct-

ible amount may partly explain the fact that almost 50 percent of losses

were $500 or less, while partial losses represented as much as 50 percent

of all losses. Finally, although partial losses constituted only 29 per-

cent of all losses in California, the frequency and severity of losses

because of mechanical failure (56 percent) Justified some restriction of

the full coverage under the Inchmai'ee clause in all policies in that area.
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Similar observations vith regard to inadequate restriction of
protection and indemnity insurance coverage may be made for New
England. All policies did not provide for a deductible o:n personal
injury; in those cases where deductible clauses were included,
amounts provided for were small. This relatively liberal coverage
may partly explain the fact that as much as kQ percent of claims
in New England were {1">100 or less, while they represented no more
than 2.7 percent of all protection and indemnity losses (cf . dis-
cussion of table 16 in Chapter IV) . By comparison, the effect of
a large deductible in California can be seen by the fact that claims
of less than $101 constituted only 10.6 percent of all losses. The
reduction in the amount of losses which New England insurers could
have realized by increasing their deductible from an average of $226
to an average as high as that in California ($658) and including a
deductible clause in all policies, would have been approximately 11
percent of all losses.

In conclusion, if insurers had been able to restrict more than
they did the key coverage provisions of the insurance contract, namely,
the Inchmaree clause and the deductible amount for hull insurance; and
the deductible clause and amount on personal injiiiy for protection and
indemnity insurance, their losses might have been substantially smaller.
Many of them might even have made a profit. But the realities of the
market are different, and the past can only help better anticipation
of the future.

3. The importance of overinsurance on hull . Insuring a vessel
for more than its current market value was a practice which may have
contributed to hull insurance losses more than any other single
provision of the insurance contract.

Available evidence, shown in table 33^ indicates that overinsurance
in 1950-5'+ was widely practiced in New England and, to a lesser extent,

in the Gulf Area and California. If vessels whose owners reported an
insurajice amount equal to market value are combined and considered
similarly as the overinsured vessels, as much as 57 percent of the reporting
New England vessels were overinsured, while the percentage was 32 per-

cent in the Gulf Area, and 26 percent in California. In view of the

fact that quite a few vessel owners declined to disclose the estimated
market value of their vessel and that they were well aware of the

importance of overinsurance, the above percentages might have been
higher than the data disclosed. It will be seen also in table 33 that

overinsurance was practiced on all types of vessels irrespective of the

quality of the risk. It may be highly significant that vessel owners

who lost their vessels were less responsive in stating the estimated

value of their vessel than were owners of active vessels, but all those

who responded quoted a market value smaller than the amount of insurance

they collected.
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Since overinsurance indicates a serious disregard of sound
insurance principles, further analysis of the situation is necessary.

In t'.ie first place, the argument may be advanced that the responding
vessel oimer underestimated the market value of his vessel. Tliis

argument may carry some weight, but it is doubtful that such is the

case. V/hile replacement value of vessels probably vas rising, the

pessimistic business outlook vas a depressing factor on market values.

In addition kno\d.ng that the probable presence of moral hazard existed
to a high degree, whether the owner underestimated the market value or

not may be of little consequencial importance.

Second, overinsurance may result automatically through the
capitailization process. Once a vessel is built its market value is

lax'gely, if not exclusively, determined by its earnings rather than
by its replacement cost, \-lhen earnings go dD\m, the market value of
the vt;sr,cl declin^js and vice versa . For example, let us assume that
a vessel cost $50^000 to build. Hull insurance on the vessel is for
$'+0,000 lepresenting 80 percent of its construction cost. For a

nvunbex of years the eai'nlngs (not including managerial salaries or
other implicic costs) of this investment are quite satisfactory,
averaging ViS.OOO per year. Assujiiing a 5 percent rate of i-eturn,

the market vaxue of this vessel can be etitiraated at .'Iiu0,u00, and the
insurance a'^nount is about "jS percent of that value. li' earnings, droi
to $1,500 p^r y'E'r, the market value of the vessel for the same rate
of return ca.i be e.'^timated at $30^000, and the vessel will be over-
insxired for $.10/^00 unic-^o the insiuvonce amount is ad,iMsted
accordin.':;ly.

Tnird, a frequently employed method ivlth vrhlch insurance broV.ers
attempted to inci^ease the revenue of insurer^s or compete in the
mark(it was by increasing the value of tlie policy. 'IIil:: iuci'easi-d th">

premium, while the praaium rate remained the same or, very frt^queutly,
even declined. The ai'rongement was desirable to the vessel owner
himself or at least minimized his resistance to the hl^lior out-ox'-

pocket cost for insurance. In addition, poor depreciation practic^^s
and lack of knowledge of sound business practices made many an owner
compare the insiuance amount with the rising replacement cost and
resent any reduction in the value of the policy. Hence, under the
combined effect of the broker's practices and the desires of the
insured the amount of insurance kept rising at the time that falling
earnings pulled the market value of the vessels down (cf. tabltts

A-27 for New England and Gulf Area, and table A-65 in Appendix A)

.

Finally, a special inquiry into overinsurance made after the field
work ended disclosed that during 1950-5ij- insurers who kept the insurance
amount at 80 percent of market value or used dual valuation, i.e., one
value for estimating the premium and a lower value for indemnifying the
insurer in case of total loss, or employed some other similar method
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could be counted on the fincers of one hand. A few insurers stated
that in 1955 or later, steps were being taken to cope with the
problem of overinsurance . However, it seems that internal controls
between insurers and their brokers or agents were less than perfect.
The following New England incident experienced by a local broker is
a case in point. A vessel was refused l|il5,000 insurance in the
local office and was accepted for $30,000 in the central offices
of the same company.

In view of the fact that the hull insurance contract is a value
and not an indemnity contract, the probable consequences of over-
insurance are not difficult to guess. Comments of owners offer
some evidence of the importance of overinsurance as a probable
factor contributing to total losses. A New England owner remarked:
"Vessels should be insured according to their valuation. We have
to pay for the boats that are lost. An owner sinks his boat and
collects for it. Tlien the rates go up for the rest of the owners.
A boat's valuation decreases every year. Therefore, it should be
insiu'ed for its valuation and the rates adjusted accordingly." An
owner from the Gulf Area was less explicit: "They are insuring the
boats for more than they are worth.' Finally, a Californian remarked
pointedly: "With the high values placed on boats as compared to
market value, there is little incentive to save boats that had an
accident."

k. Surveying, settlement of claims, and losses of insurers .

A number of imperfections in surveying vessels and in adjusting
claims for hull insurance are worth mentioning since they tave con-

tributed to the losses and claim expenses of insui'ers.

There is evidence that a few vessels were insured without being
previously surveyed. On the basis of the o-vmer's response, 7 percent
of the insured vessels in New England, l8 percent in the Gulf Area, and
1 percent in California were not surveyed fcr hull insurance. These

percentages for protection and indemnity Insurance were 10 percent, 19
percent, and 8 percent, respectively (table A-19 in Appendix A). The

practice of not paying the surveyor unless the vessel is accepted by
the insurer is equally important to, or perhaps more dangerous than,

failing to survey the vessel. Reportedly, the no-surveying practice
was widely used in the Gulf Area during 1950- 5^^. This is the way a

field supervisor described the probable dangerous consequences of

this practice: "Interviewed surveyors feel that pressure is great

to give a favorable survey if the insurance company pays only for the

vessels they insure. I-Jhen the vessel is not accepted, the possibility
of collecting from the oimer is not good. Hence, surveyors under such

a system tiy to get the vessel accepted." No further comments need be

made in pointing out the importance of the surveyor to the efficiency

of insurers in their risk selection and in accurately estimating the

expectation of loss.
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Aether a claim is covered by the provisions of the insurance

contract or not is largely a matter of the circumstances as reported

by the captain, the crew, or the vessel owner, on the one hand, and

of the surveyor's or adjuster's and broker's judgment, on the other

hand. Therefore, the insurer's loss record partially depends on the

loyalty of these insurance representatives. Sometimes they can

benefit the insurer and sometimes they can ruin him. An underwriter
from California who sustained heavy losses remarked: "Competition
has been keen and the chief goal of the agent is profit-making through
commissions. There is little loyalty to the underwriter on the part
of the agent." There is no doubt that a great deal of the insurer's
interests hinge on the loyalty of his field representatives for both
kinds of insurance, but especially for hull insurance.

Adjustment of hull insurance claims is a process wtiich frequently
brings to a clash the opposing interests of the insurer and the insured.

Comments from o\mers and intervievrers alike testify to the importance
of the broker and the surveyor in settling claims. Here is an illus-
trative case from New England as an interviewer reports it: "The
vessel owner has no use for insurance companies and brokers. Lost a
mast and dragging gear. Agent told him it was covered. He bought a
mast and He was told that he was not covered. Cnmer was very incensed
at both broker and company... I tallied with insurasnce company people.
The surveyor claims that the mast was rotted, and the shipyard padded
the bill." Resistance against the owner's pressure and vigilance over
inflated shipyard bills were not always present or strong enough to
protect the insxirer's interest effectively. One New England owner
commented: "Rates are too high because of exorbitant charges made
by all the boatyards and phony claims"; and a vessel owner from the
Gulf suggested: "The insurance agent should inspect the work done
by shipping yards as they inflate the bills when they know that the
boat carries insuraince."

The difference between amount claimed and the amount paid for
hull insurance claims offers a measxire of the attempt made by insiirance
people to curtail the insurer's losses. In New England about 85 percent
of the claimed amounts were actually paid, in the Gulf Area 91 percent,
and in California 90 percent. Claim expenses were relatively small,
ranging between 5.3 percent and 3.7 percent, which may indicate that
some expenses related to the settlement of claims may be allocated to
operational costs (table A-IO8 in Appendix A). Also, disputes over
claims may partly explain the rather lengthy waiting period required
for their settlement. For American insurers the average waiting
period was h months in New England, 2

. 5 months in the Gulf Area, and
6.3 months in California; for alien insurers, wherever available, the
period was lengthier- -4. 7 months in New England and less- -5. 3 months
in California (table A-IO9 in Appendix A).
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The forces vhich contributed to larger protection and indemnity
insurance losses and claim expenses vere adequately explained in the
last topic of the previous chapter. Some additional evidence is
presented here for the sake of consistency and adequate coverage of
the subject. The situation on protection and indemnity insurance
claims vas stated by a New England owner as follows: "All injuries
are treated as a big issue by aill concerned—doctors, lawyers,
injured. They tske advantage of the situation because it is an
in,jurance case. Owners should resist claims most vigorously."
Although the vessel owner may sometimes encourage his crew to claim
benefits for personal injuries, it is the lawyer, doctor, and union
official who seems to be frequently behind the injured person's
demands which are not infrequently exorbitojit. Another New Engleuid

o\Tner recommended that "interference and ambulance chasing by M.D.'s,
la^/yers, and union agents should be stopped." A third owner from
the same area estimated that "probably fifty percent of the claims
are not legitimate- -may be collusion even with union officers and
lawyer."

The other side of the story was revealed by interviews with
union leaders and la-v/yers representing the claimant fishermen in
Hew England. Their basic argument is well expressed by a leading
la^vyer in the field: 'If the insurance companies would settle at

my figures, they could save money." A union leader put the blame
on la^Tyex's of insurance companies who refuse to meet the "reasonable
demands of the fishermen so they go to the la'vjyers

.

" Although the

above mentioned lawyer cited a few litigated cases where the amount
awarded by the court vras larger than the figure which the plaintiff's
lawyer asked, the data of this sui-vey tell a different story. In

Ne\7 England only k"] percent of the claimed amounts were actually
paid and in California only 23 percent (table A-125 in Appendix A).

The general concensus of a number of owners from a New England
port was that "Insurance company lawyers come into agreement with

private lawyers and they encourage claims." This, they argued, was

understandable "because the la-v/yers of the two parties were paid
vri.th commissions per dollar volume of business." The data of this

survey disclosed that the lawyer's fee represented I8.8 percent in

New England and ik.k percent in California of paid losses for claims

requiring the services of the insurance company's la-vr/ers (table

A-I25 in Appendix A) . According to reliable sources of information,

the usual reward of la\;yers representing claimant fishermen was about

one-third but sometimes ran as high as 50 percent of the collected

amount

.
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Cases involvins litigation are not frequent, but they represent

a very large amount of all paid losses by the insurer. In New England
only about 9 percent of the claims dui'ing 1950-5^4- required litigation,

but they represented 68 percent of all paid losses. In California

these percentages were 26 percent and 76 percent, respectively (table

A-I23 in Appendix A) . Claim expenses \rere higher than for hull

insuraxice claims mainly because of legal fees. In New England claim

expenses were 16 percent and in California 17 percent of paid losses

(table A-I2U in Appendix A). Litigation may partly explain why the'

settlement of protection and indemnity insiurance claims required a

longer time than in the case of hull insurance claims. For American
insurers the average waiting period was 5-9 months in New England
and 9.9 months in California; and for alien insurers 5-6 months in

New England and 11.6 months in California (table A-128 in Appendix A).

D. SU1#IARY aWD CONCLUSIONS

Insurance rating, competition among insurers, and some insurance
practices have contributed to the insurance pi-oblem, on the one hand
by limiting the revenue of insurers, and on the other hand by increas-
ing the claim expenses and incidence of claims among insurers.

1. ^Thether insurers operate efficiently in accurately estimating
the expectation of loss was tested by a corapai'ison of insurance cost
of vessels rated on the basis of their loss record. Insurers
differentiated between various insurable risks as far as the coverage
was concerned. However, whether differentiation in terms of coverage
was adequate, especially among active wood vessels, is questionable.
Additionally, coverage differentials were largely offset by the
premium ratio, especially between best and worst active vessels.
Relatively speaking, insurers differentiated more in terms of
coverage which determined the scope of the insurers* obligation
to indemnify the insured and less in terms of the premium ratio
which determined the revenue from which obligations must be paid.
Finally, failure of insurers to differentiate between best and
worst vessels is more pi-onounced in protection and indemnity insurance
than in hull insurance

.

2. The failure of insurers to differentiate among risks
adequately is partly due to the severe limitations under which the
law of averages operates in the undearwriting of commercial fishing
vessels. Since the law of averages assumes homogeneity of risks,
increases in the hazard during 195O-5U resulted in a limited
differentiation of the expectation of loss between risks and, by
comparison, in a substantial rise in the average expectation of loss.
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3. The highly competitive state of affairs ojuong insurers is
another factor which prevented greater risk differentiation and kept
the premium lover than mi£;ht have been possible other\rise.

k. On the other hand, other factors contributed to high cost
and losses for the insurers. Tlie nature of the risk requiring
specialized knowledge in handling it, the geofjraphical dispersion
of the risk, and the presence of physical and human elements which
may suddenly change the hazard, the relative small value of the
risk compared to the time-consuming process in handling it, and
possible duplication in insiu'ance services contribute to high
operational costs. Besides the above sti-ucturaJL factors, opera-
tional costs may have increased because of frequency and severity
of claims during 1950-5^t«

5- In spite of serious effort, competition amo-^ig insurers
prevented adequate restriction of the coverage, namely, the Inchmaree
claut:e and the deductible aiiount for hull insurance, the deductible
clause and amount on personal injury for protection and indemnity
insurance. The above conclusion, however, is reached in retrospect
and in vi yw of the realities in the market.

6. During 1950- j'*^* overinsurance was ladely practiced in New
England and, to a lesser extent, in the Gulf Area and California.
Overinsurance is the combined effect of falling earnings which
automatically lover t'.ie value bf a vessel through the capitalization
process, the pressure of the insured vessel o-'.mer, the broker's
policies, and lack of internal controls between insurer and his
representatives. In any case, overinsurance constitutes a serious
disregard of sound and basic insurance principles. Available
evidence empiiasizes the ijaportance of overinsurgnce as a probable
factor v;hich contributed to total losses.

7- Mso, some imperfections in surveying vessels for both kinds

of insurance, especially hull insurance, may have contributed to the

insurer's losses. Evidence shoves that a fev vessels in all areas

are not sui-veyed before they are insured. In the Gulf Area many
surveyors are pressed to make favorable surveys since insurers have

the practice of paying for their services only if the vessel is

accepted.

8. Adjustment of hull insurance claims is a process which

frequently brings to a clash the opposing interests of the insurer

and the insured. It was found that resistance of the surveyor and

the insurance broker against the ovmer's pi-essure and their vigilance

over inflated shipyard bills are not always present or strong enough

to protect the insurer's interest effectively.

9. Ihe frequently unreasonable demands of injured seamen,

encouraged by lairyers, doctors, and union officials with or vdthout

litigation may have contributed to higher losses and claim expenses

for the insui-erc.
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GLOS,SARY OF TECMICAL TERMS

Dual valuation . This clause of the insurance contract provides
for one value of the vessel \rLth. respect to the total loss
and another, higher value, with respect to all other losses
covered by the policy.

Deductible clause . Under this clause the policyholder is entitled
to recover the amount of the loss which is in excess of the
sura specified in the deductible clause. For example, if the
clause provides for a $500 deductible and a claim represents
a loss of $1,000, the insured receives only $500.

Franchise clause . The difference between this clause and the
deductible clause is that in franchise, the Insured recovers
the entire amount of loss without deductions if that amount
exceeds the deduction specified in the clause.

Hull Insurance . This kind of insurance protects the vessel o'vmer

against economic loss which may arise from damages to the hull,
machinery, and equipment of the insured vessel under conditions,
clauses, and limitations provided by the insurance contract.

Inchmaree or negligence clause . Full coverage under this clause
indemnifies the insured vessel o^mer for breaJk downs of motor,
generators, or other electrical machines and electrical
connections caused by negligence of the master, charterers,
mariners, engineers, or pilots but not caused by defects in
the parts of the engine

.

Insurance amount . For hull insurance the amount is a single fixed
amount as stated in the policy. For protection and indemnity
insurance the insurajnce amount is usually on per crewman basis.

Oligopoly . A condition of a few sellers or in this context a few
insurance companies operating in the msirket.

Policy year . The term refers to the period, usually twelve months,

during which the contract is in effect for one commercial fish-

ing vessel. The period may begin any day during a calendar
year. The concept is highly Important because it represents

a unit on the basis of which the loss experience of insurers

may be determined. The net premium collected under a po2.icy

year equals the earned premiiim and all the losses paid for

claiins which were incurred during the policy year represent
the loss ratio of the insurer for one insured conmercial

fishing vessel.
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Premium rate and premium ratio . The former is computed by dividing

the amount of insurance into the premium of a policy of one

vessel; the latter by dividing the sum of insurance amounts

into the sum of premiums of a niamber of policies of a group

of vessels.

Protection and indemnity ingurance . Protection afforded under this

kind of insurance includes liabilities of the vessel owner

arising from damages caused to other property (except collision
vrith other vessels) by the operation of the insured vessel,

liability arising from personal injuries, illness, or death
of captain and crew, and unusual expenses to comply with
Government regulations, fines and penalties, arising because
of violation of law under conditions, clauses, and limitations
provided by the insurajice contract.

Reinsurance . Part of the burden of risk of an original insurer
being accepted by another insurer upon payment of a con-

sideration therefor.

Sue and labor clause . Authorizes the insured vessel owner or his
agent to defiray expenses which he had in his attempt to pro-
tect the property and save it from further damage after loss
has occurred and care for it as much as a prudent uninsured
owner would exercise in regard to his property.
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APPENDIX A

BASIC TABLES

Appendix A includes all the basic tables on the euialysis of
data obtained by intei-viewing the vessel owners and studying the
insurance records of the sampled commercial fishing vessels. Per-
centage figures were omitted for some items in various tables.
This was done when the number of vessels or the niomber of items in
the particular category referred to were too small. Sampling error
is relatively large for such items and they cajinot be used as reli-
able estimates. The number of items in the category is shown only
for reference purposes. This practice was departed from in a few
tables where listing percentages for items small in number enhanced
the use of the table. Insurance rates and coverage indexes axe
quoted in dollars per hundred dollars of insurance . The tables
are grouped under the following major topics:

Topic

Insured vs. noninsured vessels

Monetary and nonmonetary terms of the hull and
protection and indemnity insurance contracts --

Active wood vessels with best lost record, active
wood vessels with worst loss record, active
steel vessels, and lost wood vessels which were
studied for hull insurance experience

Loss ratios for hull and protection and indemnity
insurance, valuation of vessels insured for hull
£ind comparison of revenue from fish and shell-

fish landings and losses

Vessels with best loss record vs. vessels with
worst loss record which were studied for pro-

tection and indemnity insurance

Monetary and nonmonetary terms of insurance con-

tracts written by American insurers vs. alien

insurers:
(a) Hull insurance
(b) Protection and indemnity

insurance

Table number

A-1 - A-26

A-27 - A-33

k-3h - A-60

A-61 - A-65

A.66 - A-84

A-85 - A-92

A-93 - A-96

1^+9



BASIC TABLES - Continued

Topic Table number

Hull insurance aeccidents A-97 - A-111

Protection and indemnity insurance accidents A-112 - A-128

Miscellaneous -- - A-129 - A-I3I
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TABLE A-2, IM^ YmiAW

HULL CHAE/.CTEEISTICS AND SIZE OF
CREW OF INSURED AND NON-INSURED VESSELS

I95O-I95H

Charocteristic
(Average = arithmetic
mean)

Insured
Vessels

Non-insured All campled
vessels vessels

1. Ago (in years)

2. Gross tonnage

3. Net tonnage

k. Registered length ( in feet)

5. Horsepower of main engine

6- Registered size of crev
(number of men)

7. Reported size of crow
(number of men)

Number of vessels reporting

19.8



T;^LE a-2, GULF AREA

HULL CHAR\CTEEISTICS AND SIZE OF
CREW OF INSURED AND NON-INSURED VESSELS

1950-5^+

CharKcteristic
(Average: Arithmetic

mean)

Insured
Voesels

a/

Non-Insurod
Vessels

All Sawnplcd

Vessels

1. Ago (in yoars)

2. Grose tonnage

3. Net tonnago

k- Registered length (in foot)

5- Horsopovor of main engine

6. Registered size of crov
(number of men)

7. Reported size of crev
(number of men)

Number of vessels reporting

11.2



TABLE A -2, CALIFORNIA

HULL CHARACTERISTICS AND SIZE OF

CKEW OF INSURED AND NON-INSURED VESSELS
1950-5'+

Ch«ractoristics
(Average: Arithnotic

moan)

Insured
VOSBOlS

Non-Insured
Vessels

All Sampled
Vessels

1. Age (in years)

2. Gross tonnage

3. Not tonnage

k. Registered length
(in feet)

5- Horsepower of ran in engine

6. Registered size of crew
(number of men)

7. Reported size of crev
(number of men)

Number of vessels reporting

11+.5



TABLE A-3

EIG or INSURED AND NON-INSURED VESSELS, 1950-5**

AroQ-
Pescription

of rig



TABLE A-1+

MATEEIAL OF HULL
OF INSUBED AND NON-INSURED VESSELS, 1950-51+

Area -

V/ood or Steel



TABLE A-5

/\CTIVE AND LOST
INSUEED ANT NON-INSUEED VESSELS, 1950-5**

Area -

Activn or
lost vessel

Insured
Peitent Yo'-.^-ilr^

Jon-inaured Total report Iryr

Percent VogselG Percent Vessels

I. New Enp;land

L Active



t;^le a -6

CWIffiK'S OCCUPATION
OF INSURED AND NONINSUI^D VESSELS

ABEA-



TABLE A -7

OWNER'S OCCUPATIONAL ACTIVITY
OTHER TH/"iN BEING OR IN ADDITION TO BEING
CAPTAIN-OWNER, FISH DEALER OR PROCESSOR.

BY INSURED AND NONINGURED VESSELS

/iRE.\-

CWNER'S /JDDITIONAL

OCCUPATIONAL ACTIVITY

INSURED NONINSURED TOTAL REPORTED
Por- lie. Per- No, Por- Ho.
cent Vossols cent Vossols cent Vessols

T. Nev England
1. Ownor with other activity
2. Ownor with no othor

activity-

Total Reporting —'I

19-1

76.1
77.0 190

20.3

23.9
23.0

(12)

iill

57)

100.0 (59)

100
100

.0 (

.0 c

188)

Wf)

II. Gulf Area

1. Owner with other activity
2. Ownor with no other

activity ,

Totol Reporting 2:'

III, California
1. Ownor with o^her octivity
2. Ownor with no othor

activity .

Totol Reporting ^'

kk.Q



T/iBLE A -8

CAPTAIN'S OWNERSHIP INTEREST
IN INSURED AND NONINSUKED VESSELS

AKEA-



T/^LE A-

9

NUMBER OF VESSELS inTErvVIEVTED OWNER OWNS

BY INSURED AND NONINSURED VESSELS

AK&\—
NUMBER OF "^/ESSELS

OWNED BESIDES
THE ONE BEING

INTERVIEWED

INSURED
Por- Ho.
cent Vessels

NONINSURED
Por- No.
cont Vessels

TOT/\L REFCR.TED
Per- No.
cent Vessels

I. Nov England
1. None
2. One or more

Total Reporting

70. H (119)
90.2 (7^

76.9 ri53

29*6
9.8

23.1

(50)

T5H

100.0 (169)

100.0 (8?)
100.0 T25ij

II. Gulf Area
1 . None
2. One or mora

Total Reporting

i+9.0

kk.2
46.

2

(^7)

(M
51.0
55.8
53.8 T121

^+9)

(72

100.0 (96)
100,0 (129)
100.0 (225)

III. Califomio
1

,

None
2. One or more

Total Reporting

5^.1 (113)
81.0 (6U

61. 5 Im

i+5.9 (96)
19.0 (1^)

38.5 nil)

100.0
100.0
100.0

(209)

lb3



TABLE A -10

f;.mily tits bew/een vessel ownel and crew
of insured >dm noninsueed vessels

;jiea-

iluf or more
of the crew

related ch wot
TO OWNER

INSURED
Per- No.
cont Vc3ssg1s

NONINSURED TOT/X REPORTED a/
For- No. Per- No.
cent Vessels cent Vessels

I. Nov Enr.land

1. Owner relcted to crev 6O.3 (41)
2. Owner not related to crew 8l.t (121

Total Report inG 7^-7 (lfe2

39.7
18.

8

25.3

(27)

281
55)

100.0
100.0
100.0

(68)

1^9)

217)

II. Gulf Area

1. O^/nar related to crew
2. Owner not relotod to croir

Total Reportinc

III. California
1. Owner related to crow
2. Owner not related to crew

Total Reporting

49.0
^5.3
46.2



TABLE A-11

NATION/i ORIGIN OF OFFICER PERSOIfNEL

OF INSURED AND NONINFURED VESSELS a/

;irea -
.

Ma,5or categories
of national origin

of officer personnel

Insured NonlnBured Total Reported
Per- No. Per- Mo. Per- No.

Cent Vessels Cent Vessels Cent Vesoels

1. Ncv £ngl-^nd

1. "Italian*-'

2. "Portuguese"

3. "Oonodion"
k. "Scandinavian"

Total Reporting

68.3



T;J]LE a -12, NEW EKGLANT
REPORTED TYPE OF COMMUNICATION 01; NAVIGATION APPARj'iTUS

ON DOAriD INEIJl^ED AND NONINSUlffiD VESSELS

Typo of cippar.jtus

Reported on board
the vessel

Insured Nonlnsurod Totol Reported
Per- No. Por- No. F'^ir- No.
cent Vessels cont Vessels cent Vessels

32.6 (63)

20.2 (39)

72.0 (139)

9i*.0 (183)

67.2 (39)

22. i+ (13)

- (0)

22. I4 (13)

60.3 (35)

B9.6 (225)

30.3 (76)

15.5 (39)

60.6 (152)

86.9 (218)

1. Eadio--tolophono

2. Radlo--transnittor

3. Rodor

h. Radio direction finder

5. Fathonotor or depth finder

6 . Loran
Total in snnple

70.
i+ (136) 10.3 (6) 56.6 (li*2)

100.0 (193) 100.0 (58) 100.0 (251)

166



T/iBLE A -12, GULF ARE;
REPORTED TYPE OF CO^MJNICATION Oh NAVIGATION APPARATUS

ON DOiXRD INSURED AND W0NINSU31ED VESSELS

Type of apparatus
reported on board

the vessel

Insured
Per- No.
cent Vessels

Noninsured
Per- No.
cent VossoIb

Total Pepoi'ted

Per- No.
cent Vessels

1. Badio-tolcphonc

2. Radio-transultter

3. Radio direction finder

h. Fathometer or depth finder
Total in sample

Hk.6 (80)

3^4.6 (36)

25.0 (26)

75.0 (78)
100.0 (104)

65.3

16.5

9.9

(79)

(20)

(12)

52,9 {6h)
100.0 (121)

lh.2 (167)

2it.9 (56)

16.9 (30)

63.1 (U2)
100. (225)

167



t;j?.le a -12, c/iLirowiiA
REPORTED TYPE CF Ca.ClUNICATION OR NAVIGATION APP/iTJ^.TUS

ON DO;X,D IIISUIiED AND NONINSUKED VESSELS

Type of oppnrutus
reportod on board

thO VQSSCl

Insured
Per- ijo.

cent Vessels

Noninsurod Total P.oported

Por- No. Per- ijq.

cent VossgIs cent Vessels

1. Radio -telephone

2. Radio--transraittor

3- Radar

k. Radio direction finder

5. Fathometer or depth finder

6. Loran
Total i.n couple

97.7 (173)

81.9 (1^5)

19.2 (3^+)

7^.0 (131)

83.6 (1I+8)

7.3 (13)
100.0 (177)

80.2

73.0

.9

66.7

I46.8

(89)

(81)

(1)

(71)

(52)

(6)

100.0 (111)

91.0 (262)

78.5 (226)

12.2 (35)

71.2 (205)

69.

k

(200)

6.6 (19)

100.0 (288)

168



T;J3LE a -13, NEW ENGLAND
EEPOhTEP 3.\FETY EQUIFMEOT ON BOARD

INSUlffiD AND NONINSUTxED VESSELS

Nunber and type
of safety cquipncnt

on board tho vessel

Insured
Per- IJo.
cent VgsboIs

Noninsured Total Reported
For- Noo
cent VossqIs

Per- No.
cent Voasols

1. Ono or noro dories or skiffs

2. Ono or noro life rincs

3. Ono or more firo punps

k. Ono or more bilge punps to fight
fire

5. Fixed firo extinguishing systcn
Qvoilablo

6. Throe or moro portable fire

extinguishers

7. Mcdioal chest ovoiloblo ond well
stocked

Total in snnplc

91.2 (176)

Ik.

6

(l!+i+)

33-7 (65)

86,5 (167)

10.

U

(20)

81.3 (157)

89.6 (173)
100.0 (193)

65.5 (38) 85.3 (214)

3i+.5 (20) 65.3 (164)

20.7 (12) 30.7 (77)

60.3 (35) 80.5 (202)

3.4 (2)

55.2 (32)

8.8 (22)

75.3 (189)

I48.3 (28) 80.1 (201)

100.0 (58) 100.0 (251)

169



T.XLE ;.-13, GULF ARKA
lOHPOI^TED S/.51i:TY EQUIPMIi^NT ON WAED
INSUKED Aim IJONINSUrO^D VESSELS

Number ond typo
of scfoty cquipi.icnt

on bo'.rd the vcgsgI



t;x-i^ ,\-13, c/vlifoenia

ra::poi;TED s/.s^ty equipmiiiot on nOiWrn

INSUKEr .;riD NONINSllffiD VESSELS

Nunbcr ond typo

of snfety oquipncnt
on board the vossol

Insurod
Per- \]Oo

cent Vessels

NonInsurod
Por- iJo,

cent Vessels

Totc.l Poportcd
Por- no.
cent Vessels

1. One or more dories or skiffs

2. One or norc life rings

3. One or more fire pumps

k. One or nore bilRO punps to fight
fire

5. Fixed fire extinguishing systcn
available

6. Three or nore portable fire
extinguishers

7. Medical chost ovailoble ond well
stocked

Total in aanple

70.1



TABLE A -11+

has the vessel been built

undel/op cl\ssified undei^ the rules

OF Tffii AMERICAN BU1'{EAU OF SHIPPING

OR OTHER CLASSIFICATION SOCIETY?

AKEA-
VESSEL CLASSIFIED
OR NOT CLASSIFIED

INSURED
Por-
ccnt

lio.

Vcssols

NONINSURED
Por- Ilo,

cent VossgIs

TOTAL REPCETED
For- No.''"
cc:at Vessel:;

I. Nov England
1. Vessel clussificd
2. Vessel not clossificd

Totnl Reporting
Don't Know

Total Snmplo

II. Gulf Area
1. Vessel clossificd
2. Vessel not clussifiod

Total Roportina
Don't Icnow

Totol Sample

III, California
1. Vessel clfissifiod

2. Vessel not classified
Total Reporting

Don't know
Total Seraplo

78.8



TABLE A -15

DOES TEE CAPTAIN OF THE VESSEL MVE
A LICENSE OR A CERTIFICATE TO OPEF^/iTE

A STEAM OR MOTOR "VESSEL OF 200 GROSS TONS OR MOKE?

AKEA-
CAFTAIN Hi^.S OR

HAS NOT A LICENSE

INSUr^ED

For- No.
cent Vessels

NONINSURED TOT/i REPCRTED
For- No.
cont VossqIs

For- No»
cent Vessels

I. Nov England
1. Captain has a license
2. Captain has no license

Total Reporting
Don't Knovj

Total Sanplo

7^.0
76,5

76.9

(27)
(162)

(iH9r

26.0

23.5

23.1

(1)

(57
"T5H
.-)
75BT

- (28)

ico.o (219)
100.0 JWf)

(k)

100.0 12517

II. Gulf Area
1. Captain has license
2. Captain has no license

Total Reporting
Don't Know

Total Sanplo

it5.5

45.6
hd.9
46.2

(2)

80)
827
(22)

5i+.5

54. if

51.1
53.8

(2)

96
9H

(23

T12I

(^)

100.0 (1761

100.0 (180)
100.0 (^5)
100-0 (225)

III. California
1. Captain has license
2. Captain has no liconsn

Total Reporting
Don't Know

Total Sanplo

88.2
52.1+

60.2

67.3
61.

5

(^5)

(97
T1II2

(35)

TittT

11.8
k7.6
39.8
32.7
38.5

(6)

(88

T95"
(17

(TIT

100.0 (51)
100.0 (i8^j

100.0 (236)
100.0 (^2)
100.0 (286)

173



t;j3LE a-i6

does the chief engii^eep of the vessel have

a license or a cekttficate to operate

a ste/vm 01; motcb vessel of 200 zwss tons oe moeve?



t;j3le a -17

hcw many times ]l\s the \ti:ssel been muled
fop bottom inspection and maiwienance iffipaibs

DIKING 195^?

AKEA-



T/iBLE A -18

HOW Nl/vNY TIMES IL\S THE VESSEL BEEN H/'iULED

FOR BOTTOM INSPECTION AND I¥.INTENANCE REPAIRS
DuinNG 1955?

/iREA-

TIMES VESSEL
mS BEEN H/\ULED

DURING 1955

INSUFxED

Per- I'.o,

cent VoBSols

NONINSURED TOTAL F^EPORTED
Por- Ho.
cent VqssoIs

per- ijo,

cont VosselB

Nov Encland
1. Onco



TABLE A -19

AT THE TIME YOU FIRST STARTED CAKRYING INSURANCE ON YOUE VESSEL
WAS THE VESSEL SURVEYED BY AN INSUR/vNCE SURVEYOR?



TABLE A -20

HOME POET
OF INSURED ANT NONINSUIID VESSELS

Area -

Homo port

Insured
per- Ho.
cont Vessels

Noninsurod
Por- lloo

ocnt Vessels

Total Boported
Per- iJo.

cont Vessels

Nev Ennlnnd
1. Rockland, Msiino

2. Portland, M-ino
3. GloucGstor, MassachusottB
h. Boston, Massachusotts
5« Now Bedford, Massachusotts
6. Plymouth, Massachusetts
?• Now London, Connecticut

Total Reporting

Gulf Area
1. T'lrnpn, Floridn
2. Biloxi, Mississippi
3. New Orleans, Louis iana

k. Morgan City, Louisiana
5. Galveston, Texas
6. Corpus Ohristi, Texas
7. Brownsville, Texas

Total EoportinR

California
1. San Diego, California
2. Los Angolos, C'^lifomia
3. Sm Francisco, California
h. Eureka, California

Total Reporting

-



Aroo -

Fishint; period
durinG 1950 -5*+

(Months)

T/OjLE a -21

LENGTH OF FISHING PERIOD
":? INSIUvED and NONINyUlIED VESSELS

Insured
Per- llo.

cent Vessels

Noninsurod
Per- No.
cent Vessels

Totc-1 Bcportcl
Per- Ho.
cent Vessels

Nov Enrl^ind

1. One to six
2. Sevon to ten
3. Eleven to tvelve

Total Reporting—'

(I)

e9.k (1*3)

83-5 (81)
7l!.9 1125)

30.6
16.5
2!^.l

(1)

(19)
16

II2

(8)

100.0 (62)

100.0
( 97)

100.0 V^
Gulf Arec

1. One to six
2. Seven to ten
3. Eleven to ta/olve

Total Reporting—

36.8
39.1
ho.li

(11)

(iM

Uii,

(10) - (21)

63.2 {2k) 100.0 (38)

60.9 (53) 100.0 (87)

59.S tw 100.0 nij)

Ca.liforni'T

1. One to six
2. Seven to ten
2. Eleven to twelve

Totiil RoportingV

I17.9

58.3

53.1;

(35)
(U2)

(101
(u7)

52.1 (38)
i+1.7 (30)

- .ia
);6 .6 (W

100.0
100.0

100.0

(73)

(72)

a/ Total r eporting less than total in sar;ij-jlc i.jccr.

"" classified.

:;. nvimber of vessels could not be

179



TABLE A -22

M/.JOR TYPES OF FISHING GEAR
OF INSUllED AND NONINSURED VESSELS,

AVEMGE FOB 1950-55

AroQ-
Major types

of fishine Goar

Insured
Per- iio.

cent Vessels

Nonlnsurod
Per- iio,

cent Vossols

Total Eeported
Per- iio,

cent Vessels

I. Nov En^lond
1. Trawls (otter)
2. Drcdgps
3. Other a/

Total Eoportinc —

'

II. Gulf Area
1. Trivia (nostly shrinp)
2. Other i^^.

Total Reporting—/

III. California
1. Hook ond lino
2. Purse seines

3. Other dV
Total Reporting £/

81+.

9

77.1+

1+6.5

76.3



T/iBLE A -2 3

MAJOB FISHING GROUNDS

OF INSURED AND NONINSUl-^D VESSELS,

AVER/.GE FOR 1950-55

-Area-
Major fishing

grovinds

Insured Noninsurfld Total Reportod
Por-Per- No. For- No» Par- No.

oont VoBsols cent Vessels cent Vessels

I. Nov Englond
1. Now Encland coast
2. Middlo Atlantic coast

3. Canada (Grand Banks
Nova Sootia)

Total Report ingS'

II. Gulf Area
1. Gulf Area (North)
2. Gulf Area (South)

Total Reporting—

/

III. California
1. California and West Coast

of Mexico
2. Central and South

Anorlca
Total Report ingS'

77.5 (1^+5)

66.7 (22)

77.1
(11 )

1+2.6 (66)

65.7 (23
46.8 "C^

56.1+ (128)

60.? T133T !9.3 fef

22.5 (it2) 100.0 (107)

33.3 (11) 100.0 (33)

22.9 T5J) 100.0 I231)

57.1+ (89) 100.0 (155)
3I+.3 (12) 100.0 (351
53.2 JWT) 100.0 IT90)

1+3.6 (99) 100.0 (227)

(25)

100.0 "(2527

a/ Total reporting less than total in sa-nple because a number of vessels could mot
""

be classified.
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MAJOR KINDS OF FISH CAUGHT
BY. INSURED AND NONINSUEED VESSELS,

AVERAGE FOR 1950-55

Area-
Major kind

of fish caught

Insured

^''':
V No.,

cent Vessels

Nonlnsurod Total Eoported
Por- No,
cent Vessels cent Vessels

I. Nov England
1.. Cod, haddock
2. Flounders
3. Whiting
k. Scallops
5. Othor a/

Total Reporting]^/

II. Gulf Area

1. Shrimp
2. Othor £/

,

Total Reporting'

III. California
1. Tuna
2 . Sa Inon
3. Alba core
k. Crabs
5. Other 4/

Total Reporting

81+.

7

75.0
65.9

73.3

77.0

37.9
he.2

77.7
15.6
55.0

76,5
61.0

(50)

(33)

(27)

(23)
(kk)

(80)

(11)

T91T

(80)

(7)

(22)

(5)

(39)

15.3
25.0
3^.1

26.7
23.0

22.3
6k.

k

1+5.0

23.5
39.0

(9)

(11)

(11+)

(3)

m
52.1+ (88)
62.1 (18)

53.8 TlO^

(23)

(38)

(18)

(7)m

100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0

(59)
(hk)

(1+1)

(26)

(60)

I230)

100.0 (168)
100.0 (29)
100.0 TipT)

(103)

(^^5)

(1+0)

(12)

Cjl)

^Ocoan perch, scup or porgy, mackerel and othor.
b/Xotal reporting less than total in sain2:)le because a number of vessels could not
~ be classiried.
c/Oysters, red snapper, menhaden and other.
^/^ackerel, pilchard, sea bass, anchovies, halibut, ilounders, cod and haddock^
"" sea herring.
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T/3LE A -25

IS YOITR VESSEL MOETGAGED
OR OTBER'TSE BUEDENED V'lTH /M FIN/.NCI/I> INTEBTErNESS?

.".rea-

Yossol is or is

not mortsagod
etc.
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3

AVER\GE INSURANCE RATES
FOR irUL,L INSURANCE OF ALL ACTIVE WOOD VESSELS
BY PORT OF VESSEL REGISTRATION (HOME PORT)
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t;iBle a -51

vessels fiee of m07wgage or\ other financial indebtedness

ci/issified on the basis of paid loss necord
under hull insur/ince

AroQ -

and vessel class

VQSsels All vessels
free of finonciol in somplo

burdens
Percent Number Percent Number

I, Nev Englond
l"i Active vood with best loss record^/

/

2. Active vood vith worst loss record-^2

3.

k.

Active steel
Lost wood
Total reporting

55.

B

(29)
5i+.7 (29)

(7)

55.9 rfi)

100.0 (52)
100.0 (53)

(11)

ill)
100.0 (127)

II. Gulf Area
1. Active wood with best loss rocord£/
2. Active wood with worst loss record'

3. Active steel
h. Lost wood
Total reporting

V 65.6
60.6

6h.l

(21)

(20)

(6)

M
100.0
100.0

100.0

(32)

(33)

(9)

III.

1.

2.

3.

h.

.d3/

Colifomio
Active wood with best loss re core*-' ,

Active wood with worst loss recordE/

Active steel

Lost wood
Total reporting

78.6
69.0

71.9

(33)

(29)

(3)

159

100.0
100.0

100. u

(1+2)

{k2)

(3)

(9)

a/Fifty per cent of active wood vessels with no or smallest paid losses per
"" policy year studied.

b/Fifty per cent of nctivo wood vessels with largest paid losses per policy year
~ studied.
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T,\BLE A-53
Umim DEFECTS IN HULL INSURANCE CONTRACTS

OF VESSELS CLASSIFIED ON THE BASIS OF PAID LOSS RECORD

Full c



T/£LE A -5^
HULL INSUR'iNCE CONTlViCTS

WITH FTu^NCHISE AND/OK DEDUCTLBLE CLAUSES
OF VESSELS CL.\SSIFIED ON THE BASIS OF PAID LOSS KECOBD



TABLE A -55
I'T^NCHISE CLAUSES IN HULL INSUT<ANCE CONTR/vGTS

OF VESSELS CLASSIFIED ON THE BASIS OF PAID LOSS l^ECORD

Franchise applies



T/3LE A -56

DEDUCTIBLE AVERAGES APPLIED TO ALL CL.\IMS IN HULL INSUTuiNCE C .NTEACTS

OF VESSELS CL/.SSIFIED ON THE BASIS OE PAID LOSS liECOED
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TABLE A- 58

EXCLUSIONS ON LOSS OF EQUIPMEOT
IN HULL IN,JURANCE CONTRACTS OF VESSELS

CLASSIFIED ON THE BASIS OF PAID LOSS RECORD

Area
and vessel class

Fishing gear, nets,
and tackle are

covered only when
under the deck^
(except in total
loss of vessel)

Policy
Percent years

Total
in sample

Percent
Policy
years

.^
I. New England

1. Active wood with best loss record-^ / 7^-9
2. Active wood ^rl.th worst loss record^ 76.7
3. Active steel 73-5
k. Lost wood 88.5
Total reporting 75-5

(128)
(165)

( 36)

( 23)

I352T

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

(171)
(215)

( ^9)

( 31)

II. Gulf Area
Active wood with best loss record^/ .

Active wood with worst loss record£/
1.

2.

3. Active steel
k. Lost wood
Total reporting

i+8.8

70.0
37.1

56.9

( 39)

( 71)

( 13)

( 5)

Tim

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

( 80)

(102)

( 35)
( 8)
"(2257

III. California .

1. Active wood with best loss record-/ . 90.

6

(125)
2. Active wood with worst loss record^/ 86.2 (137)
3. Active steel - (3)
k. Lost wood -

( 2k)
Total reporting 86.5 '(2B9J

100.0
100.0

100.0

(138)

(159)

( 13)

( 21.)

UW)

a/ Tliis exclusion applies to the New Engleuad sample only. The Gulf Ai-ea sample
refers to the exclusion: "Fishing gear, nets, and tackle are covered only";
and the California sample refers to the exclusion: "Pishing gear, nets,
tackle, cables, and anchors are not covered when lost oi- sacrificed on
fishing grounds,"

b/ Fifty percent of active wood vessels with no or smallest paid losses per
policy year studied.

c/ Fifty percent of active wood vessels with largest paid losses per policy
year studied.
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TABLE A-67
PORT OF REr, ISTRATI v^N (hOME PORT)

OF VESSELS CLASSIFIED ON THE BASIS OF PAID LOSS RECORD
UNDER PROTECTION AND INDEMNITY INSURANCE

Area •

Home port
Vessels with Vessels with , Total

best loss recordH/worst loss record-' • in sample
Percent No. Percoiit No. Percent No.

I. New England
1. Rockland, Maine
2. Portland, Maine
3- Gloucester, Mass.
k. Boston, Mass.
5- New Bedford, Mass.
6. Plymouth, M;jss.

?• New London, Conn.
Total reporting

II. Gulf Area
1. TMmpa, Florida
2. Biloxi, Misa.

3- New Orleans, La.
k. Morgan City, La.
5- Galveston, Texas
6. Carpus Christie, Texas
7- Brownsville, Texas

Total reporting

III. California
1. San Diego, Calif.
2. Los /^ngeles, Calif.

3. San FrT:incisco, Calif.
h. Eureka, Calif.

Total reporting

a/Fi-fty per cent of vessels with no or smallest paid losses per policy year studied.

^/'Ifty per cent of vessels with largest paid losses per policy year studied.

1.5



TABLE A -68

AVERAGE AGE AND GROSS TONNAGE
OF VESSELS CI^.SSIFIED ON THE BASIS OF PAID LOSS RECORD

UNDER PROTECTION AND INTEt^NITY INSURANCE



imm A -69
OWNER'S OCCUPATION

FOd VESSELS CL/i.SSIFIED ON THE BASIS OF PAID LOSS RECORD
UNDER PROTECTION AND IITOEMNITY INSURANCE

Arou - Vessels with / VgssqIs vith A]

Owner's occupation best loss rQcordt^orst loss record^ in sample
Percent No. Percent No. Percent Wo.

I. New England
1. Gaptjin-owncr 67.2 (1+1) 32.8 (20) 100.0 (61)

2. Fish dealer or processor - (1) • (Q) 100.0 (9)
>• Absentee owner 38.8 (26) 6l.2 OH) 100.0 {67)

Total reporting 1+9 -6 W) 50.

U

tW) 100.0 (137)

II- Gulf Area
1. Captjin-ownor - (3)

" (—) 100.0

2. Fish dealer or processor - (9)
" ( —

)

100.0

3. Aberutoe owner - (5).
- (—

)

100.0

Total reporting im - T=)' 100.0

III . Colifornia ,,, ^

1. captoln-owner 5^-5 (2i|) h^.^ (20) 100 M^

2. Fish deal.er or processor - (— ) - (~) 100-0 (

3. AbBentoe owner h5.2 (19) 5^.8 (23) 100.0 (k2^

Total reporting 50.0 IW 50.0 Wi) 100-0 ^

aT^ifty per cent of vesse ls with no or smallest paid losses per policy year studied.

VFifty per cent of vessels with largest paid losses per policy year studied.

2ii5



TABLE A -70

OWNER'S OCCUPATIONAL ACTIVITY OTHER THAN

BEING OR IN ADDITION TO BEING CAPTAIN-OWNER ETC.,

FOR VESSELS CLASSIFIED ON THE BASIS OF PAID LOSS RECORD

UNDER PROTECTION AND INDEMNITY INSUR/iNCE

Aroa -

owner's other
occupational activity-

Vessels with , Vessels with -All vessels
best loss record£worst loss record^' in sample
Percent No. Percait No. Percent No.

I. New Enplond

1. CK7ner with other activity
2. Owner with no other

activity
Total reporting

III. California
1

2

39-51. 0^vnGr with other activity
2. Owner with no other

activity 5^.2
Total reporting 50-0

II. Gulf Area

Owner with other activity
Owner with no other
activity 53.^
Total reporting 50-0

(15)



TABLE A- 71
CAPTi\IN'S OWNERSHIP INTEREST

IN VESSELS CLASSIFIED ON THE BASIS OF PAID LOSS RECORD
UNDER PROTECTION AND INDEMNITY INSURANCE

Area -

Captain's interest
in vessels

Vessels vith , Vessels with All vessels
Lost loss recordiworst loss record^./ in Ssimple

Pencer.t No. Percent No. Porceii1> No.

I. N.jv_'i!]ngland

1. Sole owner
2. Partner or stockholder
3- No interest

Total reporting

II. Gulf Area
1. Solo owner
2. Partner or stockholder
3- No interest

Total reporting

III. California
1. Sola owner
2. Partner or stockholder
3. No interest

Total reporting

59-0



t.:ble a -72

ittjmber of vessels interviewed owner owns

by vessels cl/issified on the b-\sis of r.id losf. record
uiroer protection and iitoemnity insur.".nce

Area -



T/J3LE A -73
IS THE VESSKL INCORPORATED (naparatoly

or togathor with other voGsolfi) OB NOT?
VESSELS CLASSIFIED ON THE D/.SIS OF PAID LOSS RECORD

UNDER PROl-ECTION AND INDEMNITY INSIJR'vNCE

Aroa - Vessels with
_ / Vessels with Jill vessels

Vessel is or best loss rccord-Vorst loss record^/ in sample
is not incorporjtod Percent No. Percent No. Percent No.

Nov EnfTlond

1. VosBcl is inoorporcitod

2. Vessel is not

i+6.7 (21) 53-3 (21+) 100.0 (1+5)

incorporated



T/vBLE L-7h
FAMILY TIES BETWEEN VESSEL OWNEE /iND CREW

OF VESSELS CL.-.SSIFIED ON THE B:.SIS OF PAID LOSS /RECORD
UI'IEER PROTECTION AND INDEMNITY INSURANCES/

/roa -

H3lf or more
of tho crov

relatod or not
related to owner

Vessel with. ^ Vessels with . ,\11 reporting
best loss recordSworst loss rccord£/ in sample
Percent No. Percent No. Porcent No.

I. Nev England
1. Owner related to crew
2. Owner not related to crow

Total reporting

II

.

Gulf Argg
1. Owner related to crow
2. Owner not related to crow

Tot.;l reporting

III. California
1. Owner related to crew
2. Owner not related to orew

Total reporting

86.8
39.1
k9.k



T,BLE ,1-75

N/.TIONAL ORIGIN OF OFFICER PERSONNEL
OF VESSELS CL/.SSIFIED ON THE B/.SIS OF PAID LOSS RECORD

UNDER PROTECTION ..m INDEMNITY INSIJR'.NCE



TIBLE A -76

CEET/.IN MEASURES FOR THE PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTS

IN Vi;SSELS CL'.SSIFIED ON THE BASIS OF P/iID LOSS RECORD
Ul>roER PROTECTION AITO II^jEMNITY INSURANCE



TABLE A -77
LENGTH OF FISHING PERIOD

OF VESSELS CL\SSIFIED ON THE B.\SIS OF PAID LOSS RECOBD
UNDEE PROTECTION AND INDEWIITY INSURANCES/



TABLE A -78
M/iJOR FISHING GROWIDS

OF VESSELS CMSSIFIEE ON TEE B.^^IS OF PAID LOSS RECORD
UNDER PROTECTION AND INDEMNITY INSUR\NCE2r



TABLE A -79
M/\JOR TYPES OF FISHINCr GE/^H

OF VESSELS CI-ASSIFIED ON THE BASIS OF PAID LOSS, RECORD
UNDER PROTECTION AI© IITOEMNITY INSURyiNCE^/



t;3le a-8o
m/\jor kiijts of fish caix}ht

by vessels cly\ssified on the basis of paid loss record
under protection and indei-wity insurance-^

Area -



T/'tBLE y\-8l

/J401UT OF INSURANCE, GROSS AND NET PHli]MIUMS,

AND GROSS OR NET PKii^M I LM- INSURANCE AMOWIT R/'iTIOS

OF TOSSELS CIjuSSIFIED ON THE BASIS OF P/vID LOSS RECORD
UI-IDER PROTECTION ANH INDEMNITY INSUR/\NCE

'.rco - Item Vessels with
_
/Vessels with vA'H policy

best loss record—worst loss record— years studied

I . New
1.

2.

3.



TABLE A-8:^

NET PKEMIUM, PAID LOSSES, CL\IM EXPENSES PAID,

AND PAID LOSSES AND EXPENSES -NET PKEMIUM R^TIO
OF "VESSELS CLj\SSIFIED ON THE BASIS OF PAID LOSS RESOBD

UITOER PROTECTION AND IITOEMNITY INSURANCE

Area - Item
VgssgIs with / Vessels with v,/"H policy

best loss record-^-worst loss rccorci- yojrs studied

New England
Net premium
Paid losses
Claim expenses paid
PLiid losses & expenses
Loss & oxpense-"not

premium ratio
Policy years studied

$195,53^
"57015

1,013
^7029

(3.08^

(186)

1572A71
~55375"5I

8M58
637,909

(111.5^

(259)

$767/705
"55^7557

85,371
6i+3,938

(83. 60)
(1+U5)

II. Gulf Araa
1. Net premium
2 Paid losses

3. Claim expenses paid
h. Paid losses & expenses

5. Loss & expense --net
premiujii ratio

Policy years studied

$19,521

(0)

(39)

$19,521

(0)

(39)

III. California
1. Net premium $8H,0Q9

2. paid losses —
3. Claim expenses paid —
h. Paid losses & expenses —
5. Loss 8e exponBe--nQt

premium ratio (0)

policy years studied (171)

$ 68,293
195,081
31,564

226,61+5

(331.9)
(lUO)

$152,302

31,56i+

226,645

(IU8.8)

(310)

a/Fifty per cent of vessels with no or smallest paid losses por policy year studied.

b/Fifty per oent of vessels with largest paid losses per policy year studied.

258





TABLE A-%k
AVERAGE EEDUCTIBLE /vMOUOT

PROVIDED BY PROTECTION AIO INDEMNITY INSUR;\NCE CONTRICTS
OF VESSELS CL'SSIFIED ON THE BASIS OF PAID LOSS RECORD



T^iBLE A -85
AMOUNT OF INSURANCE, GROSS AND NET PREMIUMS,

AND GROSS AND NET PREMIUM 7INSURANCE AMOUNT R\TIOS
OF HULL INSURANCE 'policies WRITTEN

BY /lMERICAN /iND ALIEN INSUR\NCE COMPANIES



t;£LE A-Q6
NET PEEMIUM. PAID LOSSES, CLAII4 EXPENSES PAID,

AND PAID LCvSSES AHD EXPENSES-NET PREMIIW MTIO'
OF HULL INSURANCE POLICIES WRITTEN

BY .AMERICAN aND ALIEN INSURANCE COl-lPxlNIES



t;jle a -87

latent tefects in hull insurance policies
wbitten by american and alien insurance companies



T/^LE A -30

FRANCHISE AND/oR DEDUCTIBLE CLAUSES
IN HULL INSURANCE POLICIES

WRITTEN BY AMERICAN AND /J.IEN INSURANCE COMPANIES

AroQ—Insurer
Contracts

vith franchiso
Contracts

vith doductiblo
All policios
in sample I

Percent Policios Percent Policies percent Policies

I. Nev England
1, Policies written by

Araerioan Insurers
2. Policies written by

Alien Insurers
Total reporting

6k. 6 (251+) 1+8.6 (191) 100.0 (393)

5.8
55. ti

(M
12551

72.5
52.2

(50 100.0 (69")

100.0 {Tm27

II. Gulf Area
1. Policies written by

American Insurers
2. Policies written by

Alien Insurers
Total reporting

(a) 96.0

96.0

(211+) 100.0 (223)

100.0 (h]

100.0 (227]

III. California
Policios written by
/vmerican Insurers
Policios written by
Alien Insurers
Total reporting

75.0

5H.9
67.1

(153)

(73
122^

71.6 (II+6) 100.0 (201+)

1+3.6

60.5
(58)

polT)
100.0
100.0

133)

3371

a/No contracts with "franchise cl^nso in the Gulf Area.

261+



T/JLE A -89
FR'.NCHISE CL\IlBE IN HULL INSUR/.NCE POLICIES

WRITTEN BY AMERICAN AND ALIEN INSURiiNCE COMPANIES

Aroj- Insurer

Franchiso applies to all claims
except collision

Policy years Aver, amount
Porceirb Number Dollars

All policies
in sample

Policy
yearsPercent

I. Nov England
1. Policies written by

American Insurers
2. Policies written by

Alien Insurers
Total reporting

II. Gulf Area ^
1. Policies written by

.Imerican Insurers
2. Policies written by

Alien Insurers
Total reporting

63.1 (248)

5'+.3

$ 607

1167
613

100.0 (393)

100.0 (69)
100.0 (i462)

III. California
1. Policies written by

x\merican Insurers
2. Policies written by

Alien Insurers
Total reporting

75.0 (153) $2,000 100.0 (201+)

52.6



TABLE A -90
DEDUCTIBLE AVER;\GE /.PPLIED TO ALL CLi\IMS

IN HULL INSURANCE POLICIES WBITTEN BY ;j.ffiRICAN klJD ALIEN INSURERS

Doductible applies to all All policies

^ro3--Insin"Gr claims of Trhatsocvcr naturo in sanplc
Policy years Aver, saount Policy

Percent Number Dollars Percent years

I, Nov England
i: Policies trrlttcn by Americi^n 6.k (25) $290 100.0 (393)

Insurers
2. Policies written by Alien

Insurers 8-7 (6) 250 100.0 (69

Total reporting 6.7 131) 2b2 100.0 V^
II. Gulf Ave a

1. Policies written by American
Insurers



M

>> W
to



t;^le a -92

exclusions on loss of equipmeot in hull insuuvnce policiee

written by /j-erican and alien insuel'.nce companies

All policies Fishing goar,
vith exclusion nets and ,

Area - Insurer on loss of tac]:!':;, otc— All policies
equipment in sjnplo

Policy Policy Policy
Percent years Percent years Percent years

Nov England
1. Policies written by Anerican

Insurers 85. (3?'0 CP.e (323) 100.0 (393)
2. Policies written by Alien

Insurers 36.2 (2^) 3^-8 i2k) 100.0 (69)

Total reporting 77.7 1359) 75-1 TW) 100-0 V^^
II. Gulf Art;a

1. Policies written by
Aaorican Insurers 77. 1 (172) ^7.h (128) 100.0 (223)

2. Policies written by nlion
Insurers ^ ; —

)

— (—

)

100.0 (h)

Total reporting 75.8 (172) %.h (128) 100.0 (227)

III. California
1. PolioicB njritten by

American Insurers 9i*.l (192) 92.6 (I89) 100.0 (20U)
2. Policies written by Alien

Insurers 97.8 (I30) 72.9 (97) 100.0 (133)
Total reporting 95.5 (322) 8U.9 (286) 100.0 (337)

a/Exclusion reads as follows: New England "Fishing gear, nets and'teclclearo covered
only when under the dock Cexcept in totul loss of vessel)'; Gulf /vrea"Fish-
ing gear, nets, and tackle are covered only;" Californij "Fishing gear, nets,
tackle, cables, and anchor are not covered when lost or sacrificed on fishing
grounds .

"

268



TABLI^ A -93
/JIOUNT OF INSURANCE, GROSS ..ND NET PREMIUMS.,

/iND GROSS AND NET PBEMIUM-INSURYNCE i\MOUNT EATIOS
OF PBOTECTION AND INDEMNITY INSUR\NCE POLICIES

raiTTEN BY ;J^ERIC;JI AND .\LIEN INSURINCE COMPANIES



T/a3LE A-9't

1©T PREI-lTDii, PAID Lr^vS^'^-S, CLAT 4 EXPEI>ISES PAID,
AID PAID LOSSES AI!D EXPSIEES—KlilT PRErHU"! FlATIO
OF PPOTECTION AND INDMNITY INSUR\NCE POLICIES

WRITTEN BY AMERICAN AND ;vLIEN INSURANCE COMPANIES





T/uBLE A -96
AVER.GE DEDUOTIBLE .J-IOUNT

PROVIDED BY PEOTECTION 'dm INDEMNITY INSURVNCE POLICIES
WRITTEN BY ..MEBICAN AND ALIEN INSURJICE COMPANIES

Area -

Vessel class

Deductible cluuse applies to;

Personal Property
injury dun., go

(Doll-jrs) (Dollars)

Policy years
studied

Peroe.riu No.

I. Nev Enr^lund

1. Policies written by
Auerioun conp^-nios

2. Policies vrrittcn by
Alien conpanies
Total reporting

$291

216
"224

$283

203
210

314,5 (152)

6$. 5 (288)
100.0 (UUO)

II. Gulf r^-

III.

1. Policies vrltton by
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APPENDIX TO T.iJBLE A -97
MOST rKEQ.UENTLY CITED P/MiTS

OF THE ^/FSSEL TO WHICH D;>.M,\GE OCCURRED
IN HUIi INSURiJrcE ACCIDENTS CAUSING PAETL\L LOSSES

I. Nctt Enf;land

T) Hull danage ; 120 unspecified hull danago; 25 guard rail, cap roil,

top rail, buffalo rail & oak guard; 11 keels, stern, bov & koel
shoes; 3 plonks & decking; 6 cradles 8e. «+nnchions; 6 masts; 6 hull
leaks; 5 topside; 5 rudder posts; 10 unclassified.

2) Machinery and cqulpnent danago ;~^28 unspecified equipment and/or
machinery damage; 2'6 propeller; 25 shaft and bearings; ^3 motor
damage; 10 gears; 10 rudder; 10 wheel; 9 bearings; 8 power boots;

7 electric J 1; 7 clutch; 7 navigation equipment and 7 winehos jnd
fishing gear.

II. Gulf -.rQri

1*5 Hull "damage ; 20 tmspecificd hull damage; k hull leaks, keels &
stern and 3 "top side: 27 miclassificd.

2) M-chinery and equipment damage :il^29 propeller damage; 21 rudder; 20
shaft and bearings; 9 motor damage; 7 unspecified machinery and/or
equipment dai-.iage; 7 navigation equipment; 6 gears and bearings;
3 electrical; 3 wheels; 3 clutch & shaft boxes.

III. California

1) Hull damage ;.S/3^ unspecified damage to hull; 15 keels, sterns, bow;

5 planking and decking; 5 top side and rails and 3 rudder posts.

2) Machinery and equipment damage :1^^26 power boats; 23 motor damage;

19 propeller; lu shafts and bearings; l4 rudders; 7 unspecified
m^ichinory and/or equipment; 6 loss anchor and chain; 6 bearings; ^
5 generators; 5 electrical; 5 navigition oquipncnt; 3 skags;

3 turn tables and bilge pump; 3 scallop & stuffing boxes and 3 winches.

«

a/ Sum of individual responses larger tlian total nvunber of claims because
of accidents causing damage to more than one part of vessel.

27^



HULL INSURANCE ACCIDENTS CAUSING PARTIAL LOSSES
BY I4\J0R KINDS OF D/JMGE TO VESSEL
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t;3le a -101

multiple cl,;>ssifigation of hull insurance accidents
on the busis of t'll factors contributing to each acciient
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T/tBLE A -103

MOI^ITHS ELXPSED BETWEEN CU.IM AND PAYMENT OF LOSS

FOE ACCIDENTS COVERED BY HULL INSUR-iNCE

Waiting
period
(nonths)

One

Three

Four to five

Six to nine

Ton or nore
Totol reporting

Don't KnoiT (claims

not reporting waiting
poriod)

Total in sample

I. Nov England ,II..GiLLi' ^I'^a III California

Percent Claims Percent Clains Percent Clains

~m—2a.

9

19.5

16.

k

lit.

5

13.2

_L5
100.0 (159

125
2^^

(31)

(26)

(23)

(21)

(12

f
,/

39.6

19.0

15.5

13.

Q

12.1

looTo

(11)

(9)

(8)

(7)

(6)

10.5

10.

(14)

(25)

10,0 (21+)

29.3 (39)

15.1
100.0 (133

(20\^/

Moasuronents of

central tendency
1. Arithnetic neQn
2, Median

Ilonths

-fiTi)
(2.1)

Months

(1.6)

Months

(3.7)

a/Longest waitin(5 period 49 nonths,

'B/Longest waiting poriod 39 months.
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T/iBLE A -111
VESSEL POPULATION MOVEMENTS, 1950-5^

Area
Number Gross tonnage Net tonnage

of vessels Total Per vessel Total Per vessel

(1) (2) (3) W (5)

I. New England
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APPENDIX TO TABLE A -112
THE FOLLOWING AEE THE

MOST FREQUENTLY OCCUKRING ACCIDENTS
COVEKED BY FPOTECTION AND INDEl-INITY INSURANCE

I. Nev Enf^land

1) Personal Injury } 91 finger; 00 back; 6? hnnd;U0 rib, 39 leg; 31 orm;

20 krioe; 2^^ feet; 22 eye; 23 liead; 21 elbcv; 17 shoulder; 17 onklo;

15 wrist; 15 side; 10 ruptures; 10 multiple injuries from a fall;

7 teeth; 7 groin; 5 l^ip; 5 face; lO miscelloneous accidents, k^ un-
classified.

2) Sickness ; lO severe cold; 17 blood poisoning; 10 ulcer; appendix;
infected hand; 7 exposures; 6 heart attack; 6 dormititis; 6 infected

fingers; 5 upset stomach; k tonsilitis; 3 eye infection; 33 other
miscellaneous sicknesses, 13 unclassified.

3) Death ! 14.

h) Property damage ; 1 hit object; 1 broken glasses.

II. Colifomia
1] Personal injury : 10 finger; leg; 5 back; k multiple injuries caused

by a fall; 4 arm; 2 elbow; 3 knee; 2 feet; 2 bums; 2 neck; 6 other
miscellaneous accidents; 5 unclassified.

2) Sickness ; 1 blood poisoning; 1 buerger's disease; 1 pernicious anemiaj

3 unclassified.

3) Death : 2.

k) Property damage ; 1 hit object; 2clsdjr.s against ship & members becouse
of fishing in restricted waters.
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t;iBle a -115
months el\psing beiween claim and payment of loss

for accidents covered by protection and indemnity insurvnce^

WQitinc



TABLE A -116
AGE OF PERSON INVOLVED IN ACCIDENT ,

COVERED BY PROTECTION Am INDEMNITY INSURANCE^-/

Ase of person



TABLE A -117
/AMOUNT OF PAID LOSSES BY KIND .

OF PROTECTION AND INDEMNITY INSURANCE ACCIDENTS--/



Ti\DLE A-llO

AMOUNT OF PAID LOSSES FOR P & I INSURANCE ACCIDENTS

BY CREW INVOLVED IN TEE ACCIDENT

Area -Personnel
and crew

I. New England
1. Officer personnel
2. Crew
All claims reporting amount

Don't know (no information
and other than crew)

Claims reporting loss paid

a/
II. Gulf Area -

Total amount



TABLE A -119
AMOUNT OF PAID LC6S

BY MONTHS ELAPSING BETWEEN CLAIM AND PAYMENT OF LOSS
FOB PKOTECTION AND INDEMNITY INSURANCE ACCIDENTS
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TABLE ;. - 121
AMOUNT OF PAID LOSS FOR P & I INSURANCE ACCIDENTS
BY THE AGE OF PERSON INVOLVED IN THE ACCIDENT

i
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TABLE A - 123
NUMBEB OF CLAIMS AND AMOUNT OF PAID LOSS

FOR PROTECTION AND INDEMNITY INSURANCE ACCIDENTS
BY MAITOER CLAIM WAS SETTLED

AREA - MANNER
CLAIM WAS SETTLED
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TABLE A - 126

PEOTECTION AND INDEMNITY INSURANCE ACCIDENTS
BY AVERAGE AGE OF PERSON INVOLVED IN THE ACCIDENT



TABLE A - 127
PROTECTION AND INDEMNITY INSURANCE ACCIDENTS

OF VESSELS CLASSIFIED ON THE BASIS OF PAID LOSS RECORD

AREA - KIND OF
ACCIDENT

Vessels with best Vessels with vors-b

loss record-
Per-
cent NO.

loss record —
Per-
cent No.

All
reporting
vessels

Per- NO.
cent

I, Nev England

1. Inj.ury (excluding death) 12.2
2. Sickness 8.3
3. Death .

h. Other S./

Total reporting 11.4
Don't I'jiow

All accidents in sample: 11.4

II, Gulf Area ^/

(79)



FOR

TABLE A - 128

MONTHS ELAPSING BETWEEN CLAIM AND PAYMENT OF LOSS

P & I INSURANCE ACCIDENTS BY ;UIERICAN AND ALIEN INSURERS

WAITING



A-129

VESSEL OWNER'S FAVORABLE OR UNFAVORABLE OPINION
OF INSURANCE AGENTS-BROKERS AND INSURANCE COMPANIES

Favorable
vs.

unfavorable
opinion



TABLE A-130
VESSEL OWNER'S RESPONSE TO QUESTION:

WHAT SHCXJLD THE GOVERNMENT DO TO SOLVE THE INSURANCE PROBLEMS?
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APPENDIX B

SAMPLING TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURE

1, Initial Plan and Reasons for Their Revision

The initial plan . Tentative sampling plans in the contract pro-
vided for the study of about 1,000 insurance policies and their accident
claims for hull insurance and an equal number for protection and indemnity-
insurance carried by commercial fishing vessels of ^ net tons or more for
each of the tv;o specified years, 19^1 and 195ii. The policies were to be
drajm from no less than 10 insurers which have written hull insurance and
no less than 5 insurers which have written protection and indemnity insuj^ance.
In addition, the contract specified the personal interviewing of about 500
owners of commercial fishing vessels of 5 net tons or more for each of the
two years already mentioned. The randomly selected samples of policies and
owners to be distributed among six major regions of the continental United
States, namely New England, Middle Atlantic, Gulf Area (including South
Atlantic), California, Pacific Northwest (Washington and Oregon states) and
inland v;aters.

Reasons for revision of the initial plan . Early in the course of
our preliminaiy investigation a number of serious obstacles appeared to pre-
vent the completion of these contractual specifications to their fullest
extent.

First, it was found that insurers often keep their accouints on
commercial fishing vessels mixed with other accounts. Information about the
kind of insurance carried by each vessel could not be obtained without a
complete preliminary survey of the universe. The cost of obtaining such
information about the universe for sampling purposes appeared, according to
all estimates, prohibitive.

Second, officials of insurance companies expressed the firm
opinion that no loss experience co\ild be meaningful unless it covered a
period of no less than five consecutive years.

Third, the most obvious interpretation of the contractual speci-
fications required three types of samples (hull policies and their accident
claims; protection and indemnity policies and their claims, and vessel
owners) drawn independently. If sampling had been carried out on this basis,
no correlation of data of each sample with data of the two other types of
samples woxild have been feasible or easily arranged.

Fourth, our pi-eliminary inquiry disclosed that the physical
characteristics of the commercial fishing vessels, their fishing operations,
and other variables important from the viewpoint of insurance experience
differed markedly from area to area.

Fifth, it became evident that insurance experience is likely to
be affected sometimes profoundly, by non-qualitative factors.
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2. Saniple Design

Requirements for a sajnple design . It was recognized that a sample

design for a study of insurance experience of commercial fishing vessels should

fulfill the following requirements.

First, the design should be flexible enough to allow continuous

revision of plans in order to meet effectively unforeseen difficulties and

keep costs to a minimira without seriously impairing reliability.

Second, the sample-unit should be the commercial fishing vessel.

Information about insurance experience should be collected by intervie^rfjig

the vessel oimer and studying the insxirance record of the sampled commercial
fishing vessels in each specified region. Whether a vessel carried insurance

or not was necessarily a part of the stucfy.

Third, for satisfactory results on claim experience the vessel

population should include all active and lost vessels for the years 1950-195U.

Fourth, the need for a qualitative analysis required emphasis on
depth investigation of cases (sample-ujiits) while statistical measurements

of precision should be considered to have limited applicability.

The final sample design . In vievj of the above requirements, a
sample was designed which provided for area-imiltiple-stage stratified

sampling of commercial fishing vessels in order to study insurance experience
for a five-year period, from 1950-through 195U. Randomization was applied
in the selection of sample-units in so far as feasible and investigation of
the New England situation was to be used as a quasi-pilot study. The new
sample design was recommended to the Fish and Wildlife Service of the U. S.

Department of the Interior and subsequently approved by the Bureau of the
Budget.

Sampling on this basis involved the folloiving major steps:

(a) Selection of the statistical universe . The sample-unit of
the population was defined as a vessel vjhich (1) vjas of $ net
tons or more; (2) was active or lost during the period from
January 1, 19^0 to January 1, 1955; (3) was engaged in catching
fish or shellfish for commercial purposes; (ii) was registered in
any port located in the specified regions; and (5) whose owner-
ship did not change during the five-year period.

From the annual listing of Merchant Vessels of the United States ,

Bureau of Customs, U. S. Treasury Department, vessels of 5 net
tons or more which were active as of January 1, 1955, which had
as port of registration any port located in the six regions, and
whole service was fishing, cod fishing, or oystering were selected.
Vessels belonging to the sixth region, Inland Waters, were merged
with the Middle Atlantic Area. Then, in order to meet the above-
mentioned definitional characteristics the initially available
universe underwent a number of amendations. First, the universe
was augmented with vessels which were lost daring the period
from January 1, 1950, to January 1, 1955. Second, the vessel
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population was checked against the records of the Fish and
Wildlife Service and any vessel which had not landed at least
one comnercial catch of fish or shellfish during the year 19$3
was excluded. Third, after the samples had been drawn at random
the available records were checked and vessels whose ownership
changed during 19^0-51; were eliminated. (Substitution for change
of ownership was made in the Gulf Area and California samples
only.) Vessels from the same stratum were substituted for ones
disqualified. Fourth, any vessel which during interviewing was
found to be engaged in service other than commercial fishing,
such as, sport fishing, was disqualified and a substitute vessel
from the same stratum was interviewed.

Despite these amendations, the statistical ujiiverse may have
fallen a little short of a 100 percent coverage of the sample-
units. This situation may be attributed to the relative ease
with vfhich a vessel may enter or leave commercial fishing for
other maritime activities. Field work experience has sub-
stantiated the original assurance of the Fish and Wildlife Service
that the nm.iber of such vessels was relatively small,

(b) Sample size and standard error . A sample of 1,^00 commercial
fishing vessels vjas distributed among the five geographical areas.
New England, Middle Atlantic, Gulf Area, California, and Pacific
Northwest on the basis of a minimum of 200 sample-ujiits for each
area and the distribution of the remaining 500 sample-units in
proportion to the vessel population in each area. (See table B-1
in later pages of this appendix). After the interviewing of the
New England vessel owners in the sample was almost completed,
costs limited the survey to the study of the insurance experience
in New England, the Gulf ^rea, and California. The sample size
for New England and California remained the same, 251 and 288

sample-units respectively. The Gulf Area was redefined to ex-
clude the South Atlantic Fisheries, and the original sample size
of 389 sainple-Tinits was reduced to 225 vessels.

Assuming a parameter percentage of 50 percent, i.e., only 50 per-
cent of the universe carrying insurance of either kind, and
applying the formula E = 100 J 6.65'x p x q the error is 9.1

N
percent for 200, 8.2 for 250 and 7.5 for 300 sample-units within
100 to 1 certainty limits,

(c) First-stage sampling involved the selection of a nuiaber of
home ports in each ai'ea (except California) v;ith a combined

vessel registration of no less than OU.O percent of the statistical
universe. In this manner, fifteen New England home ports and nine
in the Gulf Area vjere excluded from final sampling, thus reducing
considerably the cost of field work, (For first-stage sampling
see tables B-2 and B-3 iJi later pages of this appendix.)
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(d) Second-stage sampling consisted of drawing a stratified

random sample of 2^1 vessels for New England, 225 for the

GuLf Area and 288 for California from the first-stage sample.

This was done as follows: First, the vessel popialation in

each area was stratified on the basis of four variables: (a)

active or lost vessels; (b) material, i.e., wood or steel

vessels; (c) age of vessels; and (d) gross tonnage. Second,

the stratified quotas of each sample were determined by

multiplying the size of each sample by the ratio of each

stratum to the xmiverse. Finally, a sample larger in size than

the one required in each quota was drawn at random from each

first-stage sample (For determination of stratified quotas of

the second-stage sample of vessels see tables B-U of this

appendix.) The larger sample size than the one required v?as

dra>m in order to allow substitution of vessels because of no

response fix)m the vessel owner, change of ownership, or for

vessels which did not qualify for interviewing because of

service other than commercial fishing. Trained personnel

interviewed the vessel owner of each vessel included in the

second-stage sample.

(e) Third-stage sampling . The revised sample design provided
for the study of no less than SO percent of the total number

of years that the vessels in the second-stage samples had been
insured from 19^0 through 195ii. The study of insurance files

was conducted on the basis of availability and accessibility of
insuTfince records among leading agents and firms in each area.

The number of insurance policy-years studied in each area by
kind of insurance appear in table B-5 of this appendix. The
$0 percent minimum quotas were filled for all cases except for
protection and inderoiity policy years in the Gulf Area. In the

latter case insurance records were not available or, if available,
were not easily accessible. Trained personnel stadied the
insurance files and recorded the information on a detailed
schedule,

3. Interview Schedules, Interview Instructions and Field V/ork .

A considerable amount of preliminary work- was requii'ed for the

construction of the interview schedules because of lack of information on the

subject. Several revisions of the inteiview schedules were made after each

pretesting. Schedule A: Face Sheet was designed to record information
readily obtainable from the listing of Merchant Vessels of the United States

on the physical characteristics of the vessel. Information on the vessel's
fishing operations and other data which were expected to be related to

insurance experience were incorporated in Schedule B: Oimers Data. Ex-
perience on hull insurance and protection and indemnity insurance v;ere recorded
on Schedules C and D, respectively.
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The field work of interviewing the ovmers of the New England
vessels in the second-stage sample was conducted in Kay of 1956, earlier
than in the Gulf Area and California, Field work supervisors were trained
by interviewing vessel owners in Boston. Subsequently each field work
supervisor was assigned to a Ke;-j England port to obtain and train inter-
viewers, supervise the interviewing, conduct local research, and submit a
report of his findings. The interviev;ing of vessel owners in the Gulf Area
and in the California Area began early in Jime of 1956 \mder the direction
of the same supervisors who carried out the field work in New England. Late
in June the study of insurance files of the New England vessels in the third-
stage sample was begun. Field work supei'visors were trained with the insurance
records available at Boston insiirers and insurance agents. VJith the aid of
locally recrxiited assistants, these field work supei'visors then continued to
collect information on insurance experience from no less than 50 insurance
firms and agents located in Gloucester and Nev; Bedford, Massachusetts; New
York, New York; Philadelphia, Pennsj-lvaniaj New Orleans, Louisiana; Houston,
Texas; Los Angeles, San Diego and San Francisco, California,

Early field work in the New England Area offered a number of
advantages. Reliable, competent, and well trained personnel were given the
responsibility of supervising field work in the other areas, Interviev;

schedules and instructions were tested. Finally, cost estimates for the whole
study were made in the light of difficulties enco\mtered in New England.

U. Sample validation .

A number of correlations and chi-square analyses were made to test
the following: (a) whether fir^t-stage sampling has affected significantly
the representativeness of the second-stage samples; (b) the assumption that
the stratifying variables are correlated with the subject under study—insurance
experience; (c) the representativeness of the second-stage samples; and (d)

the representativeness of the third-stage samples,

(a) First-stage samples. The exclusion of a number of home
ports in New England and the Gulf Area through first-stage
sampling does not seem to have affected significantly the

representativeness of the second-stage samples. First, the

findings indicate that during 19S0-Sh the vessels in the second-

stage san^iles had used for fish landings a large number of ports
in each area (26 in New England, 39 in Gulf, lIi in California),
including the home ports which vjere eliminated through first-

stage sampling. Second, stratification of the second-stage

samples was based on the stratifying characteristics of the initial

universe, not of the first-stage sample. Finally, chi-square analysis

of the second-stage samples leads to the sarne conclusion, (See

table B-8 of this appendix,)

(b) Correlation of stratifying variables . The assumption that

the stratifying variables are correlated with insurance experience
is substantiated by the findings. First, the average insurance

rate for active vessels is lovjer than the rate for lost vessels by
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1 percent or more in all three areas. Second, the average

insurance rate for active-v;ood vessels is higher than the rate

for active vessels made of steel by 1»7 percent or more in all

three areas. (See table B-7 of this appendix for these two

findings.) Third, age of vessel is directly and gross tonnage

of vessel inversely correlated with average insxirance rates.
Several calctilations confirming this were made by the staff.

Correlation in both cases is low because many other factors de-

termine insurance rates besides age and gross tonnage. The

presence of correlation is better demonstrated by the average
insurance rate of vessels distributed in a frequency by age and
gross tonnage shown in table B-7 of Section II, Correlation is

more pronounced for age. For vessels of less than 86 gross tons,

correlation is low in New England and Gulf Area, while direct
correlation is evidenced in California. For larger vessels
correlation is inverse for all three areas. Inasmuch as a

demonstration of the presence of such relationship justifies the
use of these variables for stratification purposes no attempt
has been made to measure the degree of correlation,

(c) Second-stage samples . Chi-square analyses of second-stage
samples by age and gross tonnage have produced probability values

(p) for all areas greater than a 0.01 criterion of significance.
These probability values show that the deviations of these samples
from the universe with regard to age and gross tonnage of vessels
are due to chance error alone (table B-8 of this appendix.)

(d) Third-stage samples . Chi-square analyses of third-stage
samples by age and tonnage has produced probability values for
all areas greater than the critical p = 0.01 level. Thus, the
null hypothesis has not been impugned and the representativeness
of these samples has been demonstrated, (table B-9)

Conclusion ; The qualitative aspects of insurance experience and the presence
of correlation between the stratifying variable and average insurance rates
require that Type I errors should be as few as possible. In other words,
showing that the difference between the samples and the universe is not
significant is more important than showing that this difference is significant.
Therefore, P = 0.01 as a criterion of significance may be considered sufficient
and we may conclude that all second-stage and third-stage sapiples are reliable
representatives of the statistical populations from which th^ have been drawn.
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